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spectra. Inset shows the PL spectra of Sample-A which is recorded with 325 nm
excitation from a Xe lamp and monochromator assembly. The symbols FXA,
and YL corresponds to free exciton A and yellow band respectively. Valence
band to shallow donor transition is marked by holes-to-donor (h-D) while the
vertical dashed line is a guide to band edge of GaN.
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Figure 5.3 (a) Room temperature and (b) 10 K SPS spectra of AlGaN/AlN/GaN
heterostructures which are recorded at 28 Hz modulation frequency. The
symbols FX, h-D, and DS-e corresponds to free exciton transitions, valence
band to shallow donor transition, and resonant transition in YL related deep
defect complex respectively. Dotted line shows the background signal in SPS
measurements
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Figure 5.4 (a) 10 K PL spectra of AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures recorded
with a moderate optical excitation intensity and (b) schematic band diagram of
the two heterostructures and corresponding transition energies. FXA, D0X, DAP
and LODAP corresponds to free exciton-A, neutral donor bound exciton, donoracceptor pair and longitudinal optical phonon replica of DAP respectively. E0

xxv

corresponds to 2DEG-photoexcited hole recombination. EC, EV and EF are
conduction band, valence band and Fermi level respectively
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Figure A1 (a) Schematic ray diagram to illustrate the multiple reflections of PL
signal within the F-P cavity, b) Transmitted PL intensity versus energy for
distributed (red) PL generation and confined (blue) PL generation along the
depth of the sample
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SYNOPSIS
Technological breakthroughs in the epitaxial growth of III-Nitride materials and
associated heterostructures have enabled the development of several advanced
semiconductor devices like high power/frequency high electron mobility transistors
(HEMT),1,2 high efficiency light emitters3 and solar/visible blind ultraviolet
photodiodes.4 It became possible due to the superior fundamental characteristics of
nitride materials such as large direct bandgap, high electrical breakdown, high thermal
conductivity and high saturation velocity of carriers. In case of HEMT structures, a
large density of two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is formed at AlGaN/GaN
heterointerface due to the presence of a large polarization field discontinuity. 5 Since the
2DEG is spatially separated from ions, it exhibits a large electron mobility and also a
high saturation velocity which is essential for the realization of high frequency
switching devices. Whether it be the development of high power HEMT or high
efficiency blue-green light emitting diodes (LEDs), nitride materials have
revolutionized the world of semiconductor devices. In particular, the development of
high efficiency blue LEDs has proven to be a wonderful gift to mankind in the form of

In spite of many noteworthy developments, nitrides still have a few hurdles to
overcome which currently restricts further improvements of device characteristics. One
inherent problem is related to the presence of a huge density of defects and dislocations
in nitride heterostructures. It occurs due to the large lattice and thermal mismatch that is
generally present in nitride epitaxial architecture since native GaN substrates are not yet
easily available. A major consequence of this appears in terms of a large n-type
conductivity of GaN epilayers due to the unintentional doping by residual impurities
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such as silicon and oxygen. It leads to high buffer leakage current, low breakdown
voltage, and parasitic losses in GaN based HEMT devices.6,7 Though the formation of
defects/dislocations is inevitable in nitride epitaxial layers, an unambiguous
identification of defects can greatly help in improving the crystalline quality of nitride
epitaxial layers. Spectroscopic techniques can provide vital information related to such
defects. These are usually preferred over other characterization methods due to their
non-destructive nature. However, key information related to the layer properties is
sometimes hindered by the features associated with defects in spectroscopy
measurements.

New

methodologies

of

spectroscopic

experiments

for

the

characterization of nitride epitaxial layers are thus desirable. Another critical issue is
related to compensation of native defects where the concept of p-type doping of GaN
buffer layer have been suggested for suppressing the problem of parallel conduction in
nitride HEMT grown on Iron doped GaN templates.8,9 However, acceptors in GaN are
known to introduce mid gap states of complex nature. Understanding of the defect
states associated with p-type dopants is therefore of paramount importance for the
realization of novel nitride devices. Further, a firm confirmation of the presence of
2DEG in AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures prior to device fabrication is essential. Here, a
non-destructive characterization of 2DEG states is very attractive. However,
spectroscopic characterization of 2DEG states in AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures is
challenging since one finds a considerable overlap between the 2DEG features and
interference oscillations/defect features that are generally observed in the sub bandgap
region of GaN. New methodologies for the spectroscopic characterization of
AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures are thus essential.
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This thesis deals with the development of novel methodologies for
spectroscopic characterization of nitride epitaxial layers. Spectroscopic features
associated with epilayers, defects and other subsidiary phenomena in AlGaN/GaN
HEMT structures are carefully recorded and analyzed. Fundamental mechanisms
associated with various electronic transitions seen in the spectroscopic measurements
are discussed. In particular, origin of yellow luminescence (YL) band in AlGaN/GaN,
and blue luminescence (BL) band in heavily dopes p-GaN are discussed. In a later part,
spectroscopic measurements are presented for an unambiguous identification of 2DEG
features in AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures. The thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 1, an introduction to III-nitrides is provided by highlighting the key
properties of these materials that differ from other III-V semiconductors. Literature
survey on the advancements in III-nitride semiconductor materials, various applications
and bottlenecks are given in this chapter. Dominant defects that are present in GaN
based heterostructures, various tools to identify and characterize such defects and the
associated mechanism are also discussed in brief. Importance of the presence of 2DEG
in AlGaN/GaN heterostructures and the challenges which are associated with an
unambiguous identification of the true signatures of 2DEG by spectroscopic techniques
are also briefly mentioned.
Chapter 2 contains a description of experimental techniques that are used in
course of this thesis work. Basic principles of the spectroscopy techniques like
reflectivity, photoluminescence (PL), photoluminescence excitation (PLE) and surface
photovoltage spectroscopy (SPS) are briefly described in this chapter. Sample
preparation of GaN epitaxial layers and AlGaN/GaN heterostructures is also
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mentioned. Advantages and limitations of various spectroscopic techniques are also
compared in this chapter.
New methodologies for performing SPS measurements under pump-probe
configurations are introduced in this chapter. It is already known that the involvement
of surface states, interface states and bulk trap states significantly affects the usefulness
of SPS in determining the optical bandgap. By choosing an appropriate power of the
apparent pump beam, the contribution of sub-bandgap states can be effectively
suppressed which otherwise swamp the bandgap related information. Bandgap of
epilayers can be accurately measured even under the strong influence of localized states
by conducting SPS experiments under the modified configuration. It is discussed that
by changing the energy/intensity of pump beam and illumination configuration, one can
pinpoint the spectral and spatial location of defect features in nitride epitaxial layers.
Usefulness of the modified technique is proven by investigating several epilayers like
p-GaAs/SI-GaAs, heavily doped GaN: Mg and AlGaN/GaN heterostructures.
Performance of AlGaN/GaN HEMT devices is considerably influenced by the
crystalline quality of GaN channel layer. In view of this, study of defects lying in GaN
buffer layer is essential. Spectroscopic characterization of defects in GaN epitaxial
layers and AlGaN/GaN heterostructures is discussed in Chapter 3. Two major issues
related to the presence of blue luminescence (BL) and yellow luminescence (YL) bands
in PL spectra are discussed in detail. Fundamental origin of the two PL bands is not yet
clear since conflicting reports keep appearing in literature. In order to nullify the
problem of parallel conduction at GaN/Fe-GaN interface, p-type doping of a part of
GaN buffer layer is considered to be a viable option for the development of
AlGaN/GaN HEMT devices. However, a large incorporation of Magnesium (Mg) in
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GaN might lead to unnecessary complications. Spectroscopic measurements can
provide vital information here since a strong BL band always appears in heavily doped
p-GaN samples.10 In this chapter, complementary spectroscopic measurements such as
PL and SPS are performed on heavily doped GaN:Mg epitaxial layers to identify
shallow/deep levels which contributes to the BL band. Availability of this knowledge
can help in the minimization of defects associated with heavy p-doping of GaN channel
layer. During the course of this thesis work, signature of defects states associated with
BL band are clearly seen in PL and SPS spectra. Further, activation energy of 24±2
meV and 396±132 meV are estimated from the temperature dependent PL
measurements in the low and high temperature ranges respectively. The low activation
energy is correlated with the activation of electrons from shallow donor states to
conduction band while the high activation energy is associated with the excitation of
holes from deep acceptor states to valence band. Systematic spectroscopic
measurements confirm that the BL band originates from a conduction band/shallow
donor level to deep acceptor state transition.
Next, the origin of YL band in the PL spectra of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure
is discussed in this chapter. In literature, intensity ratio corresponding to the band edge
and YL band signals in GaN is often used to define the purity of epilayers. However,
the exact attribution of YL band to specific defects and its spatial location in GaN is a
matter of intense debate.11 Here, SPS and photoluminescence excitation (PLE)
measurements both in conventional and under pump-probe configurations are
performed with an overall aim to identify the defect states along with their spatial
location in AlGaN/GaN heterostructures. Features related to shallow donor state at ~30
meV below the conduction band and a deep trap state at ~1 eV above the valence band
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maxima are clearly observed in room temperature SPS spectra. Further, a major
contribution to these features arises from GaN/Fe-GaN interface. SPS and PLE
measurements reveal that the deep trap states are related to CN-ON deep donor complex
and are found to be responsible for generation of YL band in GaN. Further, a simple
phenomenological model based on the electronic transitions involving a three-level
system is proposed to explain the intensity dependence of YL feature under pumpprobe configuration. Systematic spectroscopic measurements presented in this chapter
therefore help in the solution of two challenging problems which have been lingering in
nitrides for a long time.
In Chapter 4, attention is paid to an unambiguous identification of 2DEG
features in the PL spectra of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures. Contactless
characterization of 2DEG PL features is specifically important for the optimization of
the device characteristics of AlGaN/GaN HEMT. Due to spatially indirect
recombination of 2-dimensional (2D) electrons with photo-excited holes, 2DEG related
PL features are expected to appear in the sub-bandgap region of GaN. It is therefore
difficult to distinguish the 2DEG related PL feature from the defect PL features of GaN
buffer layer. Further, the sample acts like a Fabry-Perot cavity for the sub-bandgap
luminescence signal leading to the appearance of strong interference oscillations which
makes the identifications of 2DEG PL feature more challenging.
In literature, interference oscillations have been erroneously identified as either
the sub-levels of 2DEG formed at AlGaN/GaN heterointerface or the donor-acceptor
pair transitions in GaN buffer layer. During the course of this thesis work, the origin of
oscillatory features is probed by performing the angle dependent PL and reflectivity
measurements under identical conditions. Systematic variation of peak energy with
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angle and a decent match between the simulated and experimental spectra confirms that
the fine oscillations are not at all related to 2DEG sublevels. Further, peculiar
temperature dependent redshift and excitation intensity dependent blueshift of the
oscillatory features, which were interpreted as the main characteristics of 2DEG sublevels in HEMT structures by other researchers, are understood by invoking the
wavelength and temperature dependence of the refractive index of GaN within the
framework of interference phenomenon.
After establishing the association of fine PL features with interference
oscillations, the focus is next shifted to the identification of 2DEG features in PL
spectra. In order to obtain a firm confirmation of 2DEG features, PL measurements are
performed on a HEMT sample where top AlGaN barrier layer is removed by the dry
etching process. Disappearance of a particular PL feature in case of etched sample
confirms that the specific feature is indeed related to 2DEG. It is also seen that the
2DEG feature does not saturate at high excitation intensity which distinguishes it from
the defect related PL features of AlGaN barrier layer as mentioned in the previous
chapter. Although, one can identify 2DEG PL features in case of etched samples but
such a method is undesirable due to its destructive nature. In this context, systematic
temperature and excitation intensity dependent PL measurements are performed on
AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures to find some unique properties of 2DEG features. Two
broad PL features related to the ground and excited sates of 2DEG are observed below
the GaN band edge feature at cryogenic temperatures. The ground (excited) state PL
feature is observed only up to 90 K (30 K). The activation energy of the ground
(excited) state of 2DEG sub-level is estimated from the Arrhenius plot which turns out
to be 38 meV (6.6 meV). The value of activation energy is found to be rather low when
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compared with the confinement energy of 2DEG states in AlGaN/GaN heterostructures.
Schrödinger and Poisson equations are then solved in a self-consistent manner which
also predict relatively large confinement energy for the 2DEG states. Thereafter, a low
value of activation energy is explained by considering the thermal escape of the photoexcited holes from AlGaN/GaN heterointerface rather than the thermal escape of 2Delectrons from triangular potential well. Temperature and excitation intensity
dependencies of 2DEG PL features are explained by considering the temperature
dependent bandgap shrinkage, polarization field screening by thermally/photo
generated carriers and thermal escape of holes away from the AlGaN/GaN heterointerface. The value of built-in electric field at the hetero-interface is estimated from the
PL peak energy of 2DEG sub-levels which turns out to be 1 MV/cm. It is found to be in
good agreement with the theoretically predicted value from a self-consistent solution of
Schrödinger and Poisson equations. It therefore certifies that one can attain an
unambiguous identification of 2DEG states in the PL spectra of AlGaN/GaN HEMT
sample in a completely non-destructive manner.
At the end of this chapter, the recombination mechanisms of 2DEG in
AlGaN/GaN heterostructures with photo-excited holes are investigated by performing
excitation intensity dependent PL measurements at 10 K. Excitation intensity is varied
over 6 orders of magnitude. In low excitation regime, 2DEG PL transition is found to
be excitonic where integrated PL intensity increases linearly with the excitation
intensity. Beyond a certain excitation intensity, a sharp PL feature appears whose
integrated intensity increases super-linearly with the excitation intensity. Several
possibilities such as non-k conserving transitions, recombination of the excited state of
2DEG, Fermi edge singularity and free carrier recombination of 2D electrons with
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photo-excited holes are considered to understand the origin of new PL feature. Out of
all these possibilities, free carrier recombination of 2D electrons with holes in the
quasi-flat band region of valence band is found to be the most appropriate mechanisms.
Note that a Mott like transition is inevitable whenever the net carrier density exceeds
the critical Mott density in a particular region of sample. Either the spreading of 2DEG
carriers towards the substrate or the enhancement of the density of photo-excited holes
at AlGaN/GaN heterointerface or both are considered to explain the origin of a Mott
like transition. Numerical simulations are also carried out to understand the generation
of a Mott like transition in AlGaN/GaN heterostructures.
In Chapter 5, impact of Mg doping of GaN buffer layer on the optical
properties of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures is discussed by performing PL and SPS
measurements on two samples. In these samples, initial 200 nm of GaN buffer layer is
doped with different Mg concentration. Spectroscopic measurements are in perfect
agreement with the growth changes made in the layer structures where Mg is seen to
compensate the defects in GaN. Further, it is found that Mg doping of GaN buffer layer
enhances the confinement of 2DEG in the triangular potential well at AlGaN/GaN
heterointerface. Thus the spectroscopic methods discussed in this thesis are of special
importance since the key properties of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures can now be
evaluated before the sample is transferred to the processing lab for device fabrication
purpose.
Finally in Chapter 6, we conclude by summarizing the main results of the
thesis with a brief discussions about the scope of future work. A new spectroscopic
configuration of SPS technique is presented where measurements are performed under
pump-probe geometry. The modified method is found to be very useful for measuring
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the bandgap of semiconductor epitaxial layers which was otherwise difficult due to the
dominance of sub bandgap features. It also helps in understanding the fundamental
origin of defects in GaN epitaxial layers and AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures.
Spectroscopic measurements reveal that Magnesium creates deep acceptor levels in
heavily doped p-GaN layers which is associated with the observation of BL band in pGaN. Similarly, formation of CN-ON defect complex in AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures
is found to be the main mechanism for the observation of YL band. It is also observed
that a large fraction of such defect states lie at undoped GaN/Fe-GaN interface. Next,
an anomaly related to the association of some fine oscillations in PL spectra with the
sub levels of 2DEG in AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures is resolved. It is found that the
fine oscillatory features are governed by the interference phenomenon. Thereafter, a
contactless method for finding an unambiguous signature of 2DEG in AlGaN/GaN
HEMT structures is demonstrated. The proposed method is used to study the effect of
Mg incorporation on the optical properties of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures where Mg
doping is found to compensate the native defects. Complimentary electronic transport
measurements or the operational characteristics of HEMT devices made from
AlGaN/GaN structures with variation in Mg content of GaN buffer layer are required to
corroborate the spectroscopic results. Availability of this knowledge shall be highly
beneficial in the development of next generation nitride devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Recent advancements in nitride semiconductor research have facilitated the
development of wide range of power electronic devices, high efficiency white light
emitters and solar/visible blind ultraviolet photodetectors.1-11 One of the most important
nitride device is high electron mobility transistor (HEMT).12, 13 HEMT is a heterojunction
based unipolar field effect transistor which utilizes the advantages of 2-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) to produce high gain at high frequencies along with low noise
values. Since 2DEG is spatially separated from ionized donors/impurities, it experiences
less ionized impurity scattering and therefore exhibit a high mobility. 14 A combination
of high 2DEG density and high electron mobility results in high current density and low
channel resistance, which are especially important for high frequency operation and
power switching applications. In view of this, III-nitride heterostructures are capable of
possess high 2DEG density along high electron mobility when compared with other
semiconductor heterostructures. In addition to this, key material properties of nitride
semiconductors are highly promising for the realization of high frequency, high
temperature, and high power HEMT devices. Material properties of GaN are compared
with other semiconducting materials in Table 1.1. High bandgap of GaN allows high
breakdown field and high operating temperature which is beneficial over Si or GaAs in
high power and high temperature applications.15 High electron saturation velocity leads
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to high saturation current density which in combination with high mobility makes GaN
HEMT suitable for high frequency switching amplifiers. Though the breakdown field,
saturation velocity and Johnson Figure of Merit (JFOM) are similar, the ability of GaN
to form heterojunctions makes it superior to SiC. Nitride based HEMTs are now
commonly used in military radar, satellite communication, wireless mobile
communication, imaging and microwave oven which require high performance at high
frequency levels.
Material

Si

GaAs

SiC

GaN

Bandgap (eV)

1.1

1.42

3.25

3.49

Electron mobility(cm2/V s)

1500

8500

700

1000

Saturation velocity (x 107 cm/s)

1

2

2

2.5

Breakdown field (MV/cm)

0.3

0.4

3

3.3

Tmax (oC)

300

300

600

700

JFOM

1

2.7

20

27.5

BFM

1

14.8

125.3

186.7

Parameter

Table 1.1 A comparison of Material properties of various semiconductors

2, 13, 16, 17

Johnson Figure of Merit (JFOM) is a measure of the ultimate high frequency capability
of the material where as

merit (BFM) is a measure of the specific on-

resistance of the drift region of a vertical FET.
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1.1 A Brief History of III-Nitride HEMT
The first observation of 2DEG in AlGaN/GaN heterostructure was reported in
1992 by Khan et al.18 The formation of 2DEG density of 1011/cm2 due to strain induced
polarization field in nitride heterostructure was shown by Bykhovski et al. in 1993.19 At
the same time, fabrication of AlGaN/GaN HEMT and its DC characteristics were
reported by Khan et al.6 whereas nitride HEMT were demonstrated in RF power
amplification.20, 21 However, in the initial stage, AlGaN/GaN HEMT devices suffered a
high loss in output power at high frequency due to DC-to-RF dispersion. It is believed to
be because of the trap assisted phenomenon where both the surface and bulk trap states
contributes to current collapse.22-24 Researchers had tried to overcome these limitations
by incorporating several innovative ways. First, the passivation of surface states by SiN
was introduced in 2000 which is found to effectively reduce DC-to RF dispersion to a
certain extent.25, 26 Second, field plate was adopted in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs which was
found to increases the breakdown voltage of the device through modulating the electric
field locally and also in reducing the dispersion.27, 28 Third, insertion of a thin AlN layer
before AlGaN growth was found to suppress current collapse by preventing 2DEG
transfer to surface and bulk trap states.29 It further reduced the alloy disorder scattering
which affects the mobility of 2DEG. Efforts are made to achieve low leakage current and
better pinch off condition by introducing a back barrier layer for 2DEG or by making the
buffer layer semi-insulating.30, 31 A better buffer isolation and high cut off frequency of
the device is obtained using back barrier configuration. Since then, the output power
density has further improved by optimizing growth techniques, material qualities, and
device designs.32-38
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1.2 Crystal Structure and Polarization
III-nitride usually crystalize in hexagonal wurtzite (WZ) type where the atoms
are in tetrahedral atomic coordination with theoretical sp3-hybridization.39 Stacking
sequence of atoms in a GaN unit cell is shown in Fig. 1.1 (a). A large difference in
electronegativity between Ga (1.81 Pauling unit) and N (3.04 Pauling unit) atoms leads
to high ionicity in GaN.40 It leads to the situation where centre of positive and negative
charge of wurtzite nitride materials no longer coincides. Thus, both the bond angles and
lengths are minutely distorted as the crystal relaxes into a new point of equilibrium and
therefore tetrahedral symmetry breaks down. Such structural deformations induce
spontaneous polarization (PSP) along [0 0 0 1] direction.41 In addition, GaN crystal is
non-centrosymmetric along [0 0 0 1] direction. It therefore exhibits two different
sequences of atomic layering in the two opposite directions: [0 0 0 1] and [0 0 0 -1]. As
a consequence, two crystallographic polarities are observed in GaN as shown in Fig. 1.1
(b) and (c).41, 42 In a crystal of finite dimension, all the dipoles are neutralized except
those lying at the two surfaces. A free Ga-polar surface develops negative sheet charge
while a N-polar surface develops a positive sheet charge. Thus a non-zero net electric
field of the order of MV/cm exists in bulk nitride semiconductors. Such an electric field
is naturally present in all the nitride epitaxial layers grown [0 0 0 1] direction. Another
polarization appears in nitrides due to residual strain in the epilayer. Traditional bulk
GaN growth techniques are extremely difficult due to the requirement of high
temperature ~ 2500 K and high equilibrium N2 pressure ~ 10,000 bar.43 Due to
unavailability of bulk GaN substrate, nitride semiconductor epilayers are generally
grown on foreign substrates such as sapphire, Si or SiC which have a very different lattice
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parameter and thermal expansion coefficient

when compared with nitride

semiconductors. Lattice and thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the
substrate and epitaxial layer introduces a certain amount of in-plane biaxial strain in
Ga-polar

N-polar

++Al

+-

+-

O

O
Sapphire substrate

Sapphire substrate

(b)

(c)

(a)

+-

+-

N

N Ga

+-

Ga

N

+-

Ga

Figure 1.1 (a) Stacking of Ga and N atoms in (a) unit cell of wurtzite GaN and (b)
along [0 0 0 1] direction in N-polar and (c) Ga-polar direction.

epilayer which results in a piezoelectric contribution to the polarization (PPZ). Thus the
resultant polarization in the material is given by;

Ptot

PSP

PPZ

(1.1)

The direction of piezoelectric polarization depends on the type of stress that is present in
epitaxial layer whereas the direction of spontaneous polarization depends on the polarity
of epilayer. The polarity of epitaxial layer depends on the growth method, substrate
preparation and also on the nature of buffer layer.44 For example, both Ga-polar and Npolar GaN can be grown on sapphire substrate by molecular beam epitaxy technique.
Sapphire substrate is oxygen terminated. The termination is found to be stable against
nitridation for a considerable amount of time. Therefore, the first monolayer of deposited
epitaxial film is Ga-monolayer. Since Ga-N bond is stronger than Ga-O bond, the first
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Ga-monolayer belongs to GaN epitaxial layer. The epilayer therefore shows N-polarity
as shown in Fig. 1.1(b). However, Ga-polar GaN is generally preferred because it favours
two dimensional growth and displays better surface morphology. To get Ga-polar GaN,
initially a thin layer of AlN is grown on sapphire substrate. The first deposited monolayer
is Al-monolayer. Since Al-O bond is stronger than Al-N bond, the first Al-monolayer
belongs to substrate. Thus the first grown N-monolayer belongs to the epitaxial layer.
Thin AlN epitaxial layer therefore shows Al-polarity. GaN epitaxial layer grown on AlN
layer shows Ga-polarity as shown in Fig. 1.1 (c). A selective polarity and corresponding
polarization fields have very important implications in AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures
and devices.

1.3 Polarization in AlGaN/GaN Heterostructures
A variation in structural parameters leads to different spontaneous polarization
for AlN (-0.081 C/m2), GaN (-0.029 C/m2) and InN (-0.032 C/m2).42 In case of
AlGaN/GaN heterostructure, the direction of spontaneous polarization is same however
the magnitude is different in AlGaN and GaN epilayer. Further, AlGaN has a smaller
lattice constant than GaN. Thus it results in a tensile strain in AlGaN layer which leads
to piezoelectric polarization within AlGaN layer. The direction of spontaneous and
piezoelectric polarization components in Ga-polar and N-polar AlGaN/GaN
heterostructures is shown schematically in Fig. 1.2. GaN layer is considered to be relaxed
due to which piezoelectric polarization in GaN layer is taken as zero. The net polarization
discontinuity leads to large polarization sheet charge density which is defined by,41
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PSP AlGaN

PPE AlGaN

(1.2)

PSP GaN

It is clear from the figure that both the spontaneous and piezoelectric polarizations are in
same (opposite) direction in case of Ga-polar (N-polar) heterostructure. This leads to
larger sheet charge density in case of Ga-polar heterostructure compared to N-polar
heterostructure. The presence of polarization sheet charge is advantageous for the
formation of 2-dimensional electron gas in case of AlGaN/GaN heterostructures.

N-polar

Ga-polar

PSP
PSP

PPE

AlGaN
tensile strain

PSP

GaN
relaxed

PSP

PPE

Substrate
Figure 1.2 Polarization components in AlGaN/GaN heterostructure with different
polarity. PSP and PPE stands for spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization
respectively.

1.4 Formation of Two Dimensional Electron Gas in
AlGaN/GaN Heterostructures
As mentioned earlier, key part of a HEMT devices is two-dimensional electron
gas (2DEG) which is formed due to redistribution of charge carriers in a
heterostructure.14, 45 When a heterojunction is formed, redistribution of charge carriers
occurs between the two materials until an equilibrium between the two Fermi levels is
reached. The redistribution of charge carriers form depletion or accumulation region
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within the heterostructure. Significant accumulation of free carriers leads to formation of
a quasi-two dimensional triangular potential well. The quantum confined electrons are
referred as 2DEG. A renowned advantage of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure is that a large
density of 2DEG (~1013/cm2) is formed at the heterointerface compared to ~1012/cm2 for
modulation doped AlGaAs/GaAs HEMT structure.14, 46, 47 Unlike AlGaAs/GaAs HEMT
structure, the high 2DEG density is obtained even in case of unintentionally doped
AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure. In fact,
intentional dopants in AlGaN layer. Major reasons for the formation of 2DEG are

GaN
EC
EF
Surface
states
EV

Polarization
charges

Figure 1.3 Schematic band diagram of AlGaN/GaN heterostructure. E C, EV and EF
corresponds to conduction band, valence band and Fermi level respectively.

associated with the presence of surface donor states and polarization induced charge
sheet at the two faces of AlGaN layer as schematically shown in Fig. 1.3.48, 49 A constant
electric field exists in AlGaN layer due to the presence of polarization sheet charge at the
top and bottom of AlGaN layer. This electric field increases the surface potential with
increasing the thickness of AlGaN layer. On the other hand, there is a large density of
donor states at AlGaN surface. For a small thickness of AlGaN layer, the surface donors
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are well below the Fermi level and are expected to be filled.
because of no net charge transfer. With increasing thickness of AlGaN layer, the surface
potential increases which moves surface donor states above the Fermi level as shown in
Fig. 1.3. It leads to a large density of electrons transfer from AlGaN surface states to
GaN which forms 2DEG at AlGaN/GaN heterointerface.50 A partial screening of
polarization field in AlGaN layer due to the charge transfer prohibits further rise of
surface potential with increasing thickness of AlGaN layer. The advantage of nitride over
arsenide HEMTs is that the modulation doping or large barrier width are not essential to
form 2DEG. Further, a high band offset provides better confinement of 2DEG.

1.5 Ideal HEMT Characteristics
For an ideal HEMT, 2DEG is sharply confined at the heterointerface. The buffer
layer is semi-insulating so that no current flows from source to drain in pinch off
condition. Further, there are no traps present in the heterostructure which can capture
2DEG. The normal and pinch off condition of a HEMT are shown schematically in Fig.
1.4 (a) and (b) respectively whereas the schematic drain current (ID)-source to drain
voltage (VDS) characteristics for different gate voltages (VG) are shown in Fig 1.4 (c).
Maximum drain current in normally on condition and zero current in pinch off condition
provides maximum swing of drain current (Imax). The maximum swing of drain current
(Imax) provides the maximum output power (Pmax) which is given by,

Pmax

Vbr Vknee I max
8

(1.3)
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where, Vbr and Vknee correspond to the breakdown voltage and knee voltage respectively.
Drain current (IDS) can be maximized by maximizing the density and mobility of 2DEG.
2DEG density can be maximized my increasing the total polarization discontinuity at the
heterointerface whereas mobility can be maximized by improving the interface
abruptness. Breakdown voltage (Vbr) of GaN is high enough whereas Vknee can be
reduced by reducing the channel resistance. Thus, an ideal AlGaN/GaN HEMT can
produce high gain, which makes the transistor very useful for high power devices.

S

(a)

Gate
AlGaN
SI-GaN

D

Imax

2DEG

Bias point

ID

Sapphire

S

(b)

Gate
AlGaN
SI-GaN
Sapphire

D

VDS
2DEG

Vknee

(c)

Vbr

Figure 1.4 Schematic of an ideal AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure in (a) normal and (b)
pinch off condition. S and D corresponds to source and drain respectively. Pinch off
condition is obtained by applying bias which is not shown. (c) Schematic I-V
characteristics of an ideal HEMT. IDS, VDS, Vknee and Vbr corresponds to drain current
source to drain voltage knee voltage and breakdown voltage respectively.

1.6 Non-idealities of GaN HEMT
Despite of several advantages, there are several limitations of AlGaN/GAN
HEMT. In practical HEMT, 2DEG density is distributed in the buffer layer due to low
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barrier height. Further, there are large number of traps lying near 2DEG channel, a
reasonable background electron density in bulk GaN and charged dislocations lying at
the substrate-epilayers interface as schematically shown in Fig. 1.5 (a) and (b). Presence

S

Trap

Gate

D

AlGaN
GaN

(a)

S

leakage

Gate

D

AlGaN
GaN

Knee walkout

ID

Sapphire

(b)

VDS

(c)

Sapphire

Figure 1.5 Schematic of a non-ideal AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure in (a) normal and
(b) pinch off condition. S and D corresponds to source and drain respectively. (c)
Schematic I-V characteristics of a non-ideal HEMT. IDS, and VDS correspond to drainsource current and drain-source voltage respectively. The ideal (non-ideal) curves are
shown by black (blue) lines respectively along with the leakage current.48, 51

of traps and background carrier density degrade the performance of HEMTs in several
ways. First, the spillover of 2DEG towards the substrate during HEMT operation leads
to capture of hot electrons by the traps present near the channel region. It therefore
reduces the effective density of 2DEG which leads to low drain current as schematically
shown in Fig. 1.5 (c).24, 51, 52 The effect is known as current collapse. In addition to this,
the channel resistance also increases which leads to increase in knee voltage to higher
value.53 Second, in pinched off condition, a considerable amount of current conduction
occurs through background carrier and interface charged dislocations as shown
11

schematically in Fig. 1.5 (b). It leads to an increase of the leakage current in off state
condition as shown in Fig. 1.5 (c). Third, the frequency response of traps states is
comparatively slow which lags the output response behind gate signal and also leads to
large noise in the device.52, 54-56 Thus in case of very high frequency swing of the gate
voltage, the drain-to source voltage/ drain current does not follow the gate voltage swing
which leads to low drain current. All these effects lead to low output power of HEMT.
In order to optimize the HEMT performance, one therefore needs to minimize the defect
density in HEMT structures.

1.7 Imperfections in GaN
As mentioned before, GaN epitaxial layers are generally grown on foreign
substrates due to unavailability of bulk GaN substrate. Sapphire and Silicon are the most
common substrates for GaN growth due to easy availability.57, 58 However, the large
lattice mismatch (13.8 % for Sapphire and 17 % for Si) and the difference in thermal
expansion coefficient between the substrate and epitaxial layer introduce a large density
of dislocations (> 1010 cm-2) in epitaxial layer.7 These dislocations behave like efficient
recombination and scattering centers. One method to reduce the dislocation density in
active region is to grow a thick GaN buffer layer. However, it introduces large bow which
brings difficulty in processing such as sub-micron lithography, inhomogeneous etching
and polishing. Further, nominally undoped GaN grown on sapphire or Si substrate shows
n-type conductivity due to unintentional doping by residual Oxygen or Silicon impurities.
The substrate itself acts like a source of such impurities in the initial stage of growth.
These unintentional impurities create shallow donor states within the bandgap which
12

contributes to a large density of background electron density.59 A lot of work have been
aimed towards the minimization of dislocation density and background electron density
in GaN growth. Optimization of the growth process can help in reducing the defect
density. However, carrier concentration at intrinsic level is difficult to obtain from the
growth point of view. Another way to minimize the electron density is the compensation
of residual donors by shallow and deep acceptor impurities such as carbon (C), iron (Fe)
and magnesium (Mg).34, 36, 60-62 However, the process of manufacturing a semi-insulating
buffer can introduces excess traps in GaN buffer layer which can enhance current
collapse and DC to RF dispersion. Hence, an innovative way for the minimization of trap
states is essential. Fundamental understanding of the origin of defects in GaN can surely
help in this process. A prior knowledge of the characteristics of defects can be extremely
helpful in optimizing the performance of HEMT devices.
In view of this, optical spectroscopy is very attractive due to its capability of
probing the heterostructures in truly non-destructive manner. Various spectroscopic
techniques including Photoluminescence (PL), Photoluminescence Excitation (PLE),
and Surface Photovoltage Spectroscopy (SPS) are extensively used to acquire the
required information related to the band structure of bulk semiconductors, quantum
confined energy levels and also the defect information.63, 64 In the next section, dominant
optical transitions related to band edge and defects in GaN and related heterostructures
are discussed in brief.
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1.8 Optical Transitions in GaN and AlGaN/GaN
Heterostructure
GaN is a direct bandgap semiconductor material as elaborated by energy (E)momentum (k) diagram in Fig. 1.6 (a). The minima of conduction band and the maxima
of valence band coincide

point). Due to spin-orbit coupling and crystal field

splitting, the valence band splits into three sub-bands A, B and C respectively.65, 66 The
conduction band has s-like atomic character whereas the three valence bands have p-like
atomic character. It is possible to have electric dipole transition from each of the valence
band to conduction band and vice versa. Absorption of a photon via interband transition
creates electron and hole in the respective bands. The photo-excited carriers then relax
to the lowest energy state in the bands via emission of acoustic and optical phonons. Due
to opposite polarity of electron and hole, they experience a Coulomb attraction. When
the attractive potential energy is higher than the thermal and kinetic energy of the
individual charged particle, a bound electron-hole pair forms which is called an exciton.
It is quite similar to a hydrogenic system. Applying Bohr model to exciton, the quantized
energy levels relative to the ionization limit are given by,67

E n

1 RX
m0 r2 n 2

(1.4)

where, µ is the reduced mass, m0 is the mass of electron,

r is

the dielectric constant of

GaN, RX is Rydberg constant of Hydrogen atom (13.6 eV), and n is the principal quantum
number. Due to large dielectric constant ( ) ~ 8.9 of GaN, the electrostatic attraction
between electron and hole is weak in GaN. Thus weakly bound Wannier-Mott exciton
with energy ~26 meV are observed in GaN. Since the binding energy of exciton is
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comparable to thermal energy at room temperature, exciton in GaN exists even at room
temperature. Thus most of the photo-excited carriers in GaN goes through excitonic
E

AlGaN AlN
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ESD
EDD

FXA

A
B

G

Eg

DAP

BL

YL

BL

k

EDS
ESA

(a)

EC
EF

EDA

C

(b)

GaN

EC

EAlGaN

EV

E2DEG EGaN

EV

(c)

Figure 1.6 Schematic of (a) E-k diagram of GaN, (b) defect states and corresponding
optical transitions in GaN, and (c) AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure with optical
transitions. A, B and C corresponds to three valence bands of GaN. E g and FXA
correspond to bandgap of GaN and free exciton recombination energy respectively.
EC, EV, EF, ESD, EDD, EDA, ESA, and EDS correspond to conduction band, valence band,
Fermi level, shallow donor, deep donor, deep acceptor, shallow acceptor and deep state
respectively. G, DAP, BL and YL corresponds optical generation, donor-acceptor pair
recombination, blue luminescence and yellow luminescence respectively.

recombination (at 3.43 eV) below room temperature. In addition, there are dopants and
impurity centers in GaN which attracts exciton via the van der Waals interaction. Due to
this attraction, excitons are trapped by neutral donor impurity and thus forms bound
excitons. Due to additional binding energy, bound excitonic transition occurs at energy
lower than the energy of free excitons. Bound exciton emission is important for the
characterization purposes because it provides a qualitative signature of defects that
bounds the exciton. Dopants and impurities further create shallow and deep levels within
the bandgap of GaN. Electrical characteristics of defects mainly depend on the energy
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position within the bandgap. The states which lie in close vicinity of band edges
(approximately < 3kT) are called shallow states. Thermal activation of carriers from
these states is responsible for the background carrier density in respective bands. The
states which lies deep in the bandgap are known as deep states. They do not contribute
in conductivity, however, act as efficient carrier traps and recombination centers. The
commonly observed shallow and deep states are shown schematically in Fig. 1.6 (b).
After photo-excitation (G), the carriers get distributed in the bands and in defect states
depending on their capture cross section and occupation probability. After a
characteristic lifetime, photo-excited carriers undergo either radiative or non-radiative
recombination. When the carriers are recombining radiatively, they create some
luminescence corresponding to each transition. The transition energy provides
information about the position of defect states within the bandgap whereas its intensity
provides a qualitative density of defects. The defect related luminescence observed in
GaN are also shown in Fig. 1.6 (b). Transition from shallow donor (ESD) to shallow
acceptor (ESA) is called donor-acceptor pair (DAP) recombination which provides violet
luminescence at ~ 3.27 eV.68 The origin of blue luminescence (BL) is controversial where
a transition from ESD to a deep acceptor level or a deep donor level (EDD) to ESA is
considered to be the probable transition.63 On the other hand, yellow luminescence (YL)
originates due to EC/ESD to a deep state (EDS) transition where its correlation to a
particular defect state is controversial.63
In case of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures, all these defects are present in GaN
buffer layer. Hence, band edge transition related to GaN, AlGaN along with defect
related transitions are typically observed in AlGaN HEMT structures. In addition, there
are quantum confined energy levels of 2DEG. After optical excitation, the 2DEG can
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recombine with the photo-excited holes. The spatially indirect recombination generates
a very low intensity luminescence at energy lower than the band edge transition as shown
in Fig. 1.6 (c). Useful information related to the formation of 2DEG, electric field at the
triangular potential, effective confinement of 2DEG can be approximated after careful
analysis of luminescence spectra.
All the above mentioned signature of defects and 2DEG are obtained in case of
radiative recombination. In case of non-radiation recombination, the emission based
measurements are inefficient. However, one can resonantly excite the defects by tunable
optical excitation and therefore can get information related to the defects. Excitation
based spectroscopic techniques such as transmission and surface photovoltage
spectroscopy (SPS) provides sufficient information about such defects.64

1.9 Literature Survey and Scope of Present Work
Advancements in the device performance depends significantly on the fundamental
understanding of defects that are present in the active region of device. Efforts can be put
to minimize the number of defects in layer once their origin is well established. It is
therefore essential to probe the optical and electrical signatures associated with the point
defects by different characterization techniques. The identification and characterization
of dominant defects in GaN and AlGaN/GaN heterostructures by using various
characterization techniques are reported by several researchers.63,

69-76

A number of

theoretical calculations are already reported on the defects in GaN. In spite of substantial
research, there are several issues which are still under intense debate. For example, the
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optical signature of dominant defects in GaN namely the blue luminescence (BL) and
yellow luminescence (YL) are commonly observed in GaN epitaxial layers. The exact
attribution of these luminescence features to specific defects in GaN, their spatial and
spectral origin within the sample and impact on HEMT performance is not yet clear.38,
75, 77-84

Various characterization tools and simulations approaches are already reported by

numerous researchers over the last three decades that have been focused to identify the
exact attribution of defects to these luminescence bands. For more than a decade, Gallium
vacancy (VGa) related defects/ defect complex were considered as the source of YL
band.72, 85-89 Due to low formation energy, VGa defect centres are present in GaN bulk
and epitaxial layers with typical concentration of 1017-1018 cm-3.86 They further make
complexes with carbon atom substituting the nitrogen (CN)72 or oxygen atom substituting
nitrogen (ON)87 and form deep acceptor complex of energy EV+0.87 eV. The radiative
recombination between shallow donors such as oxygen (O) or Silicon (Si) and deep
acceptor gives rise to YL band. A low activation energy of 15 meV estimated from the
temperature dependence of YL matches reasonable well with the activation energy of
shallow donors.90-92 Later, a correlation of C-concentration with the deep acceptor state
for YL have been occasionally appearing with the exclusion of VGa defect complex.25, 53,
62, 63, 75, 77, 78, 93

In particular, Huber et al.93 have shown that the intensity of YL band

follows the concentration of carbon rather than VGa. Further, hybrid density functional
calculations are performed by Reshchikov et al.77 where it is found that VGa and its
complexes have either higher formation energy or the thermodynamic transition level is
too high above the valence band to contribute to YL. Furthermore, the formation energies
of CN-ON deep donor complex and isolate CN deep acceptors are found to be low energy
and the corresponding thermodynamic transition levels matches well with the YL
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transition as shown schematically in Fig. 1.7 (a). However, there is still some ambiguity
in identifying which carbon related defects contribute to YL band in GaN. It is because
the transition energies of both the defect complexes are predicted to be very close. The
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Figure 1.7 (a) Configuration coordinate diagram and corresponding optical transitions
in CN-ON defect complex, (b) Schematic location of deep levels formed by different
charge states of CN-ON and CN deep defects within the bandgap of GaN.77

optical transition in these deep states are schematically shown in Fig. 1.7 (b). The
resonant excitation in these defect complex occurs at 3.2 eV with zero phonon excitation
at 2.8 eV. A luminescence feature occurs at 2.2 eV after a large lattice relaxation.
Recently, Reshchikov et al.77 have shown that the purity of GaN layer decides whether
the mechanisms of YL band is governed by either isolated CN defects or CN-ON defect
complexes. The presence of a green luminescence (GL) band at a high excitation
N

defects

in GaN. Several researchers have performed temperature and excitation intensity
dependent measurements on YL to identify the recombination mechanism and spectral
origin however they were unable to differentiate between the two carbon related defect
complexes. Very recently, Huber et al. have found correlation between YL band and the
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degradation of HEMT performance experimentally.93 They have shown that the
threshold voltage and drain to source onset resistance is correlated to the intensity of YL
band. Note that the PL measurements were performed with 325 nm laser which is
strongly absorbed within 100 nm of GaN layer. Thus it mainly correlates YL defects near
to AlGaN/GaN interface with the degradation of HEMT. However, there may be
dominant shallow and deep level defects lying very deep in the bulk of GaN which can
contribute to leakage current and parallel conduction process.36 It is therefore essential
to identify the spatial distribution of YL related defects in GaN, however, the spatial
location of YL band is highly controversial. There are several complementary reports
which deals with the queries on whether YL is a surface or bulk property.38, 83, 94-99
Cathodoluminescence measurements indicates that the YL band is spatially uniforms in
a plane and its intensity is enhanced with increasing probe depth towards the substrate.100102

In contrast, Kelvin probe surface photovoltage spectroscopy measurements were

performed by Shalish et al. where YL was reported to be a surface defect related
phenomenon.94 Furthermore, there are several reports which correlates the dominance of
YL related point defects at the threading dislocation edges due to enhanced trapping by
point defects.87, 103, 104 On the contrary, there are several reports where people have
performed selective area etching and island growth where YL density is found to be large
near the dislocation free area which excludes the correlation of YL defects with threading
dislocations.88 Very recently, Matys et al. reported that the YL band arises from donoracceptor pair (DAP) recombination in very limited regions of nanometre scale lying in
the depletion region in the proximity of semiconductor surface.84 Thus the experimental
results are highly contradictory. It can be argued that the different observations appear
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because of the limitations of a particular probing technique which is used in the
identification and/or distribution of defects within the sample.
Similar to YL, the origin of blue luminescence (BL) in heavily magnesium (Mg)
doped p-type GaN is also controversial.76, 105-111 p-type GaN is an essential part of p-n
junction based light emitting devices and bipolar junction based transistors. Mg is the
only suitable acceptor dopant in GaN which creates a shallow acceptor level at about 200
meV above the valence band.11, 68, 112 The radiative recombination of electron in shallow
donor level with holes in shallow acceptor state contributes to donor acceptor pair (DAP)
recombination at around 3.28 eV in low temperature PL spectra which is an evidence of
the incorporation of Mg in GaN. While Mg is found to be an efficient p-type dopant in
GaN, its applicability is limited by self-compensation effects at large concentration. A
few reports are though available where a high value of p-type dopant concentration in
GaN is measured,113-117 Mg incorporation in p-GaN is poorly understood. In general, hole
density increases with Mg incorporation up to ~ 1020/cm3 and thereafter a gradual fall is
seen at large Mg content.118-121 A strong blue luminescence (BL) band in PL spectra
appears in heavily doped p-GaN samples. In literature, there are two school of thoughts
regarding the origin of BL band. According to model-1, which is mostly appreciated, a
deep donor state is created at ~0.35 eV below the conduction band minima (EC) which
compensates holes in case of heavily doped p-GaN layers. The recombination of carriers
between deep donor to shallow acceptor at EV+0.2 eV is responsible for BL band.109, 110,
122-124

Temperature dependent PL measurements provide an activation energy of 200

meV for BL band which corresponds to the thermal activation of holes from shallow
acceptor level to the valence band. However, no firm signature of the involved deep
donors is recorded in optically detected magnetic resonance experiments in case of
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heavily doped p-GaN samples.70 According to model-2, a deep acceptor level at 550 meV
above the valence band is created in case of heavy doping. The recombination of
electrons in conduction band with holes in deep acceptor level at EV+0.55 eV are said to
be responsible for BL band.76 A low activation energy of 200 meV for BL band is
explained by considering distributed density of states of the deep acceptor level towards
the valence band. However, no confirmatory evidences were given for the energy
position of particular deep defects/complex within the bandgap of GaN.

Density

functional theory predicts several defects such as nitrogen vacancy (VN), interstitial Mg
(Mgi) and even MgGa-VN defect complex which can lead to the compensation
mechanism. 113, 121, 125-128 Unfortunately, both the models are feasible in DFT which also
creates some confusion. Very recently, Wahl et al. have performed ion implantation
experiments to show that the incorporation of Mg in interstitial sites (Mgi) increases in
p-GaN epitaxial layer.128 Further, Miceli et al.121 have performed hybrid density
functional calculations where they found that at high doping limit, the incorporation of
Mg atoms in interstitial at the expense of substitutional Ga sites leads to the drop in hole
density as observed experimentally. Furthermore, the charge transition in the
aforementioned defects occurs near valence band rather than conduction band. Hence, an
exact attribution to self-compensation effect and direct experimental evidence of the
energy of deep levels associated with BL band are still unavailable. It makes the
investigation of YL and BL bands as the two key areas where further efforts are essential.
Optical characterization of defects in wide bandgap semiconductor is preferred
over electrical characterization due to contactless nature and ability to probe large
activation energy which cannot be estimated by temperature dependent measurements.
Techniques like Surface Photovoltage Spectroscopy (SPS), Photoluminescence (PL) and
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Photoluminescence Excitation (PLE) spectroscopy are commonly used to characterize
the defects in III-nitride epitaxial layers and heterostructures. Optical response of a defect
depends on its density, absorption cross section/ emission probability and also on the
occupation function of defect states. Conventional optical spectroscopy techniques
therefore provide information about those states only where transition probability is
nonzero in equilibrium. Furthermore, no depth resolved information can be obtained
from conventional spectroscopic measurements. For example, in metal-insulatorsemiconductor configuration of SPS technique, one measures the magnitude and phase
to learn about the defects present in layer. Due to sub-bandgap optical excitation, the
photovoltage can originate from sample surface, interface (if any) and from the back
surface. However, one

the signal is originated. Note

that the SPS signal due to a particular process can be negative or positive depending on
the band bending in the field driven region.129 Since the spatial location is not pinpointed
by conventional SPS, no firm conclusion can be drawn from the phase of SPS signal. It
therefore becomes difficult to know the nature of particular process contribution to SPS
signal. Thus, one needs innovative way to identify the spectral and spatial origin of defect
features within the sample.
As 2DEG is the heart of HEMT devices, identification of the presence of 2DEG in
HEMT structures prior to the device fabrication is essential. The most confirmatory
evidence for the presence of 2DEG is obtained from transport measurements. The
evidence of high electron density from Hall measurements or observation of Subhnikovde Hass oscillation in quantum hall experiment at low temperature confirms the
formation of 2DEG in HEMT structure.130-132 However, these are contact based method
and needs liquid Helium temperature. In this context, spectroscopic technique can
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provide useful information about the 2DEG in a truly non-destructive manner. Several
researchers have used PL technique to characterize the presence of 2DEG in HEMT
structures due to its contactless nature.14,

45

The optical signature of 2DEG in

AlGaN/GaN heterostructure was first reported by Shen et al. 45 A sharp feature (E0)
appeared below the free exciton edge (FXA) of GaN as shown in Fig. 1.8(a). The feature
showed a peculiar temperature and excitation intensity dependence which is different
from genuine GaN excitonic or defect related features as shown in Fig. 1.8 (b) and (c)
respectively. E0 feature redshifts slower than FXA with temperature for which the energy
gap between exciton feature (FXA) and E0 decreases. Further, it shows a small blueshift
with excitation intensity. The feature is assigned as spatially indirect recombination
between 2DEG electrons with photo-excited holes. The transition appeared at lower
energy than GaN band edge due to quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE). The
temperature and excitation intensity dependencies are explained considering the thermal
shrinkage of bandgap, screening of the electric field in potential well by thermal and
photo-generated carriers.45 Later on, other researchers also have performed spectroscopic
LOFXA (a)

40 K

E=FXA-E0

(b)
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E0

Figure 1.8 (a) 40 K PL spectra of AlGaN/GaN heterostructure, (b) temperature
0) from GaN free exciton

(FXA) emission, and (c) Excitation intensity dependence of E 0 at 10 K. LOFXA
corresponds to the 1st longitudinal phonon replica of free exciton-A.45
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measurements on AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures where they found the appearance of
several fine features in PL spectra.133-138 These features were found to follow a similar
temperature and excitation intensity dependencies as mentioned by Shen et al.45 In spite
of a large number of fine features, researchers had assigned them as the sub-levels of
2DEG. An electric field of 90 kV/cm at AlGaN/GaN heterointerface was estimated from
the peak position of fine features.136 On the contrary, a maximum of only two sub-levels
are reported in literature from simulation and transport measurements. 131, 133, 139 These
results indicate that there is ambiguity in true identification of 2DEG signature by optical
spectroscopic technique which need to be carefully explored.
In this thesis, various spectroscopic techniques such as PL, PLE, reflectivity and
SPV are used to identify and characterize the defects and 2DEG features in nitride
epitaxial layers. In chapter 2, an introduction of the relevant techniques is briefly given
before describing an innovative way of performing spectroscopic measurements under
pump-probe configurations. It is shown to be extremely helpful in pinpointing the
location of defects and to understand the associated electronic transitions. In chapter 3,
the origin, spatial and spectral location of defects present in GaN epitaxial layer and
AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures and their correlation to BL and YL is presented. In
chapter 4, the main aim is to find an unambiguous identification of 2DEG signature in
MBE grown AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures. In chapter 5, the effect of Mg doping
during initial growth of AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structure on compensation of shallow
and deep donors is studied by spectroscopic technique. In chapter 6, important results
of the thesis are summarized.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Techniques
2.1 Introduction
When a light beam falls on an optical medium, a part is reflected from the front
surface while rest of the beam propagates through the material. During the propagation,
light is attenuated by material due to the absorption process mediated by various
electronic states. After travelling through the media, a fraction is reflected from the back
surface while the remaining part is transmitted through the material. Optical response of
a solid material is unique which can be probed by investigating its response to light via
reflection, transmission and luminescence processes. Absorption of incident light excites
electrons to high energy states in material. The electrons in excited state can then relax
by emitting photons via a process known as photoluminescence. Optical characterization
techniques can be used to investigate many aspects of semiconductor materials like
electronic band structure including the bandgap, impurities, defects, and quantum
confined energy states in case of low dimensional structures etc.63, 64, 67, 140, 141
This chapter focuses mainly on the spectroscopic characterization techniques that
are extensively used during the course of this thesis. Important details of the
spectroscopic characterization tools like Reflectivity (R), Photoluminescence (PL),
photoluminescence excitation (PLE) and Surface Photovoltage Spectroscopy (SPS) are
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presented in this chapter. A new modification in SPS technique is also presented which
is found to be very useful in understanding the nature and location of defects in nitride
semiconductor materials. It is based on a pump-probe configuration where an additional
cw pump laser beam is used along with conventional SPS setup. Details of the
experimental techniques, their applications, advantages and limitations are discussed in
this chapter.

2.2 Reflectance Spectroscopy
Reflectance spectroscopy is based on measuring the amount of light reflected by
the sample as a function of wavelength. Intensity ratio of reflected versus incident light
beam gives the measure of Reflectivity or reflectance. All materials possess a complex
index of refraction ( n~ given by,

n~ n ik

(2.1)

where n is the real part of refractive index and k is the extinction coefficient. In case of
excitation to energy levels associated with the critical points in band structure, n and k
shows a large variation at resonant excitation energy. Reflectivity for the normal
incidence of incident light is defined by Fresnel equation,
2

R

n 1
2
n 1

k2
k2

(2.2)

which depends on both n and k. Thus reflectivity shows a sharp variation near resonant
excitation energy and can be used to locate sharp energy levels such as excitonic
transitions in semiconductor materials.142,

143

Further the technique can be used to

estimate the refractive index and thickness of sample. When the material is transparent
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to optical excitation, the sample acts like a Fabry-Perot cavity where the excitation makes
multiple reflections between the two interfaces i.e. air/layer and layer/substrate. Consider
that a light beam of amplitude E0 is incident upon a sample
Fig. 2.1. A part of the light is reflected from sample surface whereas the rest of the light

E0

air

substrate

Figure 2.1 Schematic ray diagram to illustrate the multiple reflections and
transmission within a transparent sample where d and E0 correspond to the thickness
of layer and amplitude of incident light respectively. r1 (r1

1 (t1

reflection and transmission coefficients of air/layer surface when light is propagating
from air to material (material to air) respectively. r2
coefficient of layer/substrate interface.

is going to make multiple reflections within the cavity. Let r1 (r1

1

(t1

reflection and transmission coefficients of air/layer surface when light is propagating
from air to layer (layer to air) respectively and r2
layer/substrate interface. For normal incidence, the phase introduced due to a complete
round trip travel (2d) in the cavity is given as follows,
(2.3)
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where, k is the wave vector, n is the refractive index of GaN, and
the incident light. A few components of the reflected light are also shown in Fig. 2.1. The
resultant reflected amplitude is given by,

Er

E0r1 E0t1t1' r2' ei

E0t1t1' r2'2r1'e2i

E0r1 E0t1t1' r2' ei 1 r1'r2' ei

E0 r1 t1t1' r2' ei

'

Using Stokes relation, r1

Er

r1'2r2'2ei 2

...
...

1
1 r1' r2' ei

'
r1 , r2

(2.4)

r2 and r12 t1t1' 1 ,

r1 r2e i
E0
1 r1r2 e i

(2.5)

The reflected intensity is given by,
Ir

Er

E02

2

r12 r22 2r1r2 cos
1 r12 r22 2r1r2 cos

(2.6)

Thus the intensity of reflected beam is considerably influenced by the interference
phenomena where phase (

) carries the information of refractive index and thickness of

sample. The value of thickness (refractive index dispersion) of sample can be accurately
measured if the refractive index (thickness) of the material is known. Note that the
absorption is considered to be negligible in our calculations which is a valid assumption
in case of sub-bandgap excitation. Nevertheless, the absorption will cause a variation
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only in intensity of the reflected light while the phase of reflectivity signal is expected to
be invariant with respect to absorption in the material under investigation. Thus, the
estimation of refractive index or thickness of the sample from phase dependence can
easily be carried out even in presence of some absorption of sub-bandgap beam.
M
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Lock-in amplifier

Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of the reflectivity spectroscopy setup. Symbols M, F,
L, C, BS, S and D corresponds to monochromator, long pass filter, lens, chopper, beam
splitter sample and detector respectively.

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for reflectivity
measurements is shown in Fig. 2.2. A 100 W Xenon/QTH lamp and a 0.32 m Horiba
monochromator assembly is used as a tunable excitation source. The diverging beam
from the monochromator is converted into a parallel beam with the help of a planoconvex lens. A small aperture of 2 mm diameter is used to pass a small portion of the
incident light through it. The incident light then falls perpendicularly on the sample
surface through a beam splitter. The sample is mounted on a Cu-plate which is placed in
a closed cycle Helium cryostat. Reflected light is detected by a Silicon photo-detector.
The measurements are done by using conventional lock-in technique. For spectral
calibration, a spectrum is recorded by replacing the sample with an aluminium mirror
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while other setup remains almost identical. Ratio of the reflectivity intensity in two
consecutive measurements provides the reflectance spectra of sample.
Reflectance spectroscopy technique is used in this thesis to estimate the thickness
and refractive index dispersion of AlGaN/GaN heterostructures samples studied in this
thesis. It is used to distinguish genuine features of the sample from interference
oscillations in PL spectra. In case of GaN, the exciton binding energy is as high as 26
meV.66 Since excitons form discrete energy levels in the band structure, sharp features
related to several excitonic transitions are observed in the reflectivity spectra of
AlGaN/AlN/GaN epitaxial layers.

2.3 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy
Photoluminescence (PL) Spectroscopy is an emission based non-destructive
technique to characterize the semiconductor materials and to study the dynamic
processes that occurs subsequent to the excitation step. The technique is based on
measurement of the energy distribution of emitted photons subsequent to optical
excitation. The distribution of emitted photons is analysed in order to determine the
optical quality of material, alloy composition, transition energy of involved states, layer
thickness in case of quantum confined structures, recombination mechanism, emission
efficiency and qualitative estimate of defect density etc.63, 69, 144 A schematic diagram
describing various upward and downward optical transitions that are possible in a bulk
semiconductor material is given in Fig. 2.3. Optical excitation (G1) with energy higher
than the bandgap of material generates electrons and holes in the respective bands. Photoexcited carriers then relax to the lowest possible energy state in the bands via emission
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of phonons. A fraction of the photo-excited carriers gets captured by the sub-bandgap
states present within the material. After a particular characteristic time, photo-excited

G
EC
ESD
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2

3

4

5
EDS
ESA
EV

Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram showing various electronic transitions that are possible
in a PL process. Symbols G, Ec, Ev, ESD, EDS, ESA stand for excitation process,
conduction band, valence band, shallow donor, deep traps, and shallow acceptor
respectively.

carriers either in the band or in the sub-bandgap states recombine with holes leading to
emission of photon via a process known as luminescence. Several downward transitions
are possible such as band-to-band (1), excitonic, shallow donor-to-valence band (2),
donor-acceptor pair (3), conduction band-to-shallow acceptor (4) and shallow donor-todeep trap state (5) as schematically shown in Fig. 2.3. Spectral identification of PL
features along with their relative luminescence efficiency provides useful information
about the material under investigation. Figure 2.4 shows the schematic diagram of
experimental setup used for PL measurements. A 12 mW 325 nm He-Cd cw laser is used
to excite the samples. Samples are mounted on a copper holder placed in a closed cycle
Helium cryostat which can cool down up to 10 K. The luminescence generated in the
sample is collected by a 0.25m Sciencetech/0.5m Horiba monochromator via lens
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assembly. An appropriate long pass filter is used to block the laser before it gets into the
monochromator. The dispersed luminescence is recorded by photomultiplier tube (CCD)
detector using lock-in (dc measurement) technique. A mechanical chopper is used in
synchronization with lock-in amplifier. For intensity dependent PL measurements, a
circularly variable neutral density filter is also used.
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Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram of a photoluminescence spectroscopy setup where
symbols C, F, m, L, D, M and S stand for mechanical chopper, optical filter, mirror,
lens, detector, monochromator and sample respectively.

PL is an attractive technique for studying direct band gap semiconductor
materials where useful information about various electronic states can be obtained in a
truly non-destructive manner. During the course of this thesis, PL spectroscopy is
extensively used to identify the signature of 2-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in
AlGaN/GaN heterostructures. 2DEG related features are uniquely distinguished from
interference oscillations and defect related PL features. Several band edge, excitonic and
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defect related PL features are also identified in GaN epitaxial layers and AlGaN/GaN
heterostructures.

2.4 Photoluminescence Excitation Spectroscopy
Photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy (PLE) is an important technique
which can provide useful information related to fundamental electronic transitions in
material similar to absorption technique. However, the information is obtained in an
indirect manner where the fundamental origin of a PL peak is probed by varying the
energy of excitation beam. In case of quantum structures, PLE is preferred over
absorption technique since features related to the absorption process can easily be
detected which is rather difficult in case of conventional transmission measurements due
to a very small interaction length. In case of absorption spectroscopy, there are several
limitations like minimum sample thickness, transparency of substrate, presence of low
bandgap interlayer etc. On the contrary, one

need to meet such stringent criterion

in PLE where selective absorption transitions which contribute to a particular PL feature
are investigated. First, PL measurements are performed on the sample. After this, the
detection spectrometer is set to the peak energy of PL feature while the excitation energy
is scanned in order to record the PLE spectrum. For example, consider PL signal
generation due to shallow donor to deep trap state transition as shown by transition 5 in
Fig. 2.3. Here, the involved steps are excitation of electrons to the conduction band,
relaxation of carriers to the lowest energy in respective bands, capture of photo-excited
electrons (holes) by shallow donor (deep trap) state and recombination of electrons with
holes. Note that the same PL feature also can originate due to a resonant excitation from
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the EV to ESD. A PLE measurement at feature-5 will therefore tell whether its origin is
associated with excitation to EC or ESD as shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of a PLE setup where symbols C, F, M, L, D, S, and
Xe/QTH stand for mechanical chopper, optical filter, mirror, lens, detector, sample,
and Xenon/quartz tungsten halogen lamp respectively.

A schematic diagram of PLE setup is shown in Fig. 2.5. Experimental setup is
similar to PL setup except the excitation laser is replaced by a tunable light source. A Xe
lamp and 0.32m Horiba monochromator assembly is used as the excitation source. The
light is focused on the sample with the help of lenses. A suitable long pass filter is used
to block the second order diffracted light from the monochromator. A mechanical
chopper and lock-in are used for ac measurement. PLE is advantageous over PL
technique in the sense that it can probe excited states of quantum structures which are
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not generally observed in PL spectrum. During the course of this thesis, PLE technique
is effectively used to distinguish 2DEG related PL features from the interface trap states.
It is also used to find the energy and spatial location of defects states contributing to the
well-known yellow luminescence band in AlGaN/GaN heterostructures.

2.5 Surface Photovoltage Spectroscopy
Surface Photovoltage spectroscopy (SPS) is a well-established non-destructive
technique to study the optoelectronic property of bulk, multilayer and nanostructure
semiconductors.64, 94, 95, 129, 145-149 The technique relies on the illumination induced change
in surface potential distribution of a given semiconductor structure due to redistribution
of photo-excited carriers. The change in surface potential as a function of excitation
energy gives SPS spectrum. A strong sensitivity of surface and/or interface band bending
to light illumination allows the SPS technique in exploring the information related to
band edge, quantum confined energy states in low dimensional semiconductors144, 150, 151
and defect states which are present either at surface or in the bulk of sample.64, 95, 152 An
advantage of SPS technique over conventional absorption technique is that the band edge
related information of thick sample and energy states with very low absorption cross
section can be identified successfully. Further no lapping or polishing of the back surface
of sample, which is essential in case of transmission spectroscopy in order to reduce
scattering losses, is required.153-155 Moreover, absorption spectroscopy fails to provide
any information about the bandgap of epitaxial layers grown on absorbing substrates, for
example, AlGaAs grown on GaAs which is not an issue in case of SPS technique. When
compared with PL and PLE spectroscopy, where no or weak PL signal is recorded in
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case of indirect bandgap materials, SPS technique can provide useful information related
to the bandgap of those materials too. SPV thus offers the possibility of performing
contactless and non-destructive spectroscopy measurements on a wide variety of
semiconductor samples.
Fundamental mechanism of SPS technique is discussed in this section. The
boundary between two media of different physical properties is defined as interface.64
When one of two media is air then it is called surface. A termination of the periodicity at
surface creates localized electronic energy levels within the forbidden gap of
semiconductor. Thermal equilibrium between the surface and bulk states requires free
carrier redistribution which creates a charge depletion or accumulation region near the
surface/interface. A schematic of the band diagram near surface is shown in Fig. 2.6 (a)
for n-type semiconductor. A depletion region is formed near the surface due to the
transfer of electrons from bulk to surface states. The potential developed at the surface
under equilibrium conditions is known as surface potential (VS). When an above bandgap
illumination is incident on sample, electrons and holes are created in the respective bands
within the penetration depth. Electrons and holes are then spatially separated in opposite
directions under the influence of built-in electric field in the depletion region as shown
in Fig. 2.6. Spatial separation of electrons and holes generates an electric field which is
opposite to the built-in electric field. It therefore reduces the surface potential which is
essentially a measure of surface photovoltage (SPV). Thus SPV depends on the
absorption of incident illumination in the depletion region of sample. Absorption of
incident illumination depends on the absorption coefficient
function of wavelength

of material which is a

of incident illumination. Thus under certain criterion, SPV is

proportional to absorption coefficient which is given by,149
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SPV

(2.7)

h

Hence band edge related information can be easily estimated from SPV measurements.
SPV can also be generated in the flat band region and field driven region other than the
space charge region lying at the surface of sample. In case of optical excitation in semiinsulating semiconductor materials, no illumination induced change in the surface
potential is expected due to the negligible surface band bending as shown schematically
in Fig. 2.6 (b). Therefore, no SPV signal is expected for such materials. However, strong
SPV signal is measured for those materials which originates due to Dember process.152,
156

Figure 2.6 (b) shows the SPS generation mechanism via Dember process. In case of
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Figure 2.6 Schematic band diagram of (a) n-type semiconductors, (b) semi-insulating
semiconductor, and (c) a p-n junction under dark (solid lines) and light illumination
(short dashed lines) condition. Symbols Vs, EC, EF, and EV EDS, ESA stand for surface
potential (bend bending), conduction band, Fermi level and valence band respectively.

above-bandgap excitation, the density of photo-generated carrier exponentially decreases
along the sample depth. Such carriers diffuse into the bulk which is driven by the density
gradient of carriers. Significant difference in the mobility of carriers of opposite polarity
causes a spatial separation of photo-generated carriers. The charge separation develops a
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potential in the quasi-neutral region of semiconductor material which is known as
Dember potential. In case of multilayer structure, there exists several field driven regions
near the surface and interfaces. Typical schematic band diagram of a p-n junction is
shown in Fig. 2.6 (c). A field driven region exists at the surface whereas another field
driven region exists at the interface. When the interface is within the penetration depth,
significant SPV contribution can arise from the interface field driven region also. The
resultant SPV at a particular energy therefore correspond to the algebraic sum of all the
SPV components generated by various processes at different spatial depth in the sample.
SPV processes discussed so far are activated by the above bandgap excitation.
However, SPV can also be generated due to defect assisted transitions in the sub-bandgap
region of semiconductor material. Note that the defect states that are present either on
the surface or in the field driven region of bulk material can significantly change the
surface potential depending on the absorption cross section and carrier redistribution
mechanisms. Figure 2.7 (a) and (b) schematically describe the SPV generation
mechanism due to sub-bandgap absorption by the gap states which are assumed to be
present in the depletion region of an n-type semiconductor. In case (a), subsequent to
photo-excitation, electrons are trapped by deep trap states (EDS) and holes are free to
move in valence band (EV) as schematically shown in Fig. 2.7 (a). These holes are swept
to the semiconductor surface under built-in electric field where they are captured by the
surface states. Capture of electrons by the deep trap states lying in depletion region leads
to a macroscopic field which is opposite to the built-in electric field.129 It therefore
reduces the surface band bending similar to band-to-band transition as schematically
shown in Fig. 2.7 (a). On the other hand, when holes are trapped by the defect states lying
in the depletion region, a rise in the surface band bending is expected as schematically
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shown in Fig. 2.7 (b). Thus, the sign of SPV is expected to be opposite for the two cases
related to the defect associated transitions shown in Fig. 2.7. Therefore, defect states can
be probed in a non-destructive manner using SPS technique.
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illumination
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(b)
EC
EF
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Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram of n-type semiconductor showing (a) valence band to
trap and (b) trap to conduction band transition. The symbols E C, EF, and EV
corresponds to conduction band, Fermi level and valence band respectively.

2.5.1 Experimental configuration of SPS measurements
Surface potential is a built-in potential which is developed due to the
redistribution of carrier between the surface and bulk states. Note that the Fermi level lie
at the same energy at front and back surface of the sample under equilibrium conditions.

Consequently, several novel techniques have emerged to measure the surface potential.
Two most common techniques are a) Kelvin probe method and b) Metal-insulatorsemiconductor (MIS) configuration.64 The two methods are briefly described in the
following section.
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2.5.1.1 Kelvin Probe Method
Kelvin probe SPS technique is based on the measurement of optical illumination
induced changes in surface work function of a semiconductor under continuous exposure
scheme. A metal grid is used as a reference electrode to measure the change in work
function. Metal grid and semiconductor surface form a parallel plate capacitor. A
schematic band diagram is shown in Fig. 2.8 to explain the generation of SPS signal in
Kelvin probe method. When metal is short-circuited to semiconductor surface, charge
redistribution occurs until an equilibrium of Fermi level between the two is reached as
shown in Fig. 2.8 (a). This charge transfer results in an electric field and a drop in the
local vacuum level between the metal and semiconductor across the gap. The drop of
M)
S)

and semiconductor

as can be appreciated from Fig. 2.8 (a). The potential drop is usually known

as the contact potential difference (CPD). A method of measuring the CPD was suggested
by Lord Kelvin where an external bias is applied between the metal and semiconductor
to nullify the contact potential difference as shown in Fig. 2.8 (b). When external dc bias
(Vnull) is equal and opposite to CPD, semiconductor surface and metal share a common
vacuum level. In this situation, no charge transfer takes place between metal and
semiconductor surface and therefore no field develops across the capacitor. Thus the dc
applied bias at which no charge transfer takes place corresponds to CPD. Further, a
change in the gap alters the overall capacitance of circuit which leads to the variation of

can be easily estimated by measuring the dc applied bias for which no external current is
observed by changing the spacing between the plates as shown in Fig. 2.8 (b). When an
external illumination is incident on sample, bend bending in semiconductor changes
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which modifies the work function as shown in Fig. 2.8 (c). Such a change in work
function is equal to the change in CPD which is a measure of SPV,
(2.8)
Thus, SPV be measured by applying a dc bias (Vnull+SPV) for which external current is
zero in presence of illumination.
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Figure 2.8 Schematic diagram to describe the mechanism of generation of SPV signal
in Kelvin probe method, a) short circuit, b) under dark, and c) under illumination. The
M

S,

VCPD, Evac, EC, EF, and EV corresponds to work function of metal,

work function of semiconductor, contact potential difference, vacuum level,
conduction band, Fermi level and valence band respectively.

2.5.2.2 Metal Insulator Semiconductor Configuration of SPS
Metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) configuration is an alternative method for
measuring SPV signal. In this technique, a metal grid or a transparent conducting plate
is kept in soft contact with the sample.64, 149, 157 Optical excitation induced changes in the
surface potential are capacitively coupled via the transparent conductive probe. Thus,
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SPV signal can be measured by recording the photo-induced changes in voltage at the
transparent electrode. Note that an insulating air gap is present between the transparent
plate and semiconductor surface which reduces the capacitive coupling between the two.
As a result, the measured SPV signal is significantly lower than the actual change in
surface potential. Such a low voltage is difficult to be measured with the help of a
conventional voltmeter. Thus for steady state measurements, the optical excitation is
periodically chopped at a given rate and SPV signal is detected with the help of a lockin amplifier.
Both the SPS measurement techniques have their pros and cons and it is solely
up to the choice of an individual which primarily depend on the application/ interest.
Kelvin probe method is widely used in semiconductor industry for mapping various
wafers. In case of Kelvin probe SPS measurements, one measures dc illumination
induced change is surface potential where all the surface states with different time
constants are expected to contribute to SPV. The SPV which is proportional to effective
density of photo-generated carriers (nphoto) for a given excitation intensity (I) is given by,

SPV

n photo

I (1 R)
h

(2.9)

sample, absorption coefficient of the material, time constant of a particular SPV process
and energy of the incident illumination respectively. Thus the states having longer time
constant will contribute more to the SPV signal. Thus, kelvin probe SPS is largely
sensitive to surface states which involves a long time constant of the order of millisecond
to hours.64 In case of MIS measurements, one measures the ac illumination induced
changes in surface potential. The excitation beam is modulated by a mechanical chopper
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at a certain frequency (f). The defects, which have longer response time than the time

not contribute to SPV. Thus it put a cut off time constant below which the states are

assigned to be slow and therefore does not contribute to SPV. MIS configuration is
therefore more suitable for characterization of bulk related optical transitions which
involves fast relaxation phenomena. Another important advantage of MIS structure is
that Ohmic back contact, which is crucial for Kelvin probe method, can be replaced by
contactless capacitive coupling for example by mounting the sample on a conducting
plate. On the other hand, accurate estimation of surface potential can be obtained by using
Kelvin probe method where MIS only provide relative variation. During the course of
this thesis, SPS measurements are performed under MIS configuration.
Schematic experimental setup used for MIS SPS measurements is shown in Fig.
2.9. A 100W Xenon/ QTH lamp is used as a tunable excitation source. A 0.32m Horiba
IHR320 monocromator is used to disperse the incident illumination. A suitable long pass
filter is used depending on the scan range to block higher order diffractions from the
monochromator grating. Sample is mounted on a copper base plate which acts as a
ground electrode. The change in the surface potential is picked up by a transparent
conducting quartz glass plate coated with indium tin oxide (ITO) which is kept in soft
contact with the sample surface. The measurements are performed in chopped light
geometry where incident light is chopped by a mechanical chopper at a certain frequency.
SPV signal is detected by lock-in at the same chopping frequency. For modulation
frequency dependent SPS measurement chopping frequency is varied from 10 Hz to 3
kHz. To exclude any other features coming from substrate or instrument, SPS
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measurements are also performed on bare sapphire substrate with identical experimental
conditions. SPS technique is extensively used in this thesis to identify and characterize
different semiconductor epitaxial layers and AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures.
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Figure 2.9 Schematic diagram of the SPS measurement setup. L, F, TCG, and S stand
for the focusing Lens, order sorting Filter, Transparent Conducting Glass, and Sample,
respectively. Pump beam is either a laser or an assembly of Xenon arc-lamp and a
monochromator.

2.6 Pump-probe

SPS

Measurements:

A

New

Configuration for Probing Heterointerface
As explained in the previous section, SPV not only depends on absorption
coefficient but also on the response time of particular transition and carrier redistribution
mechanisms. Thus, it is largely sensitive to the sub-bandgap states present at surface and
in the bulk of semiconductor material. SPS spectrum therefore is much more complicated
than the absorption spectrum. Due to this, the bandgap estimation using SPS technique
becomes tedious whenever shallow sub-bandgap features mask the band edge feature.
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Several tricks have already been suggested to resolve this issue. SPS measurements at
high chopping frequency, or at high temperature are used to get rid of the contribution of
sub-bandgap transitions.157 Freshly cleaved surfaces with low recombination velocity
were used by Cavalcoli et al. to get band edge related information of CdZnTe samples.155
In spite of this, the information is not accessible in a few cases. It is therefore essential
to look for a new method where one can suppress the effect of localized sub-bandgap
states considerably and can measure the bandgap accurately. On the other hand, the
characterization of defect states becomes tedious due to uncertainty in their spatial
location within the sample and also the dominance of band edge feature. In this chapter,
we present SPS measurements in pump-probe configuration which can be used not only
for accurate bandgap measurement but also to characterize defect states in
heterostructures. In this method, a cw sub-bandgap or above bandgap pump laser beam
is incident on sample along with the conventional SPS setup as shown in Fig. 2.10.
Energy of pump laser beam is chosen in such a way that it can selectively suppress
particular SPS feature(s) and therefore enhances the visibility of feature of interest. For
example, SPS magnitude spectrum of p-GaAs/SI-GaAs epitaxial layer is shown in Fig.
2.11 (curve a). The contribution of sub-bandgap SPS features is seen above 0.7 eV up to
the bandgap of GaAs in conventional SPS spectra. Bandgap feature of GaAs is masked
by a strong contribution of sub-bandgap states due to which an accurate measurement of
bandgap is not possible. To get an accurate measurement of the band edge, pump-probe
SPS measurements are performed on the sample with a CW 100 mW 1064 nm laser as
pump beam and the spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.11 (curve b). Energy of pump laser
(1.16 eV) is chosen on the basis that it can resonantly excite the deep trap states
throughout the sample. It is clearly noticed that the sub-bandgap features are largely
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Figure 2.10 Schematic diagram of the pump-probe SPS measurement setup. Symbol
TCG and C stand for transparent conducting glass and chopper respectively. Pump
beam is either a laser or an assembly of Xenon arc-lamp and a monochromator.
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Figure 2.11 SPS magnitude spectra and (b) pp-SPS magnitude with 1064 nm laser
spectra of p-GaAs/SI-GaAs at 28 Hz chopping frequency. Inset shows the comparison
of pp-SPS and absorption spectra of GaAs over the same spectral range. The pp-SPS
urpose.158

suppressed and a distinct feature related to the bandgap of GaAs is observed. It is
interesting to observe that pump-probe SPS curve reasonably follows the variation of the
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158

as shown in inset of

Fig. 2.11. A suppression of the sub-bandgap SPV in presence of apparent pump laser is
possible due to the following mechanisms. First, the laser populates/ depopulates the
deep defect states via resonant excitation due to which the probe beam is not absorbed
by the defect states. Second, it creates a background carrier density in conduction band.
When the background carrier density is comparable to the probe beam induced carrier
density, the component of SPV signal which is generated due to the diffusion of charge
carriers is suppressed. Third, surface recombination is also suppressed due to the
population/depletion of surface states by the pump laser. Note that a recombination of
photo-excited carrier is considered to be a loss in SPV signal. This effect not only
suppresses the surface state related SPV but also enhances the SPV related to band-toband transition as obvious from Fig. 2.11. In presence of appropriate CW sub-bandgap
laser excitation, all the sub-bandgap states assisted mechanisms are therefore minimized.
Therefore, a strong enhancement of above bandgap SPV with a sharp edge related to
bandgap of GaAs is observed in case of pump-probe SPS spectra.
While the pump-probe SPS measurements with 1064 nm laser are seen to provide
an accurate value of the band edge of semiconductor epitaxial layers such as GaAs and
InP, few obstacles are still observed in case of nitride epitaxial layers. To check the
applicability of pump-probe SPS technique, conventional SPS measurements are
performed on heavily Mg doped p-GaN epitaxial layer. The layer structure is consisted
of 1000 nm Mg-GaN, 200 nm UID GaN, 70 nm AlN layer grown on sapphire substrate.
The hole density was found to be 2.5x 1016/cm3 whereas Mg concentration was
1x1020/cm3 .159 SPS magnitude and phase spectra of p-GaN epitaxial layer which are
recorded at 166 Hz modulation frequency are shown in Fig. 2.12 (a) and (b) respectively.
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Figure 2.12 Room temperature SPS and pump-probe SPS (a) amplitude and (b) phase
spectra of p-GaN sample recorded at 166 Hz modulation frequency. BGE and AGE
corresponds to below bandgap pump excitation at 3.02 eV from lamp-monochromator
assembly and above bandgap pump excitation at 3.81 eV from CW 325 nm laser
respectively.

Band edge feature (feature-1) of GaN is obtained at 3.4 eV while an extra feature
(feature-2) is also observed at 2.88 eV with an onset at 2.8 eV. Several fine oscillations
are also observed between 2.8 and 3.4 eV in SPS spectra which are found to be related
to interference oscillations by performing angle dependent SPS measurements. Though
the contribution of feature-2 is small, its presence might affect the determination of
bandgap by SPS technique as discussed earlier. To measure the bandgap of GaN, pumpprobe SPS measurements with 1064 nm laser are performed. However, no measurable
change in the SPS spectrum is seen in presence of apparent pump laser. This indicates
that the pump beam is not absorbed at all by the sub-bandgap states. The observation
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puts a limitation on pump-probe SPS measurements since one needs to choose a suitable
laser which can make resonant excitation in defect states and can populate/ depopulate
them considerably. Conventional SPS spectrum can help in choosing the appropriate
laser as pump beam. Since the sub-bandgap SPS signal kicks at 2.8 eV, an optical
excitation with energy higher than 2.8 eV can effectively suppress the contribution from
those states. Due to the unavailability of a suitable sub-bandgap pump laser, we opted
for a lamp based apparent pump beam which is obtained from a Xenon-arc lamp and
monochromator assembly. The lamp based excitation is tuned to 410 nm (3.02 eV) which
is well below the bandgap of GaN. A wide band pass (10 nm) of monochromator is
chosen to maintain a reasonable value of photon flux of around 100-150 µW. Pumpprobe SPS spectrum with lamp based sub-bandgap pump excitation is shown in Fig. 2.12
(curve BGE). It is observed that the contribution of Mg related sub-bandgap features is
significantly suppressed even with such a low intensity of pump beam. It enables an
unambiguous determination of the bandgap of p-GaN material even in presence of a large
contribution of localized states and therefore demonstrates the suitability of pump-probe
SPS technique for an accurate determination of the bandgap of epilayers under the strong
-bandgap states.
There is another advantage of pump-probe SPS which lies in pinpointing the
spatial location of sub-bandgap SPS features as a function of depth. The schematic band
diagram of p-GaN sample is shown in Fig. 2.13 which is obtained using BandEng
software.160 Above bandgap optical excitation is mostly absorbed with in few hundreds
of nanometer from the sample surface. Thus, SPV signal corresponding to feature-1 is
generated from the surface depletion region as marked by process-1 in Fig. 2.13.
Excitation via process-1 reduces the surface potential giving rise to SPV signal. In
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subsequent discussion, phase (-45o) of process-1 is taken as the reference. If phase of a
SPS feature is same (opposite) to the reference phase, then the corresponding transition
is reducing (increasing) the surface potential provided it is originated from the surface

1

2
2
EDA

200 nm
UID-GaN
EC
EF

1 m
p-GaN

EV

Figure 2.13 Schematic band diagram of p-GaN sample. Symbols EC, EV, EF and EDA
correspond to conduction band, valence band, Fermi level and deep acceptor state
respectively.

depletion region. Feature-2 is found to be in phase with feature-1 as shown in Fig. 2.12
(b) and therefore leads to suppression of surface potential if its origin lies in the surface
depletion region. Feature-2 therefore can be correlated with deep acceptor to conduction
band transition in the surface depletion region as described earlier in Fig. 2.7.129
However, the sample is transparent to the optical excitation corresponding to feature-2.
SPV corresponding to feature-2 therefore can originate from surface and/or interface
depletion region. Further, the direction of surface electric field at the two depletion region
is opposite as shown in Fig. 2.13 which will lead to SPV of opposite polarity for feature2 in the two field driven region. If feature-2 is originated from the interface depletion
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region, then the same phase corresponds to valence band (EV) to deep donor state (EDD)
transition (process-

-2. Thus, from conventional SPS measurements, it is

difficult to comment on the nature of the SPS transition when its spatial location within
the sample is not appropriately pinpointed. In this context, pump-probe SPS with above
bandgap pump laser can resolve this problem. To check the effectiveness, we have
performed pump-probe SPS measurements on p-GaN sample with CW 325 nm laser
(curve AGE). Strong absorption of 325 nm laser flattens the band bending and therefore
leads to suppression of SPV that are generated in the surface depletion region. However,
since the laser is unable to reach the interface depletion region, SPS generated from
interface region will remain unaffected. A suppression of above bandgap SPV is
observed as shown in Fig. 2.12 (a) which confirms its origin at the surface depletion
region. However, feature-2 is found to have a strong contribution in opposite phase with
respect to conventional SPS. This clearly indicates that the feature-2, where conventional
SPS spectra is dominated by the component originating in surface depletion region, is
dominated by the SPS component originating from the interface depletion region in case
of pump probe SPS spectra. Once the spatial location of feature-2 is pinpointed in the
surface depletion region in case of conventional SPS measurements, its origin can be
firmly correlated with deep acceptor to conduction band transition which provide free
electrons in conduction band. More details about the origin of feature-2 will be discussed
in chapter 3. The technique is found to be very useful for characterization of defect states
in AlGaN/GaN heterostructures which is presented in the next chapter.
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2.7 Conclusion
Basic working principle of various experimental techniques that are extensively used to
characterize AlGaN/GaN heterostructures is briefly discussed in this chapter. The
spectroscopic techniques are found to be useful for studying the electronic band structure,
dominant defects of epitaxial layers and heterostructures. Capabilities and limitations of
conventional spectroscopic techniques are also briefly discussed. In particular, an
accurate estimation of the bandgap of semiconductor epitaxial layer is found to be limited
by a strong contribution from defects in case of conventional SPS measurements. An
accurate determination of the bandgap of epitaxial layers, even under the s
of the localized states, is demonstrated by performing SPS measurements under pumppropriate energy and intensity of the apparent
pump beam, the contribution of sub-bandgap states can be effectively suppressed which
otherwise swamp the bandgap related information. Furthermore, an above bandgap pump
beam can be used to obtain the complementary information related to the energy of subbandgap states and its spatial location along the depth of the material.
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Chapter 3

Optical Characterization of Defects in GaN
and AlGaN/AlN/GaN Heterostructures
3.1 Introduction
Efficiency of semiconductor devices based on heterostructures is primarily
governed by the crystalline quality of associated epitaxial layers. In case of nitride
epitaxial layers, the lack of native GaN substrate becomes the main obstacle in
fabricating reliable and high efficiency devices. A large lattice and thermal mismatches
introduces a large density of defects/dislocations of the order of ~ 108 cm-2 to 1010 cm-2
in GaN epitaxial layer when grown on foreign substrates such as Si or Sapphire. These
defects are responsible for a variety of shortcomings in nitride based optoelectronic
devices. In case of power devices, presence of defects/ dislocations leads to low gain,
large noise, parallel conduction and current collapse. 22, 24, 51, 161 In case of light emitting
devices, formation of non-radiative/radiative recombination centers reduces the device
efficiency and its operational life.162 Several reports are available in literature which deal
with the identification and characterization of defects by applying different techniques
such as photoluminescence (PL),63 surface photovoltage spectroscopy (SPS),64
photoionization,163 photo-capacitance,161 and deep level transient spectroscopy73,

164

.

Density functional theory based calculations on the probable defects states are developed
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in parallel to correlate the experimentally observed defect signatures to specific
defects.92, 165, 166 A remarkable progress has been made by optimizing the growth process,
superior buffer design and by minimizing the defect density. In spite of considerable
progress, i

where a large

number of controversial observations are reported by numerous researchers. Two such
controversial issues are related to the origin of blue luminescence (BL) and yellow
luminescence (YL) in luminescence spectra of GaN. Despite of several counterbalancing
reports, it is still not clear which defects contribute to the two emission bands. Further,
the type of transition and its spatial location within the sample has also been the subject
of discussion during the last two decades. Since the quality of buffer layer is of
paramount importance for the optimization of device characteristics, this chapter is
dedicated to the characterization of defects in GaN epitaxial layers. Optical spectroscopy
methods like SPS and newly developed pump-probe SPS techniques are used to
investigate the dominating defects in GaN epitaxial layers and AlGaN/GaN
heterostructures. These results are then correlated with the commonly observed BL and
YL bands by performing Photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL), and photoluminescence
excitation (PLE) experiments.

3.2 Sample Details
A heavily Mg doped GaN epitaxial layer (p-GaN), a n-type GaN epitaxial layer (n-GaN)
and an AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structure (Sample-A) which are grown on c-plane
-Al2O3 (sapphire) substrate are used in this study. Specifications of p-GaN
sample are described in Chapter 2. The n-GaN sample is obtained from commercial
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vendors which is grown by metal organic chemical vapour epitaxy technique. The n-GaN
epilayer is ~5 um thick with a doping concentration of 2x1018 cm-3. Sample-A is grown
by Ammonia molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system on c-plane Fe-GaN semi-insulating
templates. The layer structure is consisted of 25 nm Al0.33Ga0.67N barrier layer, 1 nm AlN
interlayer, 1 µm undoped GaN channel layer, 200 nm lightly Mg-doped GaN buffer
interlayer grown on 3.5 µm Fe-doped GaN template. Typical values of sheet carrier
concentration and mobility are measured to be 2.4x1013 cm-2 and 1400 cm2/V-sec at room
temperature respectively from Hall experiments.

3.3 Characterization of Blue Luminescence Band in
Heavily Mg Doped GaN

3.3.1 PL Characterization
Room temperature (RT) PL spectra of p-GaN and n-GaN samples are shown in
Fig. 3.1. Three distinct features related to free exciton-A (FXA), blue luminescence (BL)
and yellow luminescence (YL) are observed at 3.4 eV, 2.8 eV and 2.2 eV respectively
for p-GaN sample. For n-GaN sample, only FXA and YL features are observed. In both
the samples, PL features are superimposed with interference oscillations. 167 YL feature
in GaN is related to the conduction band/shallow donor level to a deep defect transition
at ~ 1 eV above the valence band maxima.78, 81, 168 In literature, BL band is reported to
appear only in case of heavily Mg doped GaN epitaxial layers and is considered to be
associated with Mg related deep states. However, the origin of BL band is reported to be
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Figure 3.1 Room temperature PL spectra of p-GaN and n-GaN epitaxial layers where
labels FXA, BL and YL corresponds to Free exciton-A, blue luminescence and yellow
luminescence respectively.
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Figure 3.2 (a) Temperature dependent PL spectra of p-GaN sample recorded at 0.8
W/cm2 excitation intensity. (b) Temperature dependence of the integrated BL intensity
of p-GaN sample. YL, BL and FXA corresponds to yellow luminescence band, blue
luminescence band and free exciton-A respectively.

contradictory. Two recombination models are proposed to explain the origin of BL band:
1) excitation from deep donor at EC-0.35 eV to shallow acceptor at EV+0.2 eV, and 2)
excitation from the conduction band to deep trap state at EV+0.55 eV. Surprisingly,
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experimental evidences in support/against both the models are available in literature. 70,
76, 106, 108, 110, 111

In order to find the true recombination model for BL band, temperature

dependent PL measurements are performed on p-GaN sample. Figure 3.2 (a) shows the
temperature dependent PL spectra of p-GaN at few representative temperatures recorded
at an excitation intensity of 0.8 W/cm2. A sharp FXA peak is observed at 3.475 eV. Broad
YL and BL bands are also observed at 2.2 and 2.93 eV respectively. It is found that the
intensity of BL band decreases with sample heating. Line shape analysis of PL spectra is
carried out where BL band is fitted by a Gaussian function. An Arrhenius plot for the BL
band is shown in Fig. 3.2 (b). It is noticed that the integrated intensity of BL band first
gradually falls with rise in temperature up to 150 K. No appreciable change in the
integrated intensity is then seen up to 250 K above which a sudden fall is observed. Such
a kind of temperature dependence of PL peak energy is a bit uncommon and cannot be
fitted with Arrhenius formula169, 170 as given below,

I 0

I (T )
1

Ci exp
i

(3.1)

E Ai
kT

where I (T ) represents temperature dependent integrated PL intensity, Ci is fitting
constant and EAi is the activation energy of ith energy component contributing to the PL
peak. A similar anomaly was observed by Lu et al.170 in case of non-resonant excitation
in InGaN/GaN based LEDs. It was explained by considering the temperature dependent
carrier transport from GaN barrier to InGaN quantum well. In case of p-GaN epitaxial
layer, hole mobility increases with rise in temperature up to ~200 K.118 The enhanced
drift/diffusion increases the capture of photo-generated holes by the deep trap states
leading to an increase in intensity of BL band. The net effect of enhanced drift/ diffusion
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and temperature dependent activation lead to anomalous temperature behavior of BL

for entire temperature range, activation energy is approximated by fitting two Arrhenius
function in the two temperature ranges with i=1. An activation energy of 24±2 meV is
estimated from 10 -150 K temperature range while activation energy of 396±132 meV is
estimated in the high temperature region. Activation energy estimated in the high
temperature range contains relatively large error due to less number of data points.
Nevertheless, a large value of activation energy in the high temperature range is expected
due to the sudden fall of PL intensity. A low activation energy of 24±2 meV corresponds
to the activation of shallow donors in p-GaN. A similar value is estimated at very low
optical excitation intensity which excludes the possibility of potential fluctuation as a
possible cause of PL decay in low temperature range. Note that the PL intensity shows a
gradual fall up to 150 K whereas the spectral shape of BL band remains almost the same.
This indicates that the recombination from shallow donor level dominates the BL band
below 150 K. However, recombination from the conduction band dominates the BL band
in the high temperature range. Since, the initial state in PL recombination is associated
with conduction band and/or shallow donor states, the final state has to be a deep state
near the valence band. A large value of the activation energy (~396 meV) therefore
corresponds to the thermal activation of holes from a deep state to valence band. It
therefore indicates that the BL band in heavily doped p-GaN sample is governed by the
downward transition following model-2. Temperature dependence of BL band is
discussed by several researchers where temperature invariance of integrated intensity is
reported below 200 K.124, 159 Only a few reports are available where intensity of BL band
is seen to vary with temperature below 200K.107,
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108, 110

In particular, Sheu et al.108

presented the temperature dependence of BL band up to room temperature where they
speculated that the BL band originates due to the downward transition from a shallow
donor level lying 30 meV below EC to Mg-related deep level lying 510 meV above EV.
However, no efforts were made by them to estimate the activation energy corresponding
to the respective energy levels. The measurements shown in Fig. 3.2 (b) clearly support
this hypothesis where the values of activation energy are also found to be in reasonable
agreement. However, a low activation energy is estimated by us for the deep acceptor
states. Note that the activation energy of deep levels estimated by most of the researches
vary from 0.2 to 0.35 eV.63 In case of model-2, an underestimation of activation energy
can be explained by considering a wide distribution of the density of states of deep
acceptors towards the valence band edge in p-GaN.106 Holes might be thermally excited
to EV at high temperature from the low energy deep acceptor states which can result in
an underestimation of the activation energy.
Note that, an activation energy of ~340 meV was estimated by Reshchikov et
al.124 by studying the quenching of BL band. It was correlated with the thermal activation
of electrons from deep donor state at EC-0.35 eV to EC in line with model-1 where deep
donor to shallow acceptor transition is considered as the origin of BL band. This raises a
doubt about the assignment of deep donors since shallow acceptors have a much lower
activation energy (~0.2 eV) than deep donors. However, no information about the
activation energy of shallow acceptors was given by them from Arrhenius plot of BL
band. In this context, the experimental results fits better with model-2.
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3.3.2 SPS Characterization
In order to understand the fundamental mechanism of sub-bandgap spectroscopic
features including the BL band, systematic SPS measurements are performed on both the
samples. Figure 3.3 (a) and (b) show the room temperature SPS magnitude and phase
spectra of the two samples recorded at 28 Hz respectively. SPS spectra of p-GaN sample
is already presented in chapter 2 (Fig. 2.12) where feature-1 and feature-2 are correlated
to band edge and deep acceptor-to-conduction band transition. The features are found to
be dominated from surface depletion region in conventional SPS measurements,
however, transition detail of feature-2 is not discussed in detail. A low energy feature is
also observed in Fig. 3.3 (a) (feature-3) which is clearly distinguishable from the noise
level above 2.3 eV. In case of n-GaN sample, feature-3 is extended up to GaN band edge
where its magnitude increases exponentially with energy. Spectral location of feature-2
(feature-3) is found to be in good corroboration with BL (YL) band observed in the PL
spectra shown in Fig. 3.1 respectively. Thus feature-3 is considered as upward transition
from YL related deep trap state to conduction band.94 This process will enhance (reduce)
the surface barrier height in case of n-GaN (p-GaN) epitaxial layers respectively.129 Thus
the SPS signal corresponding to feature-3 should be in opposite (same) phase with respect
to feature-1 for n-GaN (p-GaN) epitaxial layers respectively. A 180o phase difference
observed between feature-1 and feature-3 in case of n-GaN epitaxial layer as shown
sample, an intermediate phase difference of ~90o is observed. An intermediate phase
corresponds to the lag of feature-3 SPV signal with respect to optical excitation.171
Absence of feature-3 in Fig. 2.12, which is measured at 168 Hz, is a direct evidence for
the large lag of feature-3 with respect to optical excitation. Now, we need to see if the
aforementioned model can explain the fundamental origin of feature-2. Figure 3.3 (c)
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and (d) shows the schematic band diagram of p-GaN sample along with optical
transitions according to model-1 and model-2 respectively. According to model-1, the
excitation process must inject electrons in deep donor level (EDD) and holes in shallow
acceptor level (ESA) simultaneously. Activation energy of shallow acceptors (200 meV)
and deep donor (350 meV) is substantially larger than thermal energy at room
temperature. Since, both the carriers are trapped by the deep donor/shallow acceptor at
the same location in sample, no SPS signal will be generated. However, a weak signal
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Figure 3.3 Room temperature SPS (a) magnitude and (b) phase spectra of p-GaN and
n-GaN samples recorded at 28 Hz modulation frequency. Schematic band diagram of
p-GaN sample showing upward transitions according to (c) model-1 and (d) model-2.
EC, EV, EDD, ESA, EDA, EDS corresponds to conduction band, valence band, deep donor,
shallow acceptor, deep acceptor and deep state respectively.
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might appear only if at least one of the two photo-excited carriers is thermally excited to
the respective band. Since the shallow acceptors in p-GaN possess low activation energy
compared to deep donors, thermal excitation of holes from EDA to EV is favored. Hence,
following the excitation process in p-GaN, holes are thermally excited to EV which drift
away from the surface depletion region. However, electrons are still trapped by the deep
donors. This process increases the surface potential and therefore produces SPV in
opposite phase with respect to feature-1. However, a contradictory observation is made
in Fig. 3.3 (b) where phase the two features is found to be almost the same. A large
variation of SPS phase near the band edge of GaN is observed because of the dominance
of feature-3 over feature-2 in the particular energy range. The same can be appreciated
by examining the shape of SPS spectra of two samples shown in Fig. 3.3 (a). It is
therefore clear that the model-1 cannot explain the observations made here. To exclude
model-1 further, temperature dependent SPS measurements are performed and a few
representative spectra are shown in Fig. 3.4. These SPS measurements are performed at
1 KHz modulation frequency where the contribution of feature-3 is largely suppressed.
A blueshift of feature-1 is seen due to the increase bandgap of GaN layer at low
temperature. It is also seen that the intensity of feature-2 decreases with sample cooling
whereas its energy onset remains almost the same over the entire temperature range. At
low temperature, both the shallow acceptor as well as deep donor states are expected to
be filled. Ideally, no excitation from shallow acceptor to deep donor is possible at 10 K.
Further, thermal activation of holes from EDA to EV is also not favored at 10 K. Therefore,
if feature-2 is governed by the excitation of electrons from shallow acceptor level to deep

of feature-2 is present even at 10 K. Moreover, a blueshift of feature-2 with cooling is
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also expected due to the filling of low lying donor/acceptor states. However, no major
change in the energy onset of feature-2 is seen in Fig. 3.4. It therefore excludes the
correlation of feature-2 with shallow acceptor to deep donor transition (model-1).
However, if model-2 is considered, then the process excites electrons from deep acceptor
state (EDS) lying at EV+0.55 eV to the conduction band minima. Due to downward band
bending at the surface and at p-GaN/undoped GaN interface, acceptor states are expected
to be filled in the depletion regions enabling optical excitation corresponding to feature2. Since, the minority carrier (electron) is free in such a transition, SPS signal is expected
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Figure 3.4 Temperature dependent SPS magnitude spectra of p-GaN sample recorded
at 1 kHz modulation frequency.

to be in phase with the above bandgap SPV component.129 The same is confirmed by the
variation of phase shown in Fig. 3.3 (b). Note that the intensity of such a transition is
expected to be high at low temperature due to the filling of shallow acceptor states. On
the contrary, a systematic fall in the strength of feature-2 with cooling is seen in Fig. 3.4.
One possible explanation for the low SPS signal at low temperature can be given by the
recombination of photo-excited carriers. A firm confirmation of enhance recombination
is already shown in Fig. 3.2 (a) where BL intensity increases with decreasing
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temperature. At elevated temperature, shallow donor states are expected to be in thermal
equilibrium with the conduction band which accelerates spatial separation of photoexcited electrons from the holes captured by the deep acceptors. With decreasing
temperature, the photo-excited electrons get localized by shallow donors. The localized
carriers recombine efficiently leading to a stronger BL band whereas a poor spatial
separation of carriers lead to a weak SPV signal. Note that the recombination of excess
carriers is considered to be a loss in SPS signal. Thus, the strength of SPV related to
fearure-3 decreases with decreasing temperature as shown in Fig. 3.4.
Temperature dependent PL studies therefore confirms that the presence of a deep
acceptor state is responsible for the generation of BL band in p-GaN. SPS measurements
provide unambiguous signature of a deep acceptor level lying at E v+0.55 eV only in pGaN sample. The acceptor levels provided by the two complementary methods will
indeed be the same provided the Franck-Condon shift (dFC) is negligibly small. In fact, a
feature at EC-2.97 eV with dFC=0.02 eV is already reported in steady state photocapacitance and deep level optical spectroscopy measurements on p-type GaN by
Armstrong et al.172 Further, following a low value of dFC, the recombination lifetime of
BL band is expected to rather very short as reported by several researchers. 76, 122 Thus,
the optical transition between shallow donor/ conduction band and deep acceptor at
EV+0.55 eV is responsible for feature-2 in SPS spectra and the BL band in p-GaN sample.
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3.4 Characterization of Yellow Luminescence Related
Defect States in AlGaN/AlN/GaN Heterostructure
One of the most notorious defect in GaN is related to the observation of yellow
luminescence (YL) band whose spatial location within the sample and exact attribution
to specific defects in GaN is still a matter of intense debate.38, 75, 77-84 Very recently,
interesting theoretical predictions and experimental observations have been made by a
few research groups where either isolated CN defects

75, 79, 83

or a shallow donor (SD)-

deep donor (DD) CN-ON defect complexes78 are proposed as the main source for the
generation of YL band in GaN. In fact, Reshchikov et al. have shown that the purity of
GaN layer decides whether the mechanisms of YL band is governed by either isolated
CN defects or CN-ON defect complexes.77, 80 It is also observed that the spatial location of
YL band is equally controversial. Long ago, Shalish et al. have shown that the YL related
defect states exist on the surface of GaN film. 94 Later, a few other researchers also
reported the presence of defect states which lie on the surface of nitride
semiconductors.95-99 On the other hand, defect states associated with YL band are
reported to be distributed over the bulk material by other groups.38, 83, 173 Bulk nature of
defect states is also confirmed by some researchers by employing characterization
techniques other than the PL spectroscopy.82, 101, 174 Very recently, Matys et al.84 reported
that the YL band arises from donor-acceptor pair (DAP) recombination in very limited
regions of nanometre scale lying in the depletion region in the proximity of
semiconductor surface. Note that, the intensity ratio corresponding to the band edge and
yellow luminescence signals in GaN is often used to define the purity of epilayers. 84, 93
It will therefore lead to the conclusion that the purity of epilayer is a function of sample
depth which might not be true. In this chapter, SPS and pump-probe SPS measurements
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are performed with an overall aim to identify the defect states along with their spatial
location in AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures. Conventional and pump-probe
Photoluminescence excitation (PLE) measurements at YL band are also performed which
nicely complement the observations made through SPS measurements. In particular, YL
band is studied in depth where a phenomenological model based on the optical transitions
involving a three-level system is proposed to explain the spectroscopic results.

3.4.1 SPS Characterization
Figure 3.5 (a) shows the room temperature SPS magnitude spectra of AlGaN/GaN
heterostructure (Sample-A) recorded at 28 Hz chopping frequency whereas the
corresponding phase variation is shown in Fig. 3.5 (b). Several sharp features are
observed in SPS spectra which are labelled as feature-1, is related to the band edge of top
AlGaN barrier layer. Various upward transitions associated with the generation of SPS
signal corresponding to the features seen in Fig. 3.5 are schematically shown in Fig. 3.6.
The band diagram shown in Fig. 3.6 is based on a self-consistent solution of Schrödinger
and Poisson equations.160 When the energy of excitation beam is larger than the bandgap
of AlGaN barrier layer, electron-hole pairs are mainly generated in the top AlGaN barrier
layer while only a small fraction is generated in GaN channel layer. Photo-induced
electrons in the AlGaN layer drift towards the AlGaN/GaN interface whereas holes drift
towards the air/AlGaN surface under the influence of polarization induced electric field.
The charge separation screens the electric field which leads to the generation of SPS
signal as schematically shown by process-1 in Fig. 3.6. The electron-hole pairs injected
in the triangular potential well in GaN layer move in an opposite direction compared to
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Figure 3.5 Room temperature SPS and Pump-Probe SPS (a) magnitude, and (b) phase
spectra of AlGaN/GaN heterostructures recorded at 28 Hz chopping frequency.

those created in AlGaN layer due to the opposite built-in electric field. Therefore, the
generation of electron-hole pairs in this region will provide a SPS signal, marked as
process-2 in Fig. 3.6, which has a phase value exactly opposite to that of the process-1.
Note that the resultant SPS signal is given by the vector sum of individual SPS
components generated via different processes occurring in respective regions of
AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure. The observation of AlGaN related SPS feature in the
energy range above 4 eV confirms that the SPS signal generated in AlGaN layer via
process-1 dominates over process-2 in GaN channel layer. When the energy of excitation
beam falls below the bandgap of AlGaN barrier layer, the SPS signal generated via
process-2 in GaN channel layer dominates. An opposite phase of feature-2 compared to
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feature-1, as shown in Fig. 3.5 (b), is in line with the abovementioned discussion. A
relatively low magnitude of SPS signal corresponding to process-2 is expected due to the
presence of
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Figure 3.6 Schematic band diagram of the AlGaN/GaN heterostructure (sample-A)
where symbols 2DEG, EC, EV, EF, ESD, and EDS stand for 2-dimensional electron gas,
conduction band, valence band, Fermi level, shallow donor and deep trap states
respectively. Note that the band profile is drawn not to scale and is enlarged in certain
locations to illustrate the field driven regions for the purpose of clarity. Inset shows the
geometry of SPS measurements performed under front and back illumination schemes.

high background electron concentration in the bulk GaN and also the 2DEG at AlN/GaN
heterointerface.175, 176 Note that the presence of 2DEG in the triangular potential well is
equivalent to an accumulation region in n-type GaN. In this case, majority carriers
(electrons) moves towards the triangular potential well while the minority carriers (holes)
are either captured by the deep traps located near the triangular potential well or they
move deep inside the GaN layer where they recombine with free electrons present in the
flat band region of n-GaN.64 In either case, the magnitude of SPS signal is expected to
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be rather small. Recombination of excess carriers is considered as a loss in SPS
measurements since only those photo-generated carriers which can be separated out by
some physical mechanism are able to contribute towards the measured SPS signal.
Present hypothesis is also supported by SPS measurements performed on HEMT samples
with high concentration of Mg in Mg-doped interlayer. In those samples, a strong SPS
signal corresponding to process-2 is observed over the same energy range which is shown
later in chapter 5. Mg-doping of a part of GaN channel layer in AlGaN/GaN HMET
structures is needed to reduce the background electron concentration and also
compensate the deep trap states.35, 36 The low background electron concentration reduces
the recombination probability whereas a low deep trap density reduces carrier trapping.
Both these effects lead to an enhancement in the magnitude of SPS signal.

3.4.1.1 Identification of Spatial Location of Defects
Once the energy of excitation beam falls below the bandgap of GaN channel
layer, light is absorbed throughout the GaN channel layer via the involvement of subbandgap states. Several mechanisms can be attached with the absorption of sub-bandgap
excitation beam in different parts of GaN channel layer i.e. accumulation region near
AlGaN/GaN interface, flat band region, depletion region near GaN/Fe-GaN interface and
Fe-GaN region. In order to pinpoint the location of sub-bandgap SPS features, SPS
measurements are performed under back illumination geometry. In case of back
illumination geometry, back side of the sample is polished mechanically and the sample
is mounted between TCG and Cu-grid electrode. SPS measurements are thereafter
performed with light illumination from either side of the sample keeping all other
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conditions nearly the same as shown in the inset of Fig. 3.6. However, the SPS magnitude
is low in this configuration. Hence, we opted for laser of different wavelengths or Xe
lamp/monochromator assembly with relatively large bandpass to get adequate SPV
signal in the sub-bandgap region of GaN. It is found that the phase of sub-bandgap SPS
features remain more or less the same when either the front or back illumination
geometry is used (not shown here). Such an observation is critically important in order
to rule out the possibility of SPS mechanism based on Dember process. Note that the
phase of SPS signal should switch by 180o when going from the front to back illumination
geometry, if the origin of SPS signal was governed by the Dember process. In view of
this, the possibility of generation of sub-bandgap SPS features in the flat band region of
undoped GaN and Fe-GaN via Dember process is ruled out. It indicates that the subbandgap SPS signal is generated either in the accumulation region near AlGaN/GaN
heterointerface or in the depletion region lying at GaN/Fe-GaN interface. In order to
obtain further clarity about the spatial location of SPS features, pump-probe SPS
measurements177 are performed with a He-Cd laser operating at 325 nm and the results
are shown in Fig. 3.5. Note that the He-Cd laser beam is going to be absorbed strongly
in the accumulation region which will suppress the associated SPS signal. A substantial
decrease in the magnitude of feature-2 is observed. On the other hand, no significant
change is observed in the SPS spectra associated with sub-bandgap features. It confirms
that the feature-2 is originating from accumulation region while all the sub-bandgap SPS
features are generated mainly at the depletion region lying near GaN/Fe-GaN interface.
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3.4.1.2 Identification of Spectral Origin of Defects
In light of this information, the spectral origin of sub-bandgap SPS features seen
in Fig. 3.5 can be understood with a reasonable clarity. A strong SPS peak with an onset
at ~3.28 eV is observed at ~3.4 eV and is labelled as feature-3. Origin of this feature can
be explained by considering an upward transition from the valence band (Ev) to shallow
donor level (ESD) in GaN as shown by process-3 in Fig. 3.5. The shallow donor states lie
~30 meV below the conduction band edge and are related to Si atoms present at GaN/FeGaN interface.178 Incorporation of Si in GaN caused by the out-diffusion of Si from FeGaN template is a well-known problem which leads to parallel conduction in the devices
based on AlGaN/GaN heterostructures grown on Fe-GaN templates.36 In general, a
significant fraction of Si donors is ionized at room temperature. Absorption of excitation
beam resonant with Si donor levels creates free holes in the valence band. Electrons
excited to Si donor levels are either trapped by the defects states or thermally excited to
the conduction band. Both these effects reduce the interface potential barrier and provide
an SPS signal which is in phase with respect to process-2. A very broad SPS feature is
observed at ~1.3 eV with an onset at ~0.95 eV as shown in Fig. 3.5 (a) and is labelled as
feature-4. Note that the broad SPS feature covers a large energy range even approaching
the band edge of GaN which is also evident from a constant phase below 3 eV in Fig. 3.5
(b). Further, the SPS phase of feature-2 and feature-4 are nearly same which indicates
that the feature-4 is also associated with the photo excitation of holes in the valence band.
Here, photo-excited electrons are trapped by the deep trap states (EDS) (process-4 in Fig.
3.6) whereas holes move towards GaN/Fe-GaN interface which generates an SPS signal
in phase with feature-2. In order to investigate it further, pump-probe SPS measurements
are performed with Nd-YAG laser operating at 1064 nm where the magnitude and phase
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of SPS spectra are plotted in Fig. 3.5 (a) and (b) respectively. Since the deep level lies
~1 eV above the valence band, pump beam is able to excite electrons only to those states.
It is interesting to see that the Feature-4 is completely suppressed by the pump beam due
to the filling of deep trap states. In addition to this, the SPS signal associated with
process-2 is significantly enhanced by the pump beam as obvious from Fig. 3.5 (a). The
deep trap states near AlN/GaN heterointerface, which were able to trap the photogenerated holes in case of conventional SPS, are effectively saturated by the pump laser
beam. It enhances the number of spatially separated photo-excited holes and therefore
enhances the amplitude of feature-2. Nearly same phase of feature-2 for SPS and pumpprobe SPS measurements indicate that the mechanisms of SPS generation is identical in
both the cases. Further, a new SPS peak appears at ~3.28 eV with an onset at ~2.8 eV
which is labelled as feature-5 in Fig. 3.5 (a). Intensity of feature-5 in SPS spectra sharply
rises with the 1064 nm pump laser where that of the feature-4 falls as shown in Fig. 3.7
(a). Simultaneous appearance of feature-5 and disappearance of feature-4 in pump-probe
SPS measurements with a sub-bandgap laser confirms that the two features are related to
the same set of defect states lying in the vicinity of GaN/Fe-GaN interface. The pump
laser intensity dependence of SPV can be understood in terms of the variation of
occupation function (fDS) of the deep state (EDS) as shown schematically in Fig. 3.7 (b)
and (c). Due to upward band bending, a fraction of deep trap states lying at GaN/Fe-GaN
interface are empty even in absence of probe beam excitation. Feature-4 therefore arises
due to EV to unoccupied EDS transition. Now, the value of fDS rises with the intensity of
sub-bandgap pump beam. This suppresses feature-4 transition probability which follows
the variation of (1-fDS). However, the rise of fDS enhances resonant excitation of electrons
from EDS to conduction band (feature-5) which follows the variation of fDS. Note that one
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Figure 3.7 (a) Normalized pump-probe SPS magnitude corresponding to feature-4 and
feature-5 are plotted as a function of pump beam intensity where solid lines are only a
guide to eye. The schematic band diagram of AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure near
GaN/Fe-GaN interface in (b) absence and (c) presence of 1064 nm pump laser. The
symbols EC, EV, EF and EDS corresponds to conduction band, valence band, Fermi level
and deep state respectively. Probe beam is shown by red vertical arrow with chopper
symbol while the pump beam is shown by blue vertical arrow.

expects injection of free holes in valence band via process-4 whereas process-5 provides

to the feature-4 and feature-5 are ~180o apart as shown in Fig. 3.5 (b). Further
clarification about the occupation of the deep state will be discussed in the numerical
model in the subsequent section. Now, an important question arises about the origin of
feature-5 from the AlN/GaN accumulation region. Since the deep states are already filled
in this region under equilibrium, feature-5 is expected to appear from accumulation
region in conventional SPS spectra. However, no such features are observed in room
temperature SPS spectra as shown in Fig. 3.5 (a). This indicates that either the deep states
are absent in the accumulation region or some other fundamental mechanism prohibiting
SPS generation corresponding to feature-5. To understand it further, temperature
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dependent SPS measurements are performed on Sample-A, and are discussed in the
subsequent section.

3.4.1.3 Temperature Dependence of Defect Related SPS Features
In order to identify the presence of deep trap states near AlN/GaN heterointerface,
temperature dependent SPS measurements are performed down to 10 K. Figure-3.8 (a)
and (b) show the temperature dependent SPS magnitude and phase spectra of
AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure recorded at 28 Hz modulation frequency respectively.
GaN band edge related feature (feature-2) is not clear due to the dominance of feature-3
above 200 K and appearance of two new SPS features (feature-6 and 7) with onset at
2.85 eV and 3.15 eV respectively below 200 K. The dominance of new features masks
feature-3 also due to which its temperature dependence is not clear. It is found that the
feature-6 and 7 have a long characteristic time constant compared to feature-3 for which
its intensity decreases rapidly with increasing modulation frequency as shown in Fig. 3.8
(c). In view of this, temperature dependent SPS measurements are performed at 3 kHz
modulation frequency and the spectra are shown in inset of Fig. 3.8 (a). It is observed
that the new SPS features are largely suppressed at high modulation frequency. Feature3 is now clearly resolved and its temperature dependence can be discussed
unambiguously. It is found that feature-3 blueshifts and its intensity decreases at low
temperatures. The blueshift is caused by the enhancement of bandgap of GaN. Further,
filling of shallow donor states at low temperatures reduce the probability of EV to ESD
transition. It reduces the strength of feature-3 as obvious from the inset of Fig. 3.8 (a).
Due to this, the feature-
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Figure 3.8 Temperature dependent SPS (a) magnitude and (b) phase spectra of
Sample-A recorded at 28 Hz modulation frequency. Modulation frequency
dependence of room temperature (c)SPS magnitude at 3.39 eV (feature-3) and 10 K
SPS magnitude at 3.35 eV (feature-7).

with other sub-bandgap features that are already suppressed at 3 kHz. The strength of
feature-4 is found to decrease significantly with cooling and disappear below 150 K as
shown in Fig. 3.8 (a). Fall in the intensity of feature-4 with temperature can be explained
by considering two possible effects; 1) deep trap states lying in the depletion region are
being filled with falling temperature, and 2) mobility of hole reduces at low
temperature118. A rise in the occupation probability of deep trap states reduces the
probability of EV to EDS transition whereas a low hole mobility reduces the effective
separation of charge carriers. Both the effects lead to the suppression of feature-4 similar
to feature-3. A limited separation of charge carriers governed by the low mobility of
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holes is found to be crucial for the appearance of 2DEG features in PL spectra of
AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures at low temperature as will be discussed in the next
chapter175. It also indicates that at low temperatures the strength of SPV signal is
primarily governed by the photo-generated electrons. The dominance of feature-6 and 7
at low temperature therefore indicates that these features lead to the injection of electrons
in conduction band. A rise in the occupation of the deep state (EDS) with decreasing
temperature will enhance EDS to conduction band (EC) transition (process-5) similar to
pump-probe SPS measurements with 1064 nm laser. In fact, feature-6 and 7 appears at
low temperature whose intensity increases with decreasing temperature. Further, the
onset of feature-5 in pump-probe SPS spectrum and feature-6 at low temperature SPS
spectrum are very close. It indicates that feature-5 and feature-6/7 involves the same set
of defect states.
It is worth to note that the phases of feature-4 and feature-6/7 are quite similar as
shown in Fig. 3.8 (b). However, the phases of the two features are expected to be opposite
if they are originating from same spatial location within the sample as explained before
in pp-SPS with 1064 nm laser. Such a contradictory variation of phase can be explained
by considering the dominance of feature-6 and 7 near accumulation region at low
temperature. A clear indication of this assumption is already reflected in Fig. 3.8 (a)
where a rise in SPS magnitude in the above bandgap of GaN is observed. This indicates
that SPV from the accumulation region starts dominating at low temperature. In order to
know the spatial location of feature-6 and feature-7, pump probe SPS measurements are
performed at 10 K with 325 nm cw laser and the spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.9. For
comparison, conventional 10 K SPS spectra is also plotted in the same graph. A new
feature is observed with an onset at 2.2 eV (feature-8) which can be associated with the
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Figure 3.9 10 K SPS and pump-probe SPS spectra of AlGaN/GaN heterostructure
recorded at 28 Hz chopping frequency.

deep trap states to conduction band transition94, 161. The pump beam is going to be
strongly absorbed by GaN channel layer which will suppress all the SPV components
originating within the penetration depth. The observations made in Fig. 3.9 strongly
support this hypothesis where GaN band edge feature is found to be suppressed in case
of pump-probe SPS measurements with 325 nm CW laser. Interestingly, feature-6 and 7
are also considerably suppressed by the pump beam. This is possible only if those
features are originated near AlN/GaN interface. Due to the downward band bending in
the accumulation region, electrons drifts towards the triangular potential well as shown
in Fig. 3.6. It is going to screen the electric field in the accumulation region somewhat
similar to the above bandgap excitation in GaN. It will therefore generate SPV in phase
with the band edge feature of GaN which is in fact the case as shown by the phase spectra
in Fig. 3.8 (b). Another possibility also exists where these features might originate from
the deep trap states in AlGaN layer. This possibility is ruled out by the fact that the
particular features appear only below GaN band edge and are strongly suppressed by 325
nm pump laser. Hence, it is confirmed that feature-6 and 7 are originating due to resonant
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excitation in deep trap states lying in the accumulation region near AlN/GaN
heterointerface. The enhancement of SPV signal related to GaN band edge, features-6
and 7 can be explained by considering the temperature dependence of background carrier
density which is expected to reduce at low temperature. At room temperature, the
background carrier density is much higher than the photo-generated carrier density. Thus
a negligible SPV in the above bandgap region of GaN is measured at room temperature
as shown in Fig. 3.8 (a). With decreasing temperature, the background carrier density
decreases due to low activation of electrons from shallow donors. When photo-generated
carrier density exceeds background carrier density in the accumulation region, the spatial
separation of them is prominent and therefore contributes to the SPV signal.

3.4.2 PL and PLE Characterization
It is of considerable interest to find some correlation between the sub-bandgap
states seen in the SPS spectra with YL feature which is one of most intriguing subbandgap PL feature observed in GaN. In order to do so, we have performed
complementary PL and PLE measurements. Figure 3.10 (a) shows the room temperature
PL spectrum which is recorded with 325 nm laser as an excitation source. In PL spectrum,
FXA feature is observed at 3.43 eV whereas a broad YL peak superimposed with
interference oscillations is observed at 2.19 eV. Figure 3.10 (b) shows the room
temperature PLE spectrum where the detection wavelength is set to YL peak of PL
spectrum. In PLE spectrum, YL signal starts to appear above 3.25 eV where a strong
peak is observed at 3.4 eV. The appearance of PLE with above bandgap excitation
indicates the presence of YL related defects in the accumulation region near AlN/GaN
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Figure 3.10 (a) Room temperature PL spectra of Sample-A which is recorded with
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spectra corresponding to yellow luminescence of Sample-A sample. The symbols FXA
and YL corresponds to free exciton-A and yellow luminescence respectively. pumpprobe PLE measurements are performed from front surface.

interface. It is interesting to see that the energy of sub-bandgap PLE peak matches
reasonably well with that of the feature-3 in SPS spectrum shown in Fig. 3.5 (a). It
indicates that the sub-bandgap PLE feature is related to process-3 shown in Fig. 3.6. In
order to pinpoint the location of YL feature, PLE measurements are also carried out from
the back side of the sample and the spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.10 (b). It is found that
the above bandgap PLE signal disappears almost completely and a strong PLE peak is
seen at 3.39 eV. Note that the above bandgap excitation will be significantly absorbed
by the 3.5 µm thick Fe-GaN template. Negligible above bandgap PLE signal is an
indication of a low density of YL related defect states in Fe-GaN template. A weak YL
is already reported in Fe-GaN epilayers by other researchers.179 However, a strong peak
is still observed at 3.39 eV in the PLE spectrum recorded from the backside of the sample
which clearly indicates that the YL feature is originating from undoped GaN layer. Note
that a sub-bandgap excitation beam can excite electron-hole pairs throughout the GaN
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layer. An apparent red shift of PLE peak with respect to the front excitation appears
mainly due to the absorption of high energy tail of excitation beam in 3.5 µm thick FeGaN layer before it reaches the undoped GaN layer. Further confirmation about the
spatial location of YL feature can be obtained from the pump-probe PLE measurements
performed with 325 nm laser as the pump beam and the results are shown in Fig. 3.10
(b). Here too, the above bandgap PLE signal is suppressed strongly whereas sharp PLE
peak is still evident at 3.4 eV. Note that the pump laser beam is strongly absorbed near
the AlGaN/GaN interface, which saturates the deep levels responsible for the generation
of YL feature in accumulation layer. Therefore, the above bandgap probe beam does not
make a measurable contribution to YL feature. On the other hand, sub-bandgap probe
beam penetrates deep into the GaN layer. That is why the intensity of PLE peak at 3.4
eV is not significantly affected by the above bandgap pump beam. This means that the
sub-bandgap PLE peak is originating from deep inside the undoped GaN layer. The
changes observed in pump-probe PLE measurements indicate that the defect states
related to YL feature are present throughout the undoped GaN layer including
accumulation and depletion region. In order to find out the spectral origin of YL band,
Pump-probe PLE measurements are also performed by using a sub-bandgap 1064 nm
CW laser as shown in Fig. 3.10 (b). It is seen that the sharp PLE peak is strongly
suppressed by the sub-bandgap pump beam whereas above bandgap PLE signal is
reduced only by ~10%. Further, free exciton (FXA) feature is also observed in presence
of 1064 nm laser as marked by a vertical dashed line in Fig. 3.10 (b). Note that the energy
of 1064 nm probe laser beam is not large enough for observing the resonant excitation in
YL defect complex. Therefore, a complete depletion of YL defect states by 1064 nm
pump beam is not possible. Suppression of YL feature in presence of a sub-bandgap
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excitation is already reported by other researchers81,
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where they considered the

existence of a deep trap state 1 eV above the valence band. In order to get more insight
of 1064 nm laser intensity dependence on YL band, the variation of PLE signal is
investigated as a function of pump and probe beam and the same is discussed in the
subsequent part of this chapter. The observation of YL at 2.19 eV and their correlation
with SPS features at 0.9 eV and 2.8 eV in our work indicates that the features are
associated with CN-ON deep donor complex.77, 78, 80 Absence of green luminescence band
at high excitation intensity further certifies CN-ON donor complex to be the main source
of YL band in our sample. It is in strong corroboration with the results obtained by other
researchers.77

3.4.2.1 Recombination Model
To understand the results of pump-probe PLE measurements, we implement a
phenomenological model involving a three-level system which is based on the model
proposed by Julkarnain et al.81 and is shown schematically in Fig. 3.11 (a). Above
bandgap optical excitation injects electrons and holes in the respective bands in GaN. At
room temperature, shallow donor states are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with
the conduction band (EC). A fraction of the photo-generated holes in the valence band
(EV) are captured by the deep trap state (EDS). Recombination of electrons in EC with
holes in EV provides band-to-band or excitonic recombination in GaN whereas
recombination of electrons in EC with the holes captured by EDS provides YL feature.
Due to the excitation by 1064 nm laser, electrons are excited to the unoccupied deep trap
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Figure 3.11 (a) A schematic diagram to illustrate the absorption and emission
processes in undoped GaN layer. EC, EV, EDS, NDS, fDS, G1, G2, n, p, B, and CpD
corresponds to conduction band, valence band, deep trap state, density of deep trap
state, occupation function of deep trap state, generation rate by probe beam, generation
rate by sub-bandgap pump beam, density of electron in EC, density of holes in EV,
radiative recombination coefficient and hole capture coefficient of E DS respectively;
(b) Numerically simulated values of the normalized intensity (IN) of YL feature and
occupation probability of deep trap states (fDS) plotted as a function of the intensity of
probe beam (G1) at a given value of intensity of sub-bandgap pump beam (G2).
Similarly, the variation of IN and fDS is also shown as a function of G2 for a given value
of G1.
states while holes are created in EV. Considering charge neutrality condition, the rate
equations are given as follows,81
dn
dt
dfDS
dt
dp
dt
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(3.3)

0

0

(3.4)

n

p N DS (1 f DS ) N SD

(3.5)

where G1 [cm-3s-1] and G2 [s-1] stand for the generation rate corresponding to the probe
beam excitation and sub-bandgap pump beam excitation respectively, B[cm3s-1] is the
radiative recombination coefficient, CpD[cm3s-1] is the hole capture coefficient of EDS,
NDS[cm-3] is the density of EDS, fDS is the electron occupation function of the EDS, NSD
[cm-3] is the shallow donor density which is considered to be fully ionized and thus
correspond to the background carrier density. The third term in Eq. 3.2 is proportional to
intensity (IYL) of YL feature. The set of equations are solved numerically and the
dependencies of n, p and fDS on G1 (G2) for a given value of G2 (G1) are estimated by
taking the appropriate value of parameters NSD, B, NDS and CpD. The value of G1 is
estimated from the intensity of above bandgap excitation beam. G2
from the intensity of sub-bandgap excitation as the absorption coefficient is unknown at
this energy. In view of this, a normalization factor is considered in order to match G 2
dependence with the experimental data. The parameter related to defect states are taken
similar to the reported data81 as NSD=5x1016 cm-3, B=1x10-11 cm3s-1, NDS=3.3x1015 cm-3
and CpD=5x10-9 cm3s-1. The values of IYL are numerically estimated as a function G1
where the ratio

IYL (G2
IYL (G2

0)
is defined as the normalized PL intensity (IN). A fractional
0)

decrease in IN indicates an effective suppression of YL feature when the sample is
subjected to secondary sub-bandgap excitation under pump-probe PLE configuration.
Figure 3.11 (b) shows the numerically calculated values of IN and fDS as a function of G1
for a given value of G2 =106 s-1. At low G1 (1018 cm-3s-1), the value of fDS is close to unity
which is seen to fall with G1. It is due to the enhanced capture of photo-generated holes
(pCpDNDSfDS) by the deep trap states. However, these holes are effectively neutralized by
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the sub-bandgap pump beam in pump-probe PLE with a rate of G2NDS(1-fDS). A fall in
fDS with G1 supports an increased absorption of sub-bandgap pump beam by the deep
trap states leading to the reduction of IN as shown in Fig. 3.11 (b). However, above a
critical value of G1, the value of fDS becomes very small. Under such circumstances, the
capture of holes by the deep trap states supersedes the neutralization effect of subbandgap pump beam. It supports a steady rise of IN as shown in Fig. 3.11 (b). Next, the
variation of IN and fDS with G2 is numerically simulated where the values of IN and fDS
are plotted as a function G2 at a given value of G1=1021 cm-3s-1 in Fig. 3.11 (b). Due to
the finite value of G1, initial value of fDS(G2) is set to 0.45 in absence of G2. In presence
of sub-bandgap pump laser, fDS rises as a function of G2 due to the filling of deep trap
states as shown in Fig. 3.11 (b). It causes a sharp fall in the values of IN. It therefore
explains the neutralization effect of the sub-bandgap pump beam for a given value of the
probe beam intensity.
Note that the coefficient B is taken to be same in eqn. 3.2 for the two radiative
transitions for the purpose of simplicity. This is a good assumption in our case since the
values of normalized PL intensity are plotted. If we consider the coefficient B to be
different for the two-recombination processes then the absolute value of intensity will
vary. However, it will not lead to any significant change in our analysis. Note that the
absolute values of G1 and G2 and their temperature dependences are not well established
in case of nitrides. A similar assumption has also been taken by other researchers while
solving the rate equations in nitride semiconductors.81
It is of considerable interest to know if the intensity dependence of IN as predicted
by the numerical simulations in Fig. 3.11 (b) can be confirmed by the experiments.
Intensity dependent pump-probe PLE measurements are performed at two values of the
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excitation energy on either side of the GaN band edge where the values of IN are
measured as a function of probe beam intensity as shown in Fig. 3.12 (a). The values of
G1 corresponding to the intensity of 3.82 eV pump beam are shown on the upper x-axis.
These measurements are carried out at a constant flux of 2.5 W/cm2 of 1064 nm pump
laser beam. For PLE measurements at 3.37 eV (low energy tail of the sub-bandgap PLE
peak shown in Fig. 3.10 (b)) the probe beam is obtained by using a xenon lamp and
monochromator assembly while for the PLE measurements at ~3.82 eV, He-Cd laser is
used as the probe beam. The intensity of probe beam is varied with the help of a circularly
variable neutral density filter. In case of probe beam intensity dependence at 3.82 eV, IN
is measured to be 0.97 at very low excitation intensity which decreases up to 0.76 at an
excitation intensity of 2x10-2 W/cm2. Thereafter, the value of IN increases with the
intensity of the probe beam. It is obvious that the trends shown in Fig. 3.12 (a) are in
reasonably agreement with the results of numerical simulations shown in Fig. 3.11 (b).
A minor deviation in the values of IN between simulation and experiments appears due
to the simplicity of proposed model. In case of intensity dependence at 3.37 eV, a similar
variation is seen however the dip is observed at a lower intensity (5x10-4 W/cm2) of the.
probe beam. Moreover, the initial value of IN turns out to be relatively small when
compared with the above bandgap measurements. Due to the low absorption coefficient,
the value of G1 at 3.37 eV is much lower than that at 3.82 eV for the same excitation
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Figure 3.12 (a) Normalized PL intensity (IN) of YL feature plotted as a function of
probe beam intensity at two excitation energies under pump-probe PLE configuration.
The G1 corresponding to the excitation intensity of 3.82 eV excitation is shown in
upper x-axis. (b) Normalized PL intensity (IN) of YL feature plotted as a function of
pump beam (1064 nm laser) intensity at two excitation energies under pump-probe
PLE configuration. Numerically simulated variation of IN (solid line) at 3.82 eV
excitation energy is also shown.

intensity. Ideally one expects that the initial value of IN shall be close to unity and the
dip in IN should appear at large intensity of the probe beam. In order to understand the
contradictory observation made here, presence of empty deep trap states near the
undoped GaN/Fe-GaN interface is essential and the same is being discussed in the next
few paragraphs.
The variation of IN at the two energy values as a function of sub-bandgap pump
beam intensity for a fixed probe beam intensity of 1x10 -3 W/cm2 is shown in Fig. 3.12
(b). In strong corroboration with the numerical simulations, a moderate fall in IN with
pump beam intensity is seen when pump-probe PLE is measured at 3.82 eV. However,
the values of IN at 3.37 eV fall sharply with the pump beam intensity. Ideally a low fall
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in IN is expected with 3.37 eV excitation due to low absorption coefficient. The difference
in the behavior of IN when measured on either side of the bandgap of GaN channel layer
can be explained by considering the spatial location of deep trap states. In case of 3.37
eV PLE, YL is mainly generated within the depletion region at GaN/Fe-GaN interface.
The upward band bending in this region indicates the majority of shallow donor states
and a fraction of deep trap states lying at GaN/Fe-GaN interface are empty even in
absence of probe beam excitation. A sub-bandgap PLE feature therefore is due to the
resonant excitation to the empty shallow donor states within the depletion region at
GaN/Fe-GaN interface. Abundance of empty deep trap states in this region ensures the
generation of a strong YL feature in absence of pump laser beam. This is the reason why
a strong PLE peak is observed at ~3.4 eV in Fig. 3.10 (b). In case of pump-probe PLE
measurements, a strong absorption of sub-bandgap pump beam (1064 nm) by the empty
deep trap state causes a large increase in fDS which therefore suppresses IN considerably
as shown in Fig. 3.12 (a) and (b). On the other hand, YL feature with excitation at 3.82
eV is mainly generated via the deep trap states lying in the accumulation region near
AlGaN/GaN heterointerface. The pump beam of 1064 nm laser is only weakly absorbed
in this region due to a large value of fDS

N

is seen at 3.82

eV pump-probe PLE as shown in Fig. 3.12 (b). Hence, it is the effective absorption of
pump beam which is significantly large in case of PLE measurements at 3.37 eV and
governs a large variation of IN with G1 and G2. It therefore explains the observation of a
strong suppression of PLE signal at 3.4 eV compared to the above bandgap PLE signal.
Note that, the consideration of a high density of deep trap states in the depletion region
can explain the observation of strong YL generation in this region94
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1064 nm pump laser dependence of IN. One needs to consider the occupation of the deep
trap states while making comment on their spatial location from PL measurements.
It is rather surprising to see that a simple phenomenological model based on the
flat band conditions, as shown in Fig. 3.11, is able to provide a satisfactory match
between the numerical simulations and experimental observation, as also shown in Fig.
3.12. Ideally, one cannot use such a model to explain the phenomena occurring in the
accumulation and depletion regions. However, by using a probe beam of 3.82 eV in pump
probe spectroscopic configuration, one is essentially probing the accumulation region.
Note that the penetration depth of 3.82 eV probe beam in GaN is about 100 nm whereas
the width of accumulation region is only few nm.146 Hence, one essentially probe the
quasi-flat region of GaN while performing the pump-probe PLE measurements at 3.82
eV and therefore the model is applicable here. Moreover, only relative variations and not
the absolute magnitudes are discussed in our measurements. It is the primary reason why
we get a reasonable match between numerical simulations and experiment results at 3.82
eV. However, the model is indeed invalid in case of 3.37 eV measurements since the
probe beam is going to excite carrier in the depletion region. It is the reason why a match
between the simulations and experiments cannot be obtained and therefore effect of
pump beam at 3.37 eV measurements is discussed only qualitatively.

3.5 Conclusion
SPS and PL and PLE measurements are performed in conventional and pumpprobe configurations to identify the spatial and spectral origin of dominating defects
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present in n-GaN epitaxial layer, heavily Mg doped p-GaN epitaxial layer and
AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structures. In case of p-GaN, BL band is observed at ~2.8 eV
in PL spectra which is found to be in perfect agreement with a unique feature at the same
energy of the SPS spectra. The SPS phase spectrum at room temperature indicates that
electron gets free in this transition. The appearance of the particular SPS feature at low
temperature and the temperature dependence of BL band reveals that the SPS feature is
due to deep state at 0.55 eV above the valence band to conduction band transition. The
optical transition from conduction band/ shallow donor state to the deep acceptor state is
responsible for the origin of BL band. In case of AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structure,
several SPS features are observed which are strongly corroborated by the PL and PLE
measurements. Pump-probe SPS and PLE measurements provide useful information
related to the identification and spatial location of defect levels in AlGaN/GaN
heterostructures. Suppression of a SPS feature by 325nm laser in pump-probe
configuration indicates that the particular feature is originating from the accumulation
region lying at AlGaN/GaN heterointerface. On the other hand, suppression of a SPS
feature under the exposure of 1064 nm pump laser indicate about its existence in undoped
GaN layer and at GaN/Fe-GaN interface. No obvious change in the phase spectra is
recorded under the front and back illumination configurations which infers about the
absence of Dember contribution in SPS spectra. A deep trap states is found to be located
at ~1 eV above the valence band. Such states act as a recombination center where both
the valence band to deep trap states and deep trap states to conduction band excitations
are possible. Depending on the band profile and occupation probability, SPS signatures
related to resonant excitation from deep trap states to conduction band are observed at
2.8 eV from the depletion and accumulation region of GaN channel layer. The same deep
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state is found to be responsible for the origin of YL band in GaN. Deep trap states
associated with YL band are found to be distributed throughout the sample, however a
strong contribution in YL band arises from the defect states lying in the depletion region
at GaN/Fe-GaN interface. A phenomenological model is proposed to explain the
intensity dependence of YL band and that of the sub-bandgap SPS features as a function
of the intensity of pump beam.
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Chapter 4

Identification of 2-dimensional Electron Gas
Present in AlGaN/AlN/GaN Heterostructure
by Spectroscopic Techniques
4.1 Introduction
Formation of the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in AlGaN/GaN
heterostructures is critical for the successful operation of nitride based high electron
mobility transistor (HEMT) devices. The 2D-electron gas is spatially separated from the
ionized donors and therefore have less ionized impurity scattering probability and
possess high carrier mobility.14 A large density of 2DEG at AlGaN/GaN hetero-interface
occurs due to the strong polarization discontinuities.41 The most confirmatory evidence
of 2DEG presence at AlGaN/GaN heterointerface is given by the observation of
Shubnikov-de Hass (SdH) oscillations in magneto-transport measurements

130-132, 180

.

However, one requires high magnetic field and liquid helium temperatures for observing
the SdH oscillations. Furthermore, the technique is destructive since one needs to make
metallic contacts. In view of this, optical characterization techniques like
photoluminescence (PL) are very attractive due to their contactless nature. Several
reports are already available on the optical characterization of AlGaN/GaN
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heterostructures 130, 133, 134, 136, 137, 181, 182, where researchers apply several tricks to identify
the 2DEG features in PL spectra. For example, the disappearance of a PL peak after
careful etching of AlGaN barrier layer is considered to be one of the most direct method
for identifying the 2DEG related features 130, 137, 181. However, the information might be
ambiguous under certain cases since the particular PL peak might be associated with
some defect level of AlGaN/GaN interface

182

. Due to these reasons, 2DEG related

transitions of AlGaN/GaN heterostructures are usually identified by performing
systematic temperature and intensity dependent PL measurements 45, 130, 135-137, where PL
features related to 2DEG are seen to redshift (blueshift) with temperature (excitation
intensity) respectively. However, there are some discrepancies. For example, Shen et
al.45 reported a blue shift of < 4meV whereas Nam et al.136 reported a blue shift of > 50
meV for the 2DEG feature. Such a large variation puts a doubt on the identification of
2DEG features in the low temperature PL spectrum. Moreover, a few researchers assign
a shoulder peak in the sub-bandgap region of GaN as the 2DEG feature 45, 133 while the
others report a broad 2DEG PL peak superimposed with peculiar oscillatory features 134137, 182

. Surprisingly, the oscillatory features also show a similar temperature and intensity

dependent behavior. Most of the researchers therefore claimed that the oscillatory
features are related to 2DEG sub-levels of AlGaN/GaN heterostructures

133-138

. An

electric field ~90 kV/cm at the triangular potential well is also estimated by Nam et al.
by treating the fine oscillations as 2DEG sub-levels. On the contrary, 2DEG sub-levels
are also theoretically predicted through a self-consistent solution of Schrödinger and
Poisson equations for AlGaN/GaN heterostructures where maximum two sub-levels of
2DEG is found below Fermi level.133 No clarity about the identity of 2DEG in the low
temperature PL spectrum of AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure therefore exists.
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This chapter mainly focuses on the identification and characterization of 2DEG
related feature in PL spectra. We explore the origin of these oscillatory features by
performing angle dependent PL measurements. Contrary to the present understanding,
we find that the fine oscillatory features are not at all related to 2DEG sub-levels rather
these are nothing but the interference oscillations. Identity of 2DEG features is also
confirmed by comparing the PL spectra of as grown and top barrier layer etched samples.
Peculiar temperature and excitation power dependencies of broad PL peaks provide
further confirmatory evidences for an unambiguous identification of the ground and
exited states 2DEG features. A methodology is presented though which 2DEG features
in the PL spectra can be unambiguously identified without even etching the top barrier
layer.

4.2 Sample Details
AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure used in the study is the same sample (Sample-A)
which was used to characterize defects in chapter 3. It is grown by using Ammonia
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system on c-plane Fe-GaN templates which is grown on
sapphire substrate. The layer structure consists of 25 nm undoped Al0.33Ga0.67N barrier
layer, 1 nm AlN inter-layer, 1 µm undoped GaN channel layer, 200 nm lightly Mg-doped
GaN buffer layer grown on 3.5 µm thick Fe-doped GaN template.
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4.3 Origin of Fine Oscillation in 2DEG PL Spectrum
In order to identify the 2DEG PL signature, we have performed temperature and
excitation intensity dependent PL measurements on Sample-A at low temperature. Figure
4.1 (a) shows the temperature dependent PL spectra of Sample-A at few selective
temperatures which is recorded with 0.02 W/cm2 excitation intensity. At 10 K, the band
edge PL spectra is dominated by donor bound excitonic transition (D0X) at 3.488 eV
which is generally observed in the low temperature PL spectra of GaN epitaxial layers.142,
183-185

The feature lying at 3.493 eV is A-exciton feature (FXA) while the feature obtained

at 3.513 eV is related to excited state of FXA(n=2). The phonon replica of bound exciton
feature (LODoX) is also seen in Fig. 4.1. In addition to these features, two broad PL feature
(E0 and E1) at ~3.36 eV and 3.47 eV are also seen. Note that the broad features are
composed of several fine features. Surprisingly, these fine oscillatory features show a
temperature dependent behavior similar to the 2DEG sub-level features reported by other
researchers.45, 137, 181

A

is

found to decrease with increasing temperature which can be appreciated from the shift
of the features with respect to vertical dashed line in Fig. 4.1 (a). Further, the excitation
intensity dependent PL measurements are performed on Sample-A where the spectra at
few excitation intensities are shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). The excitation intensity dependent
small blueshift of particular fine oscillation peak, as can be appreciated with respect to
the vertical dashed line, is also similar to reported data.137 On the basis of these
observations, we tentatively assign the broad feature as 2DEG related feature while the
fine oscillations are labelled as the signatures of sub-levels of 2DEG formed at the
AlGaN/GaN heterointerface. Such an assignment of PL features is reasonably consistent
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(b)
10 K

(a) Temperature dependent

PL spectra

of AlGaN/AlN/GaN

heterostructures (Sample-A) recorded at 0.02 W/cm2 excitation intensity; (b)
excitation intensity dependent PL spectra of Sample-A at 10 K where WL stands for
the white light excitation sources tuned at 325 nm. The symbols D0X, A0X, FXA, and
FXA(n=2) stand for the donor bound exciton, acceptor bound exciton, free A-exciton,
and the excited state of free A-exciton transitions of GaN while DAP stands for the
Donor-acceptor pair (DAP) transition respectively. The phonon replicas of DAP and
D0X are labelled as LODAP and LOD0X respectively. Two broad features superimposed
with several fine oscillations, labelled as E0 and E1, are related to the 2DEG at
AlN/GaN heterointerface. Vertical dashed lines are drawn at a particular fine
oscillation and at FXA to visualize temperature and excitation intensity dependent shift.

with the published literature.130, 136, 183, 184 However, there are approximately two to nine
such 2DEG sub-levels which are separated by ~ 30 meV present in the PL spectra as can
be appreciated from Fig. 4.1. With triangular potential approximation, we have estimated
an electric field of 80 kV/cm from the peak energies of the fine features which is
surprisingly low enough in nitride based heterostructures. In order to get further clarity,
Schrödinger and Poisson equations are solved self-consistently for Sample-A at 300
K.176, 186 The potential profile and first two envelop functions are shown in Fig. 4.2. Only
two sub-levels are found below Fermi level which are separated by around 160 meV.
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Figure 4.2 The conduction band profile and electron wave functions of Sample-A. The
symbols EC,

0,

1

corresponds to conduction band, ground state electron wave

function and excited state wave function respectively. The wave functions are
vertically shifted to the corresponding eigenenergies. The dotted line corresponds to
Fermi level.

-levels of 2DEG is
questionable. Nevertheless, an additional possibility still remains that the fine oscillations
might be related to some interference phenomenon. Note that the AlGaN/AlN/GaN
HEMT structure is a multilayer architecture and possibility of interference in

dependent PL measurements on Sample-A where the PL signal is collected at different
angles with respect to the surface normal as schematically shown in Fig. 4.3. The
representative PL spectra at few selective angles are shown in Fig. 4.4. These
measurements are performed at large excitation intensity ~ 60 W/cm2 for which the broad
peak is shifted to higher energy. PL plots are vertically shifted for the clarity in viewing.
The band edge PL features and its phonon replicas do not show any angle dependence.
However, the fine oscillatory PL features vary significantly with the angle of viewing. It
provides a clear hint that the oscillatory features in Fig. 4.1 are not related to 2DEG sub-
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Figure 4.3
corresponds to excitation, sample and collection angle respectively.
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Figure 4.4 Angle dependent 10 K Photoluminescence spectra of sample-A where the
viewing angle is measured from the surface normal. In case of edge PL, sample is
excited from the front surface whereas the luminescence is collected from the edge
(90o). The spectra are recorded with an excitation intensity of ~60 W/cm2. D0X, FXA,
and FXA (n=2) stand for the donor bound exciton, free exciton-A, and the excited state
of free exciton-A transitions of GaN respectively. The phonon replica of FXA feature
are labelled as LOFXA. A broad feature (E0) superimposed with several fine oscillations
is related to the 2DEG at AlN/GaN heterointerface. The spectra are vertically shifted
for clarity.
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levels. It is therefore highly possible that the fine oscillatory PL features seen in Fig. 4.4
are governed by an interference phenomenon. For further confirmation we have
performed edge PL measurements where the sample is excited from the top and the
luminescence is collected from the edge of the sample as shown in Fig. 4.3. In this case,
luminescence is not going through multiple interference within the sample and therefore
no interference oscillation is expected to appear in PL spectra. In fact, fine oscillation
features disappeared in PL spectra when it is collected from the edge of the sample as

spectrum are related to interference oscillations. Note that, there are several interference
oscillations observed on 2DEG PL feature for Sample-A. So in the first glance, one will
consider it as interference oscillations. However, the number of interference features
might be less depending on the thickness of the sample and the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of 2DEG PL feature where one can misinterpret the interference
features as 2DEG sub-levels by following reported characteristics. If the fine features are
related to interference oscillations, then why it shows a peculiar temperature dependent
redshift and excitation intensity dependent blueshift? It is therefore essential to
understand these observations in light of the assignment of oscillatory features as the
interference oscillations.

4.3.1 Temperature Dependence of Fine Oscillations
To check this issue, we have performed the temperature dependent reflectivity
measurements under normal incidence condition where the representative plots at a few
selected temperatures are shown in Fig. 4.5 (a). The reflectivity spectrum exhibit peculiar
100

features around 3.5eV that are related to the free exciton transitions of GaN.142, 143, 187 In
addition, several strong oscillations are observed in the sub-bandgap region of GaN.
Surprisingly, the period of these oscillations perfectly matches with the period of fine
oscillations observed in 10 K PL spectrum. It is therefore obvious that the oscillatory
features seen either in PL or reflectivity spectrum are related to interference and the
period of these oscillations is governed by the thickness of GaN layer. Free exciton
features redshift with increasing temperature as illustrated by the vertical dotted line
marked at 3.495eV. Interestingly, the oscillatory features seen in the reflectivity spectrum
also redshift with increasing temperature as shown by another vertical line
in Fig. 4.5 (a). The energy separation ( E) between the free exciton (FXA) and the
.5 (b). For
comparison, the value of E for a particular fine oscillation at 3.36 eV is measured from
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Figure 4.5 (a) Temperature dependent reflectivity spectra of Sample-A which is
recorded under normal incidence condition. Vertical dashed line drawn at 3.495 eV
and 3.36 eV marks the energy of free exciton-A (FXA) and a particular oscillation peak
(1) at 10 K respectively. The energy difference between FX A
B

corresponds to free exciton-B. (b) Temperature

as obtained from reflectivity and PL measurements.
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temperature dependent PL spectra (Fig. 4.1 (a)) is also shown in the same figure. It is
seen that the value of E reduces by few meV when the sample temperature is raised
from 10 K to 100 K. Temperature dependence of the interference oscillations can be
understood by considering the temperature dependent rise of refractive index ( ) of GaN.
The wavelength and temperature dependencies of the refractive index of GaN are
described in Appendix A and B respectively. Another contribution arises from the
thermal expansion of GaN where the thickness (d) of GaN layer increases with
temperature due to the thermal dilation of lattice. The product of refractive index and
layer thickness i.e. (n*d) therefore increases with the sample temperature. It is this factor
which is liable for the observed shift of a particular oscillatory peak (m th peak in
Appendix A) to higher wavelengths. However, the shift is slower than the temperature

temperature.
variation of refractive index and thickness of GaN layer with temperature.

4.3.2 Excitation Intensity Dependence of Fine Oscillations
Another evidence for considering fine oscillations as 2DEG sub-levels is the
blueshift of oscillatory features as a function of excitation intensity which needs to be
clarified within the framework of interference phenomenon. Here, we try to reproduce
the excitation intensity dependence of 2DEG PL by the following procedure. We find
that the broad PL feature, marked as E0 in Fig. 4.1 (b), can be reasonably fitted with a
single Gaussian peak. The 2DEG PL peak can be treated as the convolution of a broad
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PL peak and fine interference oscillations. By performing excitation intensity dependent
edge PL measurements, it is found that the broad PL peak blueshifts with excitation
intensity. For simulation purposes, we take a broad Gaussian function which is obtained
from the line shape analysis of excitation dependent PL spectra and superimpose it with
the 10 K reflectivity spectrum shown in Fig. 4.5 (a). The outcome of such an exercise is
shown in Fig. 4.6 (a). The fine oscillations show an apparent blueshift with excitation
intensity as can be seen by comparing the peak position of a fine feature marked by
putting a vertical dotted line in Fig. 4.6 (a). The simulated apparent peak energy of a
particular feature at 3.334 eV is plotted as a function of excitation intensity in Fig. 4.6
(b). For comparison, the excitation intensity dependence of one of oscillatory features,
seen at 3.331 eV in Fig. 4.1(b), is also plotted in Fig. 4.6 (b). It is found that simulated
3.340
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Figure 4.6 (a) The simulated excitation intensity dependent PL spectra which is
obtained from the convolution of broad Gaussian peak with 10K reflectivity spectrum.
The broad Gaussian peak for different excitation intensity is obtained by fitting E0 PL
peak in Fig. 4.1 (b). The symbol I stands for laser intensity. Excitation intensity
dependence of peak energy of one of the fine oscillations, marked by a vertical dashed
line, is also shown. (b) Excitation intensity dependence of fine oscillation peak which
is obtained from simulation and experiment.
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excitation intensity dependence reasonably follows the experimental excitation intensity
curve. Hence, it is obvious that the excitation intensity dependent blueshift of oscillatory
features is governed by the blue shift of broad PL peak. It reasonably explains why the
fine features blueshift with excitation intensity even though these are the usual
interference oscillations. The oscillatory peaks do not shift at all with excitation intensity,
and a small blueshift (< 10 meV) is artificially induced by the broad PL peak that shifts
by more than 100 meV with laser intensity. It is confirmed here that the fine oscillations
are not at all related to the sub-levels of 2DEG. The fundamental mechanism of these
oscillations is governed by the interference phenomenon.
Finally, it is worth to discuss the results of a few other researchers who have
earlier assigned the fine oscillations in PL spectra as the signature of 2DEG sub-levels
of AlGaN/GaN based HEMT structures rather than interference oscillations. We tried to
estimate the thickness of GaN layer by assuming the fine features seen by them as
interference oscillations. In order to obtain the thickness information, a knowledge of
refractive index dispersion along with its temperature dependence is a priori.
Unfortunately, this information is not available for GaN over the wavelength range of
173, 188191

however, the estimated thickness information is little scattered. In fact, the 300 K

reflectivity spectrum is fitted by Eq. 2.6 using the reported values of refractive index. A
reasonable match between the simulated and experimental reflectivity spectrum is
achieved only in the long wavelength region above 500 nm as shown in the inset of Fig.
4.7.
edge of GaN where 2DEG is present. To get the value of refractive index for the short
wavelength region, approaching the band edge of GaN, we follow the procedure given
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Figure 4.7 Refractive index dispersion of GaN at 10 K and room temperature. Solid
lines are the fit with second order Sellmeier equation where the values of coefficients
are summarized in Table 4.1. Refractive index dispersion of GaN at 300K which is
taken from 189Ref. 189 is also plotted in the same graph for comparison purpose. Inset
shows the experimental and numerically simulated reflectivity spectra for the
transparent region of GaN.

below. The numerical simulations of reflectivity spectrum in long wavelength region
provides a cavity length (d) of 4.77 µm which matches reasonably well with the planned
thickness of GaN
estimate the values of refractive index as outlined in Appendix A. The wavelength
dependence of the refractive index of GaN is shown in Fig. 4.7 at 300 K. The low
temperature (10 K) value of refractive index of GaN at 700 nm is thereafter estimated by
following the procedure outlined in Appendix B. Once again, we use the procedure
given in Appendix A to find the wavelength dependence of refractive index of GaN at
10 K. Such a plot is also given in Fig. 4.7. The two curves are thereafter fitted by using
the second order Sellmeier equation where the values of coefficients are summarized in
Table 4.1 for 10 K and 300 K. In all these calculations, the value of extinction coefficient
is assumed to be zero, which is valid only for the sub-bandgap region of GaN.
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Nevertheless, a non-zero value of extinction coefficient does not affect the period of
interference oscillations. It might only dampen the magnitude of reflectivity signal as
clearly observed in Fig. 4.5 (a). For comparison purpose, the dispersion curve of GaN
taken from 189ref. 189 is also plotted in Fig. 4.7. Although the values of refractive index
measured by us are in good agreement with the values given in

189

ref. 189 for the

wavelengths exceeding 500 nm but a clear deviation is observed near the band edge
region of GaN. The modified refractive index is used to estimate the thickness. The
outcome of such an exercise is shown in Fig. 4.8 where the slope of the plot is inversely
proportional to GaN layer thickness. The measured values of GaN thickness AlGaN/GaN
HEMT structures are in excellent agreement with the reported values in the
corresponding articles.134-136, 182 It once again confirms that the fine oscillations observed
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Figure 4.8 Fit of the interference oscillations observed in the PL spectra of
AlGaN/GaN based HEMT structures where plots (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) are made by
taking the experimental data based on the low temperature PL spectra from 182ref. 182,
136

ref. 136,

135

ref. 135 and

134

ref. 134 respectively. Here, the slope of the curve is

inversely proportional to the thickness of GaN layer. The estimated (reported) values
of GaN layer thickness for the curves (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) are 2.06 µm (2.03 µm),
3.27 µm (not given), 2.47 µm (2.69 µm), and 3.81 µm (3.28 µm) respectively.
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in the low temperature PL spectra of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures are related to
interference phenomenon only.
Temperature

A0

A1

B1 (nm)

A2

B2 (nm)

10 K

3.62 ± 0.07

0.043 ± 0.002

352.0 ± 0.2

1.65 ± 0.06

254.3 ± 2.8

300 K

3.41 ± 0.09

0.055 ± 0.003

356.5 ± 0.3

1.87 ± 0.08

244.5 ± 3.5

Table 4.1
n

A0

A1

2

A2

2

B12

2

2

B22

4.4 Identification of 2DEG PL Feature
In the previous section, we have demonstrated reported that the fine oscillations
in the PL spectra of AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure are not related to the 2DEG sublevels, rather those are governed by the interference phenomenon. We also have found
that a broad 2DEG related feature on which interference oscillations appears. However,
it is of considerable interest to identify whether the broad feature is actually related to
2DEG or not. The simplest procedure for identifying 2DEG PL features is to perform PL
measurements on the AlGaN/GaN HEMT sample before and after etching the top AlGaN
and AlN barrier layer. The schematic band diagram of as-grown and top barrier etched
sample are shown in Fig. 4.9 (a) and (b) respectively. The etched sample is simply an ntype an epitaxial layer where no 2DEG is present. The outcome of PL measurements on
as-grown and top barrier etched sample are shown in Fig. 4.10. Several free and bound
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Figure 4.9 Schematic band diagram of (a) as grown AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure
(Sample-A) and (b) after etching top AlGaN barrier layer, AlN inter layer and a part
of GaN Channel layer. The symbol EC, EV and EF corresponds to conduction band,
valence band and Fermi level respectively. G, D, E0 and FX corresponds to optical
excitation, carrier redistribution, 2DEG recombination and free exciton recombination
respectively.

exciton features are identified as clearly labelled in figure 4.10 for the as-grown
sample.183, 185 Apart from this, E0 and E1 features are also observed at about 3.35 and
3.47 eV in the 10 K PL spectrum. The PL spectrum recorded on the etched sample is also
shown in figure 4.10 where the AlGaN barrier layer, AlN inter-layer, and a part of the
GaN channel layer (few nm) were etched from one portion of the sample using a reactive
ion etching technique. It is observed that E0 and E1 completely disappear after etching
the top barrier layer. Free exciton (FXA), neutral donor bound exciton (D0X) along with
its 2 electron replica (D0X-2e)183 are clearly observed in the PL spectrum of the etched
sample. Apart from this, donor-acceptor pair (DAP) transition, conduction band to
acceptor transition (eA), and LO phonon replicas of excitonic, DAP and eA features,
which are separated by ~90 meV from the respective PL features, are also clearly
observed in figure 4.10. PL measurements shown in figure 4.10 clearly indicate that the
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Figure 4.10 10 K PL spectra of Sample-A (unetched) and after etching top AlGaN
barrier layer, AlN inter layer and a part of GaN Channel layer (etched). D0X, FXA, and
FXA (n=2) stand for the donor bound exciton, free A-exciton, and the excited state of
FXA of GaN while DAP, and eA stand for the donor acceptor pair and conduction band
to acceptor transition respectively. D0X(2e) stands for the two electron replica of the
D0X feature while longitudinal phonon (LO) phonon replicas of DAP, FX A and D0X
are also shown. Two broad features, labelled as E0 and E1, are related to the ground
and excited states of 2DEG at the AlGaN/GaN heterointerface, respectively. The inset
shows the 10 K PLE spectrum corresponding to the ground state (E 0) PL feature of
2DEG where FXA, FXB, and FXC stand for free exciton features corresponding to the
three valence bands of GaN.

origin of E0 and E1 PL features lie near the AlN/GaN heterointerface. Note that the
AlGaN barrier is transparent to the excitation laser beam hence the possibility of
assigning these features as defect related transitions of the AlGaN barrier layer can easily
be ruled out. Therefore, the broad PL features are related to either the 2DEG states or
some defect/trap states lying at the AlGaN/GaN heterointerface. In this context, PLE
measurements can provide useful information related to the origin of broad PL features.
A typical PLE spectrum recorded at the peak energy of E 0 feature is shown in the inset
of figure 4.10. Free exciton features related to the GaN are clearly seen in the PLE
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spectrum. The dominance of GaN exciton edges in PLE spectra indicates about the
negligible absorption of excitation beam in the field driven region near the AlN/GaN
heterointerface. It further indicates that the photo-excited carriers associated with E0
features are generated in the flat band region of the GaN layer. Electrons are subsequently
confined in the triangular potential well formed at the heterointerface where they
recombine with free holes in the quasi-flat valence band region leading to the evolution
of E0 feature. Such a spatially indirect radiative recombination of electrons confined in
the triangular potential well with free holes in the valence band indicates that the
particular PL feature is related to the 2DEG states.192 Negligible absorption of the
excitation beam in the field driven region of the sample during PLE experiment indicates
that E0 feature is not associated with defects/traps lying at the heterointerface. On the
other hand, a few researchers have reported that the 2DEG related PL features might also
lie at energies higher than the bandgap of GaN. Such a PL transition had been associated
with the recombination of 2DEG electrons with traps lying at the AlGaN/GaN
heterointerface.193, 194 In order to observe such a PL feature, the energy of excitation
source needs to be larger than the bandgap of the top AlGaN barrier layer which actually
leads to a high possibility of transferring the holes from the AlGaN barrier layer to the
interface traps. However, this possibility is ruled out in our case since (1) the energy of
excitation laser source in our PL experiments is lower than the bandgap of the AlGaN
barrier layer, and (2) no PLE feature related to the AlGaN barrier layer is observed by
us. Further, the energy separation between E0 and E1 PL features in figure 4.10 matches
reasonably well with the numerically calculated energy separation of 2DEG states as
shown in Fig. 4.2. Hence, E0 and E1 PL features are identified as ground and excited state
transitions related to 2DEG lying at the AlN/GaN heterointerface.
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4.5 Characterization of 2DEG PL Feature
In the previous sections it is demonstrated that there are only two 2DEG sublevels below the Fermi level in case of Sample-A. In case of low temperature PL
measurements, the electrons in these states recombine with photo-excited holes and
contributes to E0 and E1 PL bands. A strong interference effect is also observed on 2DEG
PL features. It is of considerable interest to characterize the newly assigned 2DEG PL
features and also to understand the dominance of interference effect on 2DEG feature.
For that, temperature and excitation intensity dependent PL spectra which are shown by
Fig. 4.1 need to be reviewed again. At 10 K, two broad features appear in the subbandgap region of GaN which indicates a spatially indirect recombination of electrons in
2DEG states and photo-excited holes. The oscillator strength of recombination which
corresponds to the overlap integral of 2D-electron and photo-excited hole wave
functions, decides the integrated PL intensity of the particular feature. The broadening
of the 2DEG PL feature compared to GaN exciton features is mainly associated with the
potential fluctuations present at AlN/GaN heterointerface.195 In addition, the 2DEG
density falls exponentially in GaN channel layer after a certain depth. The transition
energy also decreases due to decrease in electric field along the depth of the sample. The
resultant effect shows a low energy exponential decaying tail in 2DEG PL feature as
shown in Fig. 4.1. To include the tailing part in fitting, the PL features are fitted with two
Gaussian functions. The dominant PL peak is labelled as the 2DEG ground state (E0) and
excited state (E1) PL feature.
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4.5.1 Temperature Dependence of 2DEG PL Feature
Temperature dependence of the E0 feature as shown in Fig. 4.1 (a) is analyzed and
the same is summarized in Fig. 4.11. It is found that the intensity of the E0 feature initially
increases with temperature up to 30 K and thereafter falls rapidly with rise in temperature.
Enhancement of PL intensity with temperature is also reported in the case of multiquantum well structures.170,

196

Such a behavior was explained by considering the

generation of electron hole pairs in barrier
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Figure 4.11 Temperature dependence of integrated PL intensity of E0 feature and the
0)

feature of 2DEG and GaN free

exciton peak (FXA).

that are more efficiently transferred to well at high temperatures. Initial increase of 2DEG
PL intensity with temperature can be explained by considering an efficient transfer of
electrons from the flat band region of GaN to the triangular potential well. Further, the
thermal activation of lightly bound electrons and subsequent transfer also contribute to
enhancement of 2DEG. Note that, efficient transfer of thermally excited electrons from
GaN buffer layer to the triangular potential well will screen the electric field. This will
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make the triangular potential a bit shallower and a blueshift of the 2DEG PL peak is
expected due to screening effect.

0

shown in Fig. 4.11.

and FXA is

temperature essentially represents

the effective blueshift (redshift) of E0 due to effects other than thermal shrinkage of
bandgap. A decrease of

is consistent with the

above explanation. However, the intensity of the E0 feature reduces at temperature above
30 K as shown on figure 4.11. It is already known that the 2DEG PL features in general
disappear at some critical temperature which is governed by the depth of the triangular
potential well.45, 134, 136, 192 Note that the feature E0 is located ~ 150 meV below the band
edge of GaN as shown in figure 4.1 (a). However, an activation energy of only 38 meV
is estimated for E0 feature from the Arrhenius plot of integrated intensity versus 1000/T
(not shown here). A low value of activation energy indicates that the 2DEG ground state
in the triangular potential well is filled. By using the 2DEG concentration estimated from
Hall measurements, the position of the Fermi level is found to lie near the conduction
band edge in the flat band region of the GaN channel layer. Hence, 2DEG carriers near
the Fermi level spill out of the triangular potential well even at moderate temperatures
causing a significant reduction of the PL intensity. The thermal escape of electrons from
the triangular potential well at elevated temperature reduces the 2DEG density which
lowers the screening effect. It makes the triangular potential well a bit deeper and
provides a redshift of 2DEG features other than the thermal shrinkage of the bandgap of

in Fig. 4.11. Hence, a cumulative effect of carrier screening and thermal shrinkage of
GaN bandgap governs the overall variation of energy separation between the 2DEG and
free exciton features of GaN.
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However, this might not be the only reason behind a temperature dependent
decrease in 2DEG PL intensity. In fact, the 2DEG density is reported to be constant at
low temperature and increases at elevated temperature.197 It is plausible that the diffusion
of holes into the bulk of the GaN channel layer can also lead to the decay of 2DEG PL
intensity at elevated temperatures. In fact, a sharp increase of hole mobility is already
reported for GaN when the temperature is raised towards 100 K.118 Due to this reason,
holes move more swiftly into the bulk GaN layer which reduces the overlap of electron
and hole wave functions and therefore reduces their recombination probability with
electrons confined in the triangular potential well. The recombination from larger depth
leads to redshift the E0 peak. In addition, background electron density in GaN increases
with increasing temperature. At low temperature all the background electrons get freeze
out. Therefore, photo-excited holes recombine with either 2DEG or photo-excited
electrons. At elevated temperature, a reasonable density of photo-excited holes
recombines with background electrons prior to 2DEG recombination which leads to
decrease in E0 intensity. Independent of several possibilities, the temperature dependence
of E0 peak position and integrated PL intensity are consistent with the explanation. Note

is shown to reduce by 2-4 meV by other researchers.45, 135, 192 Here, a distinct variation

identification of 2DEG PL features contrary to other researchers where interference
oscillations were labelled as the signature of 2DEG sub-levels. Similar to E0 feature, E1
feature also shows a temperature dependent shrinkage and disappears at 30 K. However,
the feature is not clearly distinguishable in Fig. 4.1 (a) due to the presence of GaN exciton
features. To identify E1 feature, PL measurements are performed at low excitation
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intensity and the spectra are shown in Fig. 4.12 (a). Under low excitation condition, it
becomes possible to distinguish E1 from D0X (2e) feature which is visible even beyond
30 K as shown by a vertical dotted line in Fig. 4.12 (a).
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Figure 4.12 (a) Temperature dependent PL spectra of Sample-A recorded at very low
excitation intensity for observing the behavior of E 1 feature. (b) Excitation intensity
dependent normalized PL spectra of the sample at 10 K where WL stands for the white
light excitation sources tuned at 325 nm. The symbols D0X, FXA, FXB A0X, FXA(n=2)
and D0X(2e) stand for the donor bound exciton, free A-exciton, free B-exciton,
acceptor bound exciton, excited state of free A-exciton and two electron replica of D0X
transitions of GaN respectively. The phonon replica of FXA is labelled as LOFXA.

4.5.2 Excitation Intensity Dependence of 2DEG PL Feature
Further confirmatory evidence for the identification of 2DEG PL features can be
obtained by studying the effect of excitation intensity on E 0 and E1 features. A strong
excitation intensity dependent blueshift of >100 meV for E0 is observed at 10 K as shown
in Fig. 4.1 (b). The excited state feature (E1) also shows an excitation intensity dependent
blueshift of about 5 meV which is shown in Fig. 4.12 (b) in normalized scale for clarity.
The excitation intensity dependent peak position of E0 and E1 are shown in the lower and
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Figure 4.13 (a) Excitation intensity dependence of (a) the ground (E0) and excited (E1)
state energy levels of 2DEG, (b) the screened polarization induced electric field, and
(c) the normalized integrated PL intensity of E 0, band edge PL (Eg) for the as-grown
Sample-A and DAP features for the top barrier layer etched Sample-A. (d) The
conduction band profile, 2DEG eigenstates, and electric field of Sample-A, and (e)
Excitation intensity dependent PL spectra of the etched Sample-A. The symbols D0X,
D0X (2e), eA, and DAP corresponds to donor bound exciton, two electron replica of
donor bound exciton, electron acceptor pair and donor-acceptor pair respectively. The
phonon replicas are labelled

upper panel of Fig. 4.13 (a). Note that the reported values of excitation intensity governed
45, 134, 137

Only Nam et al.136 have reported a blue

shift of ~50 meV. In our measurements, a large blueshift of the ground state feature is
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observed because of 1) appropriate identification of 2DEG PL features, contrary to older
reports,134, 135 and 2) the effective screening of electric field by photo-generated excess
carriers.136 One can estimate the magnitude of electric field from these measurements
by following the procedure of Nam. et al. 136. The outcome of such an exercise is shown
in Fig. 4.13 (b). The magnitude of electric field is estimated to be 0.67 MV/cm at an
excitation intensity of 6x10-4 W/cm2 that systematically reduces with rise in excitation
intensity as plotted in Fig. 4.13 (b). We have even performed PL measurements at
extremely low excitation intensity by using a Xenon lamp and monochromator assembly
tuned at 325nm. Such a plot is also shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). In this case, the value of
blueshift of E0 peak increases to ~150 meV. The magnitude of polarization field
estimated from the lamp source based PL measurement turns out to be 1.01 MV/cm. The
electric field along the depth of the sample is estimated from the slope of the conduction
band which is obtained by self-consistent solution of Schrödinger and Poisson equation
for Sample-A. It is plotted as a function of sample depth in Fig. 4.13 (d). The confined
energy levels below the Fermi level and the conduction band profile is also shown in the
same plot. A maximum electric field of ~3 MV/cm is obtained at the AlN/GaN
heterointerface which decreases along the depth of GaN. The values of the electric field
at the depth where a crossover between E0 (E1) and conduction band occurs is estimated
to be 1 MV/cm (0.16 MV/cm) respectively. This can explain the different degree of
blueshift for E0 and E1. As the polarization field is weak at large spatial depth, the photoexcited carrier induced screening is also less at large depth. Thus the E1 feature blueshifts
with a slower rate than E0. The energy difference between ground and excited state of
2DEG is estimated to be 0.162 eV from simulation. Similar energy difference of 0.158
meV is obtained experimentally at 6x10-4 W/cm2 excitation intensity. The polarization
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field is estimated to be 0.67 MV/cm at the same excitation intensity by considering
triangular potential well approximation. The triangular potential well is also shown in
Fig. 4.13 (d). The estimated field corresponds to an average field to that obtained from
the simulation (0.16 MV/cm to 1 MV/cm). It is obvious that the estimated values of
polarization induce electric field for AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structures in our
measurements are far more realistic when compared with the values reported by other
researchers.136 Excitation intensity dependent PL measurements also support our
hypothesis that the E0 and E1

evels. Integrated PL

intensity of band edge feature and ground state 2DEG feature are plotted as a function of
excitation power as shown in Fig. 4.13 (c). We find that the integrated PL intensity of
both the features increase linearly (on log-log scale) with excitation intensity with slope
more than one showing no signature of saturation. Similar measurements are also
performed on etched sample as shown in Fig. 4.13 (e). We find negligible spectral shift
in eA and D0X(2e) transition. The DAP feature is broadened and blueshifts by ~5 meV
at large excitation intensity. The integrated PL intensity of DAP is plotted as a function
of excitation intensity in figure 4.13 (c) which shows a sub-linear variation (on log-log
scale) with a slope of 0.72 ± 0.02 showing saturation.198 It therefore distinguishes the
2DEG related PL features from defect related transitions.

4.5.3 Dominance of Interference Oscillations
The presence of strong interference oscillations in the identification of 2DEG
features needs to be further discussed. The contrast in the interference pattern depends
on the reflectivity and quality of the surface/interface. In addition, there is a significant
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absorption in the sub-bandgap region due to resonant excitation in traps which also
affects interference contrast spectrally. In order to understand this, we did systematic

in Fig. 4.14 (a). In fact, the magnitude of interference oscillations increases at lower
energy. This is expected since the absorption of incident beam increases when one
approaches the bandgap from the low energy side. However, an opposite behaviour is
observed in the PL spectrum where interference oscillations are more pronounced around
the 2DEG feature when compared with the blue luminescence (BL) band as shown in
figure 4.14 (a). The magnitude of interference oscillation at different spectral position is
estimated by dividing the PL spectra with a Gaussian envelop function and is plotted in
Fig. 4.14 (b). The measured value of contrast in the interference oscillations at E 0 (BL)
features is 0.1 (0.05) respectively. This is unexpected since the interference oscillations
in the PL spectrum must be more prominent for the BL band compared to the E0 feature
if one follows the trends depicted in the reflectivity spectrum where the contrast is
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Figure 4.14 (a) 10 K PL and reflectivity spectra of Sample-A recorded under normal
incidence condition where D0X, E0, E1, and BL stand for the donor bound exciton,
2DEG ground state, 2DEG excited state and blue luminescence PL features
respectively; (b) shows the interference oscillations at different spectral position which
is obtained from PL spectra.
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estimated to be 0.27 and 0.49 at E0 and BL spectral location respectively. One possible
explanation could be given by considering the spatial location of the 2DEG feature. Note
that the period of oscillation is governed by the length of the cavity i.e. the thickness of
the GaN channel layer, whereas the contrast of interference oscillations is primarily
decided by the interfacial quality and the absorption of concerned radiation by the GaN
channel layer. Simple numerical simulations of the interference pattern for a Fabry-Perot
cavity are carried out for understanding this behaviour as given in Appendix C where
one numerically calculates the interference pattern for the two different situations, (1)
distributed generation of luminescence signal along the thickness of the GaN channel
layer which is usually true in the case of defect luminescence, and (2) localized
generation of luminescence signal at one particular facet of the Fabry-Perot cavity which
might be the case of the 2DEG PL signal. We find that the contrast of the interference
signal is high when the PL signal is assumed to be generated at the AlN/GaN
heterointerface. Hence, a poor contrast of interference oscillations in the BL band
compared to that of the 2DEG PL feature illustrates that unlike the E0 feature, BL band
is distributed over the GaN channel layer. The presence of strong oscillations around the
E0 peak indicates that the particular feature is originated at the AlN/GaN heterointerface
where the formation of 2DEG is expected.
Hence, it is confirmed that one need not to etch HEMT samples for the
identification of 2DEG features in PL spectra of AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures.
Peculiar temperature and excitation intensity dependencies along with the presence of
fine oscillations provide sufficiently strong evidence for an unambiguous identification
of 2DEG related features in PL spectra.
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4.6 Radiative Recombination Mechanism of 2DEG
with Photo-excited Holes
A contactless method for an unambiguous identification of 2DEG features in the
photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures is presented so
far in this chapter. The particular PL feature originates due to the spatially indirect
recombination of 2 dimensional (2D) electrons with photo-excited holes in the valence
band.192 Though several reports aimed towards the identification of 2DEG by observing
excitation intensity dependent blueshift of 2DEG related PL features, a little attention
has been paid towards the recombination mechanism of 2DEG with photo-excited holes.
A lot of work on the study of recombination mechanisms in AlGaAs/GaAs based HEMT
structures is already available in literature. The 2DEG related recombination is
considered as 1) band-to-band recombination involving localized holes in the valence
band without momentum conservation,199 2) band-to-band recombination with free holes
in the flat band region of valence band with momentum conservation,200, 201 and 3)
excitonic recombination.202, 203 A super-linear enhancement of 2DEG PL intensity with
excitation intensity is also reported which is correlated with the Fermi edge singularity
(FES).204, 205 However, a fundamental understanding of the recombination mechanisms
associated with 2DEG PL features in AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures is still missing. In
this section, we study the recombination mechanism of 2DEG with photo-excited holes
in AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure by performing excitation intensity dependent PL
measurements. It is reported that the PL intensity I PL

I ink where Iin is the excitation

intensity and k=1 for excitonic recombination and k=2 for band-to-band
recombination.206, 207 A log-log plot between integrated PL intensity of E0 and excitation
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intensity is shown in Fig. 4.13 (c). The measured value of k is found to be 1.04 for E0
feature which indicates about its excitonic origin. Note that, the k values reported in
literature206, 207 are obtained for intrinsic semiconductors where photo-excited carrier
density is larger than intrinsic carrier density. It leads to I PL

n0 p0

n02

I in2 for band-

to-band recombination where n0 and p 0 are the photo-excited electron and hole density
respectively. In case of AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure, the 2DEG density ( n2 DEG ) is
much
I PL

higher
n2 DEG

n0 p0

than

photo-excited

n2 DEG p0

electron

density

for

which

I in . Hence, k=1 is possible for band-to-band

recombination of 2DEG with photo-excited holes. However, screening of electric field
in the triangular well by photo-excited carriers spread the 2DEG density towards the
substrate as shown in a later part of this chapter. At a certain depth from the interface,
both the 2DEG density and photo-excited hole density increase at large excitation
intensity. According to this, n2 DEG

I ink 1 where k1 is a positive constant which depends

on the excitation dependent spreading of 2DEG. In case of band to band recombination
of 2DEG with photo-excited holes, I PL

n2 DEG

n0 p0

Iin1 k1 . Thus, band-to-band

recombination of 2DEG electrons with photo-excited holes as an origin of E0 is excluded.
It is also important to mention that the excitons will exist only up to a critical field (Fc)
which is given by,134

FC

EB
ea B

(4.1)

here EB and aB stand for the exciton binding energy and exciton Bohr radius in bulk GaN
respectively. The estimated value of critical field to break an exciton turns out to be
around 100 kV/cm in GaN which is lower than the polarization field estimated from the
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2DEG PL peaks as shown in Fig. 4.13 (b). It therefore contradicts the assignment of E 0
transition as an excitonic feature. However, in simulated band profile, the value of
electric field falls rapidly with depth beyond AlN/GaN interface as shown in Fig. 4.13
(d). It is therefore clear that the exciton recombination is possible only in quasi-flat region
of valence band where electric field weak to break exciton. In order to get further details,
PL measurements are performed over a wide range of excitation intensity as shown in
Fig. 4.15 (a). The excitation intensity dependent peak energy, FWHM and integrated PL
intensity of E0 feature are plotted in Fig. 4.15 (c), (d) and (e) respectively. The excitation
intensity dependent peak shift and integrated PL intensity of E 0 feature is similar to the
previously presented data. We find a decrease in FWHM with increasing excitation
intensity which can be explained by considering the screening of electric field since
potential fluctuations are expected to be less pronounced at low field. A new sharp
feature, labelled as 'X' in Fig. 4.15 (a), appears at 3.436 eV at the high energy side of E0
feature at large excitation intensity. Normalized PL spectra at few intermediate excitation
intensities are also shown in Fig. 4.15 (b) for clarity of feature-X. Further, feature-X is
absent in PL spectra of top barrier etched sample which suggests that the particular
feature is related to 2DEG states. It is therefore important to identify the origin of featureX including the associated recombination mechanisms. It displays a very different
character as shown in Fig. 4.15 (c), (d) and (e) where the energy, FWHM and integrated
intensity are plotted as a function of excitation intensity. Feature-X shows a slower
blueshift when compared with E0. Contrary to E0, the FWHM of feature-X increases at
large excitation intensity. Furthermore, the integrated PL intensity increases superlinearly with excitation intensity having k 1.44 . The super-linear rise of can occur due
to two possible reasons: i) band-to-band carrier recombination or ii) Fermi edge
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singularity (FES). If feature-X is related to band-to-band transition, then a k value of
(1+k1) is expected for feature-X as explained before. Now an important question arises
that how 2DEG related PL feature is switching from excitonic to band-to-band transition?
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Figure 4.15 (a) 10 K Excitation intensity dependent PL spectra of Sample-A where
the normalized PL spectra at some intermediate excitation intensities are shown in (b).
10 K excitation intensity dependence of E0 feature and feature-X (c) peak energy, (d)
FWHM, and (e) Integrated intensity of Sample-A. The symbols D0X, FXA, FXA (n=2),
LOFXA, and E0 stand for donor bound exciton, free exciton-A, excited state of FXA,
optical phonon replica of FXA, ground state of 2
excitation intensity.
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In order to understand this, Schrödinger equation is numerically solved for
triangular potential well. Here, excitation intensity is incorporated as a parameter in terms
of the values of electric field as shown in Fig. 4.13 (b). Next, the 2D-carrier distribution
along the depth is estimated by using the procedure given by Chu et al.139 as given below:
m*kT

n2 D z

i

2

2

i

where m*

z ln 1 exp

Ef

Ei

(4.2)

kT

i

are the normalized 2DEG wavefunctions,

Ef is the Fermi level, Ei is the eigenstates of 2DEG. Note that the total 2DEG density is
given by,

n2 D

(4.3)

n2 D z dz

In presence of optical excitation, the total 2DEG density corresponds to the sum of
equilibrium 2DEG density (n2d) and the photo-generated excess carrier density (nExci) at
the heterointerface,
n2 D

n2 d

nExci

(4.4)

where n2d is estimated as 1.9x1013/cm2 from Hall measurements and nExci is estimated
from the excitation intensity considering a lifetime136 of 1 ns of 2DEG PL recombination.
Now, Fermi level is varied numerically in Eq. 4.2 such that the measured and simulated
values of n2 D match. The potential profile, eigenstates, Fermi level and the transitions
occurring at the triangular potential well for the two values of electric field are plotted in
Fig. 4.16 (a). The triangular potential well is flattened due to the screening of electric
field. 2DEG energy levels shift towards the minima of potential well whereas potential
minimum shifts up due to the flattening of potential profile. The spatial distribution of
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2DEG density is numerically calculated by using Eq. 4.3 at different excitation intensity
as shown in Fig. 4.16 (b). At low excitation intensity, 2DEG density peaks at a distance
of ~1 nm from AlN/GaN interface. The carriers start to leak out from the triangular well
at high excitation intensity as obvious from Fig. 4.16 (b). It is reported in literature that
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Figure 4.16 (a) Potential profile, eigenstates and the transitions occurring at the
triangular potential well for two values of electric field are plotted as a function of
depth at a) 1 MV/cm and b) 0.25 MV/cm electric field respectively. The ground state
(E0) and 1st excited state (E1) energy values are shown along with the Fermi level (Ef).
2DEG ground state PL transition is also marked by a downward arrow. (b) Distribution
of 2D-electrons with the depth for AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structure at a few
excitation power where curves 1,2,3,4 and 5 stand for 0.012, 0.25, 5.7, 227 and 4281
mW/cm2 exitation intensity respectively. The horizontal dash line mark the carrier
density of 8x1018cm-3 which corresponds to critical Mott carrier density. Inset shows
the variation of critical Mott thickness as a function of excitation power.

when the carrier density exceeds Mott critical carrier density, Coulomb attraction
between electron and hole is screened by the excess carriers and the recombination
mechanism shifts from excitonic to free carrier recombination.208, 209 A Mott transition
has been theoretically predicted for 2-dimensional layer at low temperatures and at high
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carrier density.210 To check whether such an effect is occurring in our case, Mott critical
carrier density is estimated by using the following equation,209

nMott

1

(4.5)

4 3
aB
3

which turns out to be around 8x1018/cm3 for bulk GaN as marked by a horizontal dash
line in Fig. 4.16 (b). Here, critical Mott thickness (dMott) is assigned as the distance from
the interface below which n2D

Mott.

One would expect to see a free carrier

recombination below dMott while excitonic recombination is inevitable at larger distances.
Note that the holes are expected to drift to the quasi-flat region leading to the dominance
of excitonic recombination as displayed by E0 feature. It is found that dMott increases with
excitation intensity as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.16 (b). At large excitation intensity,
dMott becomes substantially large and approaches the quasi-flat band region where photoexcited holes are already present. Under such circumstances, free carrier recombination
of 2D-electrons with holes is possible. In view of the aforementioned discussion, featureX can be considered as the free carrier recombination associated with 2DEG ground state
at high excitation intensity. Feature-X is originating from a small region near dMott which
supports a low value of FWHM and negligible blueshift when compared with E0 feature.
However, at substantially large excitation intensity even feature-X involves
recombination of carriers over a large region since dMott lies in the quasi-flat band region.
It is clear that the recombination at large depth shall give rise to PL signal a low energy.
This leads to the rise of FWHM and redshift with excitation intensity. However, 2DEG
PL features are expected to show a blueshift due to carrier screening. The two competing
mechanisms therefore lead to the observation of relatively small blueshift of feature-X
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when compared with E0 feature. On the other hand, feature E0 including its low energy
tail displays excitonic character at all excitation powers in our measurements.
There is another possibility that the Feature-X might be related to FES. FES
transition is already reported in AlGaAs/GaAs HEMT structures which is explained by
considering the scattering of electron between Fermi edge and 1st excited state of
2DEG.204, 205 The criterion for observing a FES transition is that the Fermi edge should
be close (<5 meV) to 1st excited state of 2DEG. But the measured energy difference
between Feature-X and 1st excited state of 2DEG in our case is ~ 40 meV. Further, it is
merged at the high energy tail of E0 feature at excitation intensity ~ 5 W/cm2 which also
confirms that the feature-X is not associated with FES.

4.7 Conclusion

AlGaN/AlN/GaN based HEMT structures. Two broad 2DEG PL feature superimposed

performing angle
-levels by other
researchers, are actually interference oscillations. The results of other researchers, who
have earlier a
light of the interference phenomenon. The disappearance of broad features in PL spectra
of top AlGaN barrier layer etched sample confirms that they are related to 2DEG. The
peculiar temperature and excitation intensity dependence of 2DEG PL features are
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explained in terms of thermal shrinkage of GaN bandgap and screening effect by thermal
and photo-excited carriers. Specific temperature and intensity dependence of 2DEG
features make them highly distinct and these can be easily identified in the presence of
band edge excitonic and defect related PL features even without etching the sample. The
recombination

mechanisms

of

2D

electrons

with

photo-excited

holes

in

AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structures are also explored from excitation intensity
dependence of 2DEG PL. At low excitation intensity, 2DEG PL features displays an
excitonic behaviour. At substantially large excitation intensity, a new feature appears on
the high energy tail of the excitonic feature. This feature shows very different
characteristics when compared with the excitonic feature. It is assigned as the free carrier
recombination of 2D electrons with holes in the quasi-flat region of AlGaN/AlN/GaN
HEMT structure. Such a recombination mechanism is found to dominate at high
excitation intensity once the 2DEG density exceeds critical Mott density at a certain
depth from AlN/GaN interface. The present work shall be helpful in understanding the
behaviour of 2DEG states under the influence of external electric field.
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Chapter 5

Impact of Mg-doped GaN Buffer on the
Optoelectronic Properties of AlGaN/GaN
High Electron Mobility Transistors
5.1 Introduction
In spite of a substantial improvement in the performance of nitride-based devices,
AlGaN/GaN HEMT design still suffers from several limitations. For example,
entrapment of 2-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) on the electrically active defects at
surface, AlGaN/GaN interface and in GaN channel layer of AlGaN/GaN HEMT devices
lead to the critical issues related to current collapse and DC-to-RF dispersion.22, 24, 48, 5256, 211

Though 2D-electrons are strongly confined by AlGaN barrier at one side of the

asymmetric triangular potential well, these can easily spread towards the substrate. Such
a spillover of carriers is mainly governed by the magnitude of built-in electric field and
device temperature. Spillover of carriers from the triangular potential well followed by
the trapping at defects in GaN buffer layer leads to current collapse. Additionally, the
characteristic time of trapping and de-trapping by defects limit the high frequency
performance of device. 2DEG spillover to the buffer layer can be reduced by increasing
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the barrier height by including a double heterostructure design37 while the trapping effect
can be supressed by passivating the surface states25, 26 and by reducing the defect density
in GaN buffer layer.32, 33, 35, 212, 213 In addition to current collapse, unintentional impurities
such as silicon and oxygen act as a shallow donors and contribute to substantial
background electron density in GaN buffer layer and at the regrowth interface. A parallel
conducting channel is usually formed at layer/template interface due to the presence of a
large density of impurity states. It results in a poor pinch off characteristics of HEMT
devices.36 In order to improve the performance of HEMT devices, it is therefore essential
to reduce defect density in GaN buffer layer and to restrict the background electron
concentration to a minimal level. One procedure to minimize the electron density is to
compensate the residual donors by shallow and deep acceptor impurities such as carbon
(C), iron (Fe) and magnesium (Mg).35, 36, 60, 179 These acceptor dopants not only reduce
background electron density but also enhances the confinement of 2DEG near
AlGaN/GaN heterointerface by increasing the barrier height towards the substrate. 34
However, these dopants create deep levels which can capture 2DEG during operating
condition of HEMT and can give rise to current collapse. One can suppress the trapping
of carriers by doping the initial part of GaN buffer layer with appropriate acceptor atoms
and then by leaving the rest of buffer layer unintentionally doped. Acceptor atoms lying
in proximity of layer/template interface effectively compensates unintentional donor
impurities which helps in improving the pinch off condition. On the other hand, 2DEG
density is merely affected by the acceptor atoms since these are located at a reasonable
distance from the triangular potential well. In previous chapters, characterization of
impurity/defect levels in AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures is discussed where detailed
characteristics and origin of the major luminescence bands including blue and yellow
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luminescence (YL) bands is reported. A correlation among intensity of YL band,
threshold voltage and on-resistance of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure is already reported
by Huber et al.93 It is reported that the dynamic performance of AlGaN/GaN based device
is significantly affected by YL related defect states. A comparative analysis of the main
defect related optical signatures in HEMT samples with different growth design can help
in optimization of HEMT quality. In this chapter, impact of Mg doping during initial part
of GaN buffer layer in AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure is investigated by performing
PL, PLE and SPS measurements.

5.2 Sample Details
AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT samples (Sample-A, B and C) used in the study are
grown by using Ammonia molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system on c-plane Fe-doped
GaN/Sapphire templates. Sample-A was used to characterize the defects and presence of
2DEG features in PL spectra in chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively. The only
difference among the samples is related to magnesium doping density which is
incorporated during the initial part of GaN buffer layer on Fe-GaN template. The
magnesium concentration in the AlGaN/GaN heterostructures is characterized by
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), using O2+ as the primary ion source, and the
amount of ejected charged species is massmagnesium in a GaN matrix is achieved by calibrating to a heavily Mg doped p-GaN
standard. The SIMS spectra for these samples are shown in Fig. 5.1. The downward
arrow is marked at the layer/template interface where SIMS peak related to silicon is
observed. The magnesium concentration in Sample-A is below detection limit of SIMS
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while Sample-B and C has a magnesium concentration of ~8x1018 cm-3 and 2x1019 cm-3
in the Mg-doped GaN interlayer respectively. The Al content (x=0.33) of the top AlxGa1-

x

pattern for Sample-A is shown in inset of Fig. 5.1. The Al content of x=0.28 and x=0.33
is obtained for Sample-B and C respectively. The FWHM of GaN XRD peak is found to
be 183 sec for Sample-C as compared to 145 sec for Sample-A and B which is an
indication of deterioration of crystalline quality with heavy magnesium doping.
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Figure 5.1 SIMS profile of Mg dopant concentration in AlGaN/GaN heterostructures
where arrows mark the location of layer/template interface. Inset shows the (0002)
HRXRD pattern of sample-A. The fitted data is also shown in the inset.

5.3 Effect of Mg Doping on Compensation of Defects
Figure 5.2 shows the room temperature PLE spectra of the samples where the
detection wavelength is set to YL peak of the PL spectra as shown in inset for SampleA. A free exciton (FXA) feature and a broad YL band is observed at 3.4 eV and 2.2 eV
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respectively in PL spectra. The YL band is reported to be related to the conduction band/
shallow donor to CN or CN-ON deep trap state transition. PLE spectra of both the samples
shows that YL feature originates due to band-to-band excitation above 3.43 eV and also
due to valence band-to-shallow donor excitation below 3.43 eV which is m
178

-

The above bandgap PLE is absorbed with in the penetration depth (~ 100 nm from

AlN/GaN interface) and therefore provides YL related defect information in GaN
channel layer close to 2DEG. The sub-bandgap PLE is transparent to the heterostructure
and therefore can provide YL information form the entire depth. In chapter 3, subbandgap PLE transition is shown to be dominated from the GaN/Fe-GaN regrowth
interface while the donor impurity is correlated to Si. The suppression of h-D PLE feature
in case of Sample-B and C indicates the compensation of YL related defects at the
regrowth interface. Note that, the intensity of YL band is proportional to nN DS 1 f DS ,
where, n , N DS , and f DS corresponds to background electron density, density of YL
related deep state, and occupation probability of deep states respectively. The deep state
lies well below the Fermi level. Thus, f DS can be assumed to be same for both the
samples. The suppression of PLE intensity indicates that either or both n and N DS are
reduced near 2DEG channel region and at the GaN/ template regrowth interface due to
magnesium doping. The compensation of unintentional donors is beneficial for low
leakage while the reduction of YL related deep trap state near 2DEG accumulation region
is beneficial for low current collapse and DC-to-RF dispersion. However, a BL feature
appears at ~ 2.9 eV in case of Sample-B and C at room temperature PL spectra. It
originates due to conduction band to Mg deep acceptor transition where a gradient Mg
doping along the growth direction is inevitable due to the memory effect. 214 Note that
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Mg related acceptor states can also trap 2DEG. Thus, an optimization of Mg doping is
essential and this needs to be explored.
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Figure 5.2 Room temperature PLE spectra of AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures
where the detection wavelength is set to YL peak of PL spectra. Inset shows the PL
spectra of Sample-A which is recorded with 325 nm excitation from a Xe lamp and
monochromator assembly. The symbols FXA, and YL corresponds to free exciton A
and yellow band respectively. Valence band to shallow donor transition is marked by
holes-to-donor (h-D) while the vertical dashed line is a guide to band edge of GaN.

In order to get further details, systematic SPS measurements are performed on
these samples. Room temperature SPS magnitude spectra of these samples are shown in
Fig. 5.3 (a). SPS magnitude spectra of Sample-A at room temperature and 10 K is already
presented in Chapter 3. A low magnitude of above bandgap SPV at room temperature
is explained by considering the presence of large background carrier density and traps in
the accumulation region. Due to accumulation type band bending, the photo excited
minority carriers (hole) move towards the substrate. The presence of strong background
electron increases the recombination probability of photo-excited holes. It leads to a loss
of spatially separated electron-hole density and therefore reduction in SPS magnitude.
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Similarly, capture of photo-excited holes by defects states in the channel layer before the
separation also leads to suppression of SPV. In case of Sample-B and C, a strong
enhancement of SPV magnitude is observed in the above bandgap of GaN which
indicates about lowering of the background electron density ( n ) as well as trapping of
holes. Such an explanation is consistent with the decrease in the intensity of YL band
with Mg doping of a part of GaN layer. Note that, h-D feature is present in both the
samples. In fact, SPS amplitude corresponding to this particular feature is high in case of
Sample-B. However, no conclusion can be made on the relative density of shallow donors
at the regrowth interface because SPS amplitude depends on both the density of shallow
donor state and band bending at layer/template interface. To evaluate the effect of Mg
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Figure 5.3 (a) Room temperature and (b) 10 K SPS spectra of AlGaN/AlN/GaN
heterostructures which are recorded at 28 Hz modulation frequency. The symbols FX,
h-D, and DS-e corresponds to free exciton transitions, valence band to shallow donor
transition, and resonant transition in YL related deep defect complex respectively.
Dotted line shows the background signal in SPS measurements.
doping on deep defects, SPS measurements are performed at 10 K and the spectra are
shown in Fig. 5.3 (b). In case of Sample-A, two broad features (DS-e) with onset at 2.8
eV and 3.2 eV are obtained. These features are correlated to the resonant excitation in
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YL related defect complex in Chapter 3. Further, the particular features are also found
to be located near 2DEG accumulation region. At 10 K, SPV component from the
accumulation region dominates due to freeze out of background carriers. SPS magnitude
due to DS-e transition depends mainly on the density of deep defect states. Disappearance
of these features in case of Sample-B therefore indicates the reduction of density of YL
related deep defects near 2DEG channel. YL defect density might be reduced due to a
rise in formation energy of YL related defect complex which is primarily governed by
the movement of Fermi level towards the valence band edge. Clear absorption edges
related to free exciton A, B and C are also observed in SPS spectra of Sample-B and C.
Valence band to shallow donor transition (h-D) is also observed at ~3.45 eV which is
blue shifted due to the thermal increase of the bandgap of GaN. PLE and SPS
measurements therefore indicate that both the background carrier density and YL related
deep defect reduces with incorporation of magnesium at the regrowth interface. Thus,
magnesium doping of part of GaN buffer layer which is expected to be highly beneficial
for HEMT performance.

5.4 Impact of Mg Doping on 2DEG Confinement
Finally, 10 K PL measurements are performed on these samples with an overall
aim of observing some impact of Mg doping on 2DEG confinement. Fig. 5.4 (a) shows
the 10 K PL spectra which are recorded under identical conditions. A weak donor bound
exciton (D0X) feature and strong donor acceptor pair (DAP) feature along with its LO
phonon replicas in case of Sample-B indicates the compensation of shallow donors and
presence of Mg acceptor near AlN/GaN interface. A broad feature (E0) related to spatially
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Figure 5.4 (a) 10 K PL spectra of AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures recorded with a
moderate optical excitation intensity and (b) schematic band diagram of the two
heterostructures and corresponding transition energies. FXA, D0X, DAP and LODAP
corresponds to free exciton-A, neutral donor bound exciton, donor-acceptor pair and
longitudinal optical phonon replica of DAP respectively. E0 corresponds to 2DEGphoto-excited hole recombination. EC, EV and EF are conduction band, valence band
and Fermi level respectively.

indirect recombination of 2-dimensional electron gas with photo-excited holes is
observed for Sample-A and C at an energy lower than the free exciton edge of GaN while
it is not visible in case of Sample-B. The E0 feature is convoluted with several fine
interference oscillations, however, the interference contrast is weak in case of Sample-C
due to poor interface quality. A low intensity and a large redshift of E 0 feature with
respect to the GaN bandgap is a clear indication of the spatially indirect recombination
of 2DEG with photo-excited holes in presence of a strong built-in electric field at the
heterointerface. Stronger is the electric field at the heterointerface, larger is the redshift
and lower is the intensity of 2DEG PL feature. The strong electric field leads to a larger
barrier height for the 2DEG towards the substrate and restricts 2DEG spillover towards
the substrate as shown in Fig. 5.4 (b). A weaker intensity and larger redshift of E0 feature
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in case of Sample-C when compared to Sample-A as shown in Fig. 5.4 (a) confirms a
better confinement of 2DEG at the heterointerface due to partial Mg doping. Magnesium
doping moves the conduction band away from the Fermi level which provides large
barrier height for 2DEG electrons.34 The electric field further increases the spatial
separation of 2DEG and photo-excited holes. Both the effects lead to low intensity and a
large redshift of 2DEG PL feature. The absence of E0 feature in case of Sample-B
indicates that the oscillator strength for 2DEG recombination is weakest for Sample-B
for which E0 is merged below the DAP features. Thus, a weak 2DEG PL with large red
shift indicates towards better quality HEMT structures.

5.5 Conclusion
The effect of Mg doping during initial growth of GaN buffer layer is investigated
by spectroscopic measurements. The Mg doping is found to reduce both background
carrier density and YL related deep defects. It further enhances the confinement of 2DEG
at the AlN/GaN interface. The results suggest that semi-insulating GaN buffer layer with
compensated Mg doping can be a good candidate for AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Future Scope
6.1 Summary of the Thesis and Conclusion
During the course of this thesis, novel spectroscopic techniques are used to
investigate fundamental electronic transitions in nitride epitaxial layers and
AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structures in a truly non-destructive manner. First, a new
configuration of SPS technique is proposed where an additional cw pump laser beam is
used in a conventional chopped light geometry setup under pump-probe scheme.
Through a judicious choice of sub-bandgap laser i.e. an apparent pump, the technique is
proven to be capable of measuring the bandgap of semiconductor epitaxial layers very
accurately even unde

ocalized states. On the other hand, pump-

probe SPS measurements with an above bandgap pump laser are found to be very useful
in the identification of spatial location of defects. Identification of the spatial location of
sub-bandgap SPS features is critically important for establishing a firm correlation
among SPS features and respective defect levels. In conventional SPS technique, one
measures an algebraic sum of all the SPS components that might be generated at different
spatial locations inside the sample. Sign of SPS signal therefore depends on the type of
band bending which might be present at the generation site of signal. If the spatial
location of sub-bandgap SPS feature is not known, then no correlation of SPS signal can
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be made with a specific defect level. However, in pump-probe SPS technique, one can
selectively pick up SPS signal from a particular depth by choosing an appropriate laser
beam. Under such a scenario, it is possible to make an unambiguous identification of
defect levels. During the course of this thesis, pump-probe SPS technique is proven to be
extremely useful in pinpointing the spatial location of defects inside the sample.
Availability of this information is found to play a critical role in identification of defects
in p-GaN epitaxial layer and AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures.
Next, the fundamental origin of commonly observed defect related luminescence
bands in GaN epitaxial layers and heterostructures is investigated by performing
complementary spectroscopic measurements. The most debated defect features in GaN
epitaxial layers are the blue luminescence (BL) band in heavily Mg doped p-GaN and
yellow luminescence (YL) band in all types of GaN epitaxial layers. Further, an exact
correlation of these PL bands to particular defect levels and their spatial location within
the sample is not established. It is one of key issues which have been addressed in this
thesis. BL band appears in heavily Mg doped p-GaN samples where a self-compensation
phenomenon is also observed which is understood to limit the p-doping of GaN layers.
There are two school of thoughts regarding the origin of BL band in GaN: i) deep donor
to shallow acceptor transition, and ii) conduction band to deep acceptor transition. In this
thesis, complementary spectroscopic measurements based on PL and SPS techniques are
performed on heavily Mg doped p-GaN samples where model-ii is found to be associated
with the origin of BL band. The microscopic origin of YL band in GaN epilayers is found
to be equally controversial where several models have been proposed during the last three
decades. Very recently, carbon related defect complex is considered to be the main source
however it is still being debated whether CN acceptor or CN-ON deep donor complex is
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responsible for the formation of YL band. Moreover, spatial location of YL band in GaN
epilayers is largely unclear where conflicting reports keep appearing in literature. It is
noticed that different parts of the sample are claimed to be associated with the origin of
YL band and a generalized understanding is yet to be developed. Spatial location of YL
band is specifically addressed in this thesis, where systematic spectroscopic
measurements are performed under both the conventional and pump-probe geometry on
AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures. YL related deep trap states are found to lie
approximately 1 eV above the valence band edge and resonant excitation edges of this
defect complex occur at 2.8 and 3.2 eV. The peak energy of YL band and resonant
excitation edges measured from SPS spectra closely matches with the values of transition
energy associated with CN-ON deep donor complex reported in literature. Further, it is
found that YL related defects are present throughout the sample whereas a specific
dominance appears from the epilayer/template interfacial region. It is also learnt that the
dominance of YL band from a particular spatial region depends not only on the density
of deep trap states but also on their occupation probability. Depending on the
experimental technique, one essentially probes different spatial location of the sample
where both the density and occupation function of deep trap states are different. Thus a
generalized comment on the spatial location of YL related defect states based on a single
characterization technique might be erroneous.
Once the spectroscopic features related to defect states are understood, attention
is paid to identify the genuine features of AlGaN/GaN heterostructures. As a special case,
an unambiguous identification of 2DEG features in AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structures
is obtained by a fast and contactless method. A prior knowledge of true signatures of
2DEG in HEMT structures is technologically important since it can be of immense help
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to the device manufactures. Appearance of several fine features in the PL spectra of
AlGaN/GaN heterostructures has been correlated with the sub-levels of 2DEG by other
researchers. Such a conclusion is drawn on the basis of some peculiar temperature and
excitation intensity dependencies. However, it is clearly shown in this thesis that the fine
features in PL spectra of AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structure are not at all related to the
sub-levels of 2DEG rather these are governed by interference phenomenon. Temperature
dependence of the interference oscillations is explained by considering the wavelength
and temperature dependence of the refractive index of GaN. On the other hand, a small
blue shift of fine oscillations is found be driven mainly by a strong excitation intensity
dependence of broad 2DEG features on which interference features are actually
superimposed. Further, the dominance of interference oscillations on 2DEG PL features
is explained by considering their spatially localized origin within the triangular potential
well. A clear disappearance of the two broad features in case of top barrier etched sample
confirms that these are essentially related to 2DEG. Furthermore, a numerical selfconsistent solution of Schrödinger and Poisson equations for the AlGaN/AlN/GaN
heterostructure also predicts existence of only two sub-levels of 2DEG below Fermi
level. The broad features are thereafter considered to be related to radiative
recombination of 2-Dimensional electrons with photo-excited holes. The temperature
and excitation intensity dependent shift of 2DEG PL features are explained by
considering the screening of electric field in the triangular potential well by thermal and
photo-excited carriers. The values of electric field estimated from the measured peak
energy of 2DEG sublevels matches reasonably well with the values obtained from
numerical simulations. The recombination mechanism of 2DEG with photo-excited holes
is also explained from excitation intensity dependent PL measurements. It is found that
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excitonic recombination occurs at low excitation intensity whereas band-to-band
recombination of 2D-electrons with photo-excited holes occurs at high excitation
intensity. A switchover from excitonic to band-to-band recombination occurs when net
2DEG and photo-excited electron density exceeds critical Mott density in the quasi-flat
band region of GaN channel layer where oscillator strength is estimated to be the
maximum.
Finally, the understanding developed for the characterization of nitride epitaxial
layers is implemented for a qualitative comparison of AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT samples.
Two such samples are grown where Mg doping with different concentration is done
during the initial growth of GaN buffer layer on Fe-GaN/Sapphire template. Here, an
ultimate aim is to minimize the parasitic effects and to suppress the current collapse. In
design of HEMT structure, it is essential to grow a highly resistive GaN buffer layer and
to minimize the density of deep trap states to address the issue of parasitic effect and
current collapse respectively. Mg doping during the initial growth of GaN buffer is found
to suppress YL band and also in the minimization of associated deep trap density and
background electron density throughout the GaN buffer layer. In addition, it is found that
Mg doping suppresses the spillover of 2DEG towards the substrate by increasing the
effective barrier height. Thus, Mg doping during the initial growth of GaN buffer can be

devices.
To conclude, novel spectroscopic techniques are implemented to understand the
fundamental origin of defect features in nitride epitaxial layers. A new configuration of
SPS technique is proposed which is found to be extremely beneficial in pinpointing the
spatial location of spectroscopic features within the layer structure. Complementary
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spectroscopic techniques are used to address the puzzling issues related to the origin of
BL and YL bands which have been lingering for the last few decades. An anomaly related
to the association of fine features in the PL spectra of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure with
2DEG sublevels is resolved where oscillatory features are found to be governed by the
interference phenomenon. An unambiguous identification of 2DEG features is thereafter
achieved which helps in a qualitative comparison of HEMT samples. Recombination
mechanism of 2DEG with photo-excited holes is also discussed. During the course of
this thesis, contactless nature of spectroscopic techniques is proven to be especially
important for a truly non-destructive characterization of defects and 2DEG features in
AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures.

6.2 Scope for Future work
During the characterization of AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structures, it is found
that Mg doping during the initial growth of GaN buffer is found to suppress background
electron density and YL related deep trap states. However, this information needs to be
complemented by some improvements in the device characteristics. Further, a heavy Mg
doping is expected to introduce deep defect complexes which can be detrimental to the
device performance. To predict an optimum value of Mg doping is therefore of prime
importance. It is also necessary to validate the proposed method of 2DEG
characterisation by characterizing a set of HEMT samples which might be grown by
varying some layer/growth parameter in a systematic manner. Finally, HEMT devices
with optimized Mg doping needs to be fabricated for confirming the validity of design
methodology by demonstrating some improvement in the operational characteristics.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A:
Numerical simulations for the wavelength dependence of
refractive index of GaN

In case of the
essential condition for observing an interference peak under normal incidence condition
is given by,189
(A1)

sample, and integer multiple of the standing wave where constructive interference
occurs. Hence, for observing any two interference maxima, i.e., mth
(m+p)th

p)

1)

and

are governed by the following equations:
(A2)

and
(A3)
By rearranging the two equations, we get
(A4)
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Here, n1 can be numerically calculated for GaN at longer wavelength ( 1) by using the
second order Sellmeier equation for the transparent medium. 189 Thereafter, the value of

region of GaN. Once, the values of

1,

n1, and d are known, the value of refractive index

(np) can be estimated at any desired wavelength ( p) by using Eq. (A4).

APPENDIX B:
Numerical simulations for the temperature dependence of the
refractive index of GaN
Let the mth PL peak, which was earlier observed at

1,

shifts to

I

due to cooling.

Let the value of the refractive index and layer thickness changes from n (d) to n I (d I)
due to cooling (thermal contraction), respectively. Therefore, Equation (A1) of Appendix

(B1)
After combining this with Eq. (A1), we have
(B2)
d I) at temperature T can be calculated by using
1,

from Appendix A, while the values of

I

n1, and d are already known

are measured from the temperature dependence
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n I can be
calculated by using Eq. (B2). Hence, the temperature dependence of refractive index of
GaN at any wavelength can be numerically estimated by using Eq. (A4) and (B2).

APPENDIX C:
Numerical analysis for interference contrast in 2DEG PL

The laser beam excites electron-hole pairs in GaN channel layer adjacent to
AlGaN/GaN interface since AlGaN barrier is transparent to the excitation laser source.
Subsequently, the photo-excited electron-hole pairs decay via GaN excitonic, defect
assisted and 2DEG recombination channels. Note that the energy of 2DEG PL feature is
expected to be lower than the bandgap of GaN

134

. This makes the GaN channel layer

transparent to photons generated via 2DEG related transitions. GaN channel layer
therefore acts like a Fabry-Perot cavity for 2DEG PL signal where Air/AlGaN surface
and GaN/Sapphire interface act as cavity mirror. Similar interference phenomenon can
occur for defect related PL features and LO-phonon replica of band edge features within
the cavity where the origin of PL is distributed along the depth of cavity. A systematic
numerical analysis is carried out to distinguish the two cases, i.e. 1) PL signal is generated
along the entire depth of GaN channel layer, and 2) PL signal is generated at a particular
depth in the cavity.
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Figure A1 (a) Schematic ray diagram to illustrate the multiple reflections of PL signal
within the F-P cavity, (b) Transmitted PL intensity versus energy for distributed (red)
PL generation and confined (blue) PL generation along the depth of the sample.
-P cavity
mirrors with an initial

1 (a). One part of the PL signal travels

in the forward direction (blue beam) while the another part travels in backward direction
(red beam). The two components thereafter undergo multiple reflections within the
cavity. A few components for the two beams are also shown in Fig. A1 (a). Let r1 (t1)
and r2 (t2) be the reflection (transmission) coefficients of front and back mirror

a complete round trip (2d) travel inside the cavity (for normal incidence) is given as
follows,
(C1)
w
signal. Similarly, the phase introduced to traverse a path of 2x distance can be given as
follows,
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(C2)
Note that the rays are shown to hit the interface at an angle in Fig. 1. It is only for clarity
in viewing, we otherwise consider normal incidence since the PL signal is collected
normal to the sample surface in our experimental geometry.
Amplitude of the emitted PL signal can be given as follows,
(C3)
where,

and

From equation-C3,
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(C4)
Therefore, the transmitted intensity (It) of PL signal is given by,

(C5)

Here, experimentally reported values of reflection coefficients of Air/AlGaN (r1=0.41)
and GaN/Sapphire (r2=0.20) are taken for the entire spectral range and absorption within
the sample is neglected due to the sub-band energy of 2DEG PL. For simplicity, intensity
of PL signal is taken to be constant at all wavelength, which is required to develop an
understanding of interference oscillations. One can then convolute the interference
oscillations with PL spectrum of Gaussian line shape to simulate the actual spectrum.

Case-1
PL is generated throughout the sample along the depth and intensity is also same
along the depth. From equation-A5, transmitted intensity is a periodic function of
of
resultant intensity along the sample depth.
From equation-C5, for spatially distributed photo-generation,
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(C6)

The ratio of transmitted intensity to total photo-generated intensity (

) can be

written as,
(C7)

Case-2
PL is generated at a particular depth inside the cavity. From equation-C5, for PL
generation at a particular depth (taking

~ 25 nm),

(C8)

The ratio of transmitted intensity to total photo-generated intensity can be written as
(C9)

Enq. C7, and Eq. C9 are plotted as a function of energy

in Fig. A1(b). Here,

it is found that the interference contrast is more in case of PL signal generation at a
particular depth in the cavity when compared with the generation of PL signal which is
distributed along the depth of entire channel layer. This unambiguously suggests that the
2DEG PL feature has a large probability to show interference phenomenon.
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